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1 Introduction & conclusion

The holographic principle is by now widely believed to be intrinsic to any complete description
of quantum gravity. Holography has been easiest to formulate in (asymptotically) anti-de
Sitter space, with asymptotia at spatial infinity and observables equivalent to those, e.g.
correlation functions, in a boundary conformal field theory. Most difficult, but also most
relevant for the real world, is the case of de Sitter space, with its temporal infinities and
the attendant subtleties in defining observables. Formulating a holographic principle in
asymptotically flat spacetimes, with null asymptotia and a well-defined S-matrix, may now
serve as a Goldilocks case for concrete formulations of the holographic principle, particularly
in the interesting case when the gravitating spacetime is four dimensional, which falls outside
of the purview of the high-dimensional matrix models understood so far (see, e.g., [1, 2]).

There is a renewed surge of interest in holography for asymptotically flat spacetimes
on the heel of refined studies of asymptotic symmetry algebras (see [3] for a review), most
recently exhibiting 2d chiral algebraic structures at the classical level [4–7]. Related suites
of proposals collectively known as “celestial holography” have posited that the form of
a putative holographic dual for such theories takes the form of an exotic, non-unitary
conformal field theory (often called the celestial CFT or CCFT) supported on the celestial
sphere at asymptotic null infinity. For reviews and results, see [8–10] and references therein.

There are many challenges to interpreting a would-be CFT dual at null infinity, ranging
from the puzzling (“How can we understand a CFT exhibiting an integral shift symmetry
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in its conformal weights, which is the avatar of 4d translation invariance in an eigenbasis
of boost weights?”) to the fundamental (“How can 4d gravitational dynamics in flat
spacetimes be encoded locally on the celestial sphere, particularly in such a way as to
guarantee stringent CFT axioms?”) Various bottom-up approaches have been suggested
to ameliorate these issues, for instance by leveraging judicious transforms on tempered
distributions called shadow and light transforms in the latter case [11–13].

In this paper, we elaborate on an explicit, example top-down duality engineered
from string theory, after the fashion of the AdS/CFT correspondence. This example was
constructed with the aim of sharpening and addressing some of these questions. While we do
not claim the strong features exhibited by our duality are necessary to describe or construct
a CCFT (or other type of holographic dual for flat spacetime) outside of this toy example,
we do stress that it highlights some sufficient conditions for such a construction to exist. In
particular, one is guaranteed to obtain a 2d chiral algebra with a local, associative OPE if
its dual theory is integrable. Further, in 4d the condition of integrability geometrizes to a
theory admitting a local holomorphic lift to twistor space. Recent advances in computing
and cancelling gauge anomalies in 6d holomorphic theories [14, 15] enable us to study a
class of such 4d integrable theories at the quantum level by appealing to their twistorial
uplift. Furthermore, the holomorphic theory on twistor space can, in favorable cases, be
identified with sectors of a topological string theory, to which the methods of twisted
holography [16, 17], especially homological algebra [18], can be applied. Important earlier
work, closely related to twisted holography, on the protected boundary chiral algebra
subsector of 4d N = 4 and its bulk dual can be found in [19].

When the 4d “bulk” theories are not integrable, one must contend with the rich non-
analyticities of scattering amplitudes (outside special classes of scattering problems, such as
the tree level MHV sector in gauge theory), in which the local twistorial perspective will
be insufficient (and a non-local twistorial approach may not be the most expedient).
Mapping such scattering problems to the celestial sphere results in non-localities, in
violation of the standard axioms of the chiral algebras, which must be reckoned with
in any CCFT.1 Relatedly, CCFT states will acquire non-vanishing anomalous scaling
dimensions. Furthermore, in classically integrable 4d theories, there is a map between
obstructions to the integrability of its quantization, and gauge anomalies in the local
twistorial uplift. These non-vanishing anomalies in 6d encoding 4d non-integrability at the
quantum level have recently been understood to lead to violations in associativity of (the
quantum deformation of) celestial chiral algebras [21–24]. It will be crucial to address these
issues when formulating the holographic dual of a general 4d bulk theory.

Still, we believe it is worth understanding in detail even the non-generic situation in
which the 4d bulk theory is integrable, since there a “celestial” chiral algebra of asymptotic
symmetries can be described explicitly without any modifications of the standard CFT
axioms. Whether or how the above issues can be addressed in a general theory, admitting
true black hole solutions and chaotic dynamics, is beyond the scope of this work. We will

1Though see [20] for a proposed nonlocal mathematical extension of vertex algebras pre-dating celestial
holography.
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construct such a well-defined holographic duality from the top-down, in type I string theory.
In the remainder of this introduction, we will motivate and sketch this construction.

It is perhaps not surprising that the setting for a holographic duality for integrable
theories lies in the context of the topological string (see, e.g., [25] for relevant earlier work)
or twisted holography, and it is precisely in the setting of twisted theories, which are
either holomorphic or topological theories, where the technique of Koszul duality has the
most teeth: in the twisted world, the symmetries of a system enhance dramatically to
infinite-dimensional algebras, providing constraints powerful enough to fix some or all of
the resulting dynamics. In the developing subject of twisted holography, it is expected that
one may even be able to use this enormous symmetry to compute or fix observables to all
orders in a 1/N expansion. The precise duality we study in this paper arises as follows.

We study the topological B-model of the type I string, compactified on twistor space.2
As is well-known, the vacuum state of the type I string includes both open and closed
string sectors described in the topological string framework by a holomorphic Chern-Simons
theory and a Kodaira-Spencer theory of gravity, respectively. When these sectors are
coupled, this theory has no gauge anomaly [14] if and only if the gauge group is SO(8).
Consequently, it reduces to an integrable theory in 4d spacetime. Roughly, the holomorphic
Chern-Simons theory reduces to a 4d WZW model [26, 27] with target manifold the group
manifold SO(8), while the Kodaira-Spencer theory reduces to a theory, described by the
Mabuchi functional [28], of dynamical fluctuations of the Kähler potential governing the 4d
Kähler metric. We stress that in 4d flat spacetime, the SO(8) WZW4 model has vanishing
scattering amplitudes, as befits an integrable theory: WZW4 theories for general G are not
integrable at the quantum level. Equivalently, their local holomorphic uplifts to twistor space
cannot be consistently quantized. Again, while the 4d models for other G are interesting
and perfectly well-behaved quantum field theories, we do not know how to define a dual
2d chiral algebra for these theories. Indeed, we expect naive attempts to define a chiral
algebra of asymptotic symmetries for these theories will result in failures of associativity
when quantum effects are incorporated.

To get a full-fledged holographic duality, we add a large number of D-branes in 6d,
which backreact on the twistor space of flat space and so, in turn, backreact on 4d flat
spacetime. In particular, we add N ≫ 1 Euclidean B-model D1-branes wrapping the zero
section CP1 of the twistor fibration. This CP1 is precisely the celestial sphere from the
4d point of view. The worldvolume theory of these branes in the B-model is a 2d chiral
algebra, arising from dimensional reduction of holomorphic Chern-Simons theory [16, 29],
supported on the celestial sphere, as desired in a celestial holographic duality. Furthermore,
we explicitly compute the backreaction in the 6d Kodaira-Spencer theory, amounting to a
deformation of the background complex structure, and find that we obtain the so-called
twistor space of Burns space [30]. Reducing to 4d, the deformed spacetime metric is the
asymptotically flat (Euclidean) Burns metric [31]. Therefore, the 4d “bulk” theory in our
holographic duality can be described semiclassically as a coupled SO(8) WZW4 model +

2Defining the topological B-model on a non-Calabi Yau manifold requires a slight modification of the
usual topological string construction, which we describe in the main text.
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Mabuchi gravity on Burns space. Crucially, our 4d theories acquire nontrivial scattering
amplitudes (i.e. nonvanishing scattering at 4 points and higher) in this curved background,
which can be matched to chiral correlators. In particular, we can explicitly match collinear
limits of this scattering with the OPE of the dual chiral algebra per standard celestial
reasoning. We do so in the N →∞ limit in this paper, though we expect the duality holds
at finite N , and we plan to study this in future work.

Our construction employs the twistor space associated to analytically continued space-
time, in which one may work without specializing to a particular spacetime signature (or only
doing so at a later stage). We remark that our full nonperturbative duality3 is perhaps most
naturally formulated in Euclidean signature spacetime. One way to see this is to notice that,
as is familiar from the self-dual sectors of gauge theory and gravity, evaluating the action
on nontrivial saddles in Lorentzian signature requires the introduction of complex fields.
However, in any signature, the theories under consideration in this paper are non-unitary.
While a CCFT dual may be expected to be non-unitary on general grounds, a non-unitary
bulk spacetime theory is a priori less desirable; indeed, we view it as a serious shortcoming of
our stringent construction, closely related to the existence of a twistorial uplift/associative
OPE, that must be overcome in other top-down constructions of flat space holography.

The WZW4 model, plus Mabuchi gravity, is an interacting and non-renormalizable
system. One surprising consequence of this conjectural holographic duality is that it implies
a non-perturbative (finite-N) isomorphism between scattering in this theory on a curved
spacetime (Burns space) and correlation functions in a 2d chiral algebra! That such a
strong dynamical statement holds in an asymptotically flat spacetime is a testament to the
underlying simplicity of the 4d theory.

Many questions remain about this duality, and putative dualities for generic theories in
asymptotically flat spacetimes. In future work, we aim to study, for instance, non-planar
corrections to this duality and more aspects of its embedding into full 10d string theory. A
smaller, immediate puzzle is whether or not the other integrable/twistorial theories studied
in [15, 21, 33, 34] admit 10d uplifts to string theory, and hence their own twisted holographic
correspondences. Similarly, seeing as Burns space is only scalar-flat but not Ricci-flat, the
study of celestial chiral algebras on Ricci-flat self-dual backgrounds like ALE spaces also
promises to be a rich avenue for exploration [35].

The most pressing question in this program is the incorporation of complete gravitational
dynamics, including all metric degrees of freedom, into the 4d spacetime. Our holographic
duality enjoys a standard gravitational description in 6d, with fluctuating metric components
corresponding to complex structure deformations and gauged diffeomorphisms. The passage
from 6d to 4d involves a gauge fixing of these diffeomorphisms, leaving us with a Liouville-
like closed string sector, as we describe in more detail in the main text, and in particular
not a covariant theory. Again, this is perhaps unsurprising due to the close connections
between integrable or exactly-solvable models in various dimensions, but it deprives us
of the richness of gravitational physics in this toy model. We expect that incorporating

3Perturbatively, one may continue to Lorentzian signature and compute scattering amplitudes in the
Burns space metric [32], and our duality will still hold.
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genuine gravitational dynamics in a 4d spacetime will require a potentially quite dramatic
modification of standard CFT axioms, or perhaps a holographic formulation of a different
type such as an adaptation of matrix theory to lower dimensions.

1.1 Summary of the paper

This work is a companion to our Letter [36]. In the remainder of this paper we expand on
this duality in detail.

1. In section 2 we introduce the topological B-model on twistor space. The topological
B-model is typically studied on Calabi-Yau manifolds and, with a careful treatment
of boundary conditions, can be generalized to complex 3-folds equipped with a
meromorphic volume form. A result of Pontecorvo [37] shows that twistor spaces of
scalar-flat Kähler 4-manifolds are equipped with a meromorphic 3-form, and so are
the natural twistor spaces on which to place the topological B-model. We show that
the closed string sector of the topological B-model gives rise to Mabuchi gravity: a
theory of a dynamical scalar field interpreted as the Kähler potential. The equations
of motion of Mabuchi gravity imply that the associated Kähler metric has vanishing
scalar curvature. We show, following [38, 39], that the open string sector is the WZW4
model [26, 27, 40]. Our analysis focuses on the type I topological B-model [14], whose
open string sector consists of holomorphic Chern-Simons for SO(8).

2. In section 3 we consider the backreaction of a stack of D1 branes in the topological
B-model on the twistor space of flat R4. The analysis follows that in [16]. We find
that the backreacted twistor space contains SL2(C), and is the twistor space of the
asymptotically flat Burns metric [30, 31], a certain scalar-flat Kähler metric on the
complex manifold O(−1) → CP1. The backreaction changes the topology of the
four-dimensional spacetime by introducing a non-contractible S2. This was first
anticipated in [41] and is somewhat similar to the Gopakumar-Vafa [42] geometric
transition.

3. In section 4, we analyze the holographic dual chiral algebra. This is the theory living
on a stack of N D1 branes wrapping a curve in the twistor space of flat R4. The
algebra is the BRST reduction of a collection of free symplectic bosons by Sp(N),
and can also be realized as the chiral algebra associated by [43] to a family of N = 2
SCFTs in dimension 4.

An important subtlety in our analysis is that this chiral algebra has point defects
associated to the locus where the meromorphic volume form on twistor space has
poles. Conformal blocks of the chiral algebra in the presence of these defects are
shown to be in one-to-one correspondence with the Hilbert space of the bulk theory
on Burns space.

4. In section 5, we describe the relationship between our Burns space holography and
familiar AdS3 × S3 holography. The twistor space of Burns space contains SL2(C) ≃
AdS3 × S3. The holographic dual chiral algebra lives on the boundary of AdS3. We
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identify where this boundary lives in twistor space, and we show how the twistor lines
of Burns space are copies of S2 which foliate AdS3.

5. In section 6 we analyze the holographic dictionary on twistor space in more detail.
We explicitly identify the states on twistor space which match the large-N states in
our chiral algebra, and we show that the defects in our chiral algebra can be seen
from the holographic dual theory on twistor space.

In this section we prove one of our main results: the tree level scattering amplitudes of
WZW4 plus Mabuchi gravity on Burns space have a surprising symmetry enhancement,
from the SU(2)×U(1) isometry group of the Burns geometry to a larger SU(2)×SU(2)
group, and indeed to an infinite-dimensional algebra. This allows us to identify these
amplitudes with vacuum correlators in the chiral algebra, in the absence of defects.

We conjecture (with quite strong evidence) that this result continues to hold at loop
level. This conjecture, together with the holographic correspondence and the Penrose
transform, implies something rather remarkable: all scattering amplitudes of WZW4
plus Mabuchi gravity on Burns space can be expressed as the correlators of a rather
simple chiral algebra. Since the chiral algebra is relatively simple, this implies that
these scattering amplitudes are all in principle computable.

At tree level, the amplitudes for WZW4 coincide with the all-plus amplitudes for
Yang-Mills theory. This result implies that these Yang-Mills amplitudes on Burns
space match planar correlators in the chiral algebra.

6. In sections 7 and 8, we initiate the analysis of the holographic duality directly on
Burns space, as opposed to its twistor space. We identify the scattering states on
Burns space holographically dual to the single-trace operators in the large N chiral
algebra. For WZW4 states, these are certain explicit solutions of the Laplace equation.
For states of Mabuchi gravity, they solve instead a fourth-order equation involving the
Paneitz operator. We phrase the conjectured duality as a match between scattering
amplitudes of explicit states on Burns space and chiral algebra correlators.

7. In section 9, we turn to tests of the duality directly on Burns space, in the planar
limit. We compute the tree level two-point function of states in the WZW4 sector by
the standard holographic method [44]. This had already been computed by Hawking,
Page and Pope [32] by a different method, yielding the same result.4 The result is
a certain Bessel function, whose series expansion matches perfectly the two-point
function of states in the chiral algebra.

We also compute certain terms in the collinear limits of 3-point WZW4 amplitudes,
and find that they match exactly with the OPE coefficients of the dual chiral algebra.
A similar calculation is performed for the OPE and 3-point amplitude involving two
WZW4 states and one “graviton” (Kähler scalar).

4Hawking et al. were computing the two-point scattering amplitude of a conformally-coupled scalar on
CP2, but since this manifold is conformally equivalent to Burns space, and the scalar curvature of Burns
space vanishes, the result is the same.
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2 Topological strings on twistor space

In this section, we provide a concise review of B-model topological strings on twistor spaces
of self-dual spacetimes. The B-model can only be studied on Calabi-Yau manifolds, but
twistor spaces are not Calabi-Yau. Nevertheless, the twistor space of a spacetime with a
self-dual Kähler metric comes equipped with a meromorphic 3-form. Excising the polar
divisor of this 3-form from the twistor space yields a non-compact Calabi-Yau 3-fold. The
topological string makes sense with defects (or holomorphic boundary conditions) along
the divisor. We will study a type I version of the open+closed topological B-model on two
particular examples of such 3-folds: the twistor spaces of flat space and Burns space.

2.1 Twistor geometry

A metric on a 4-manifold is termed self-dual (SD) if its Weyl tensor is self-dual. Self-dual
metrics span integrable subsectors of Einstein as well as conformal gravity [45]. Integrability
in four dimensions is often intimately linked to the existence of a twistor space: a complex
3-fold that encodes 4-dimensional physics in terms of complex analytic geometry. As a
smooth manifold, the twistor space π : Z →M of a smooth, oriented 4-manifold M with
Riemannian metric g is given by the bundle of pointwise metric- and orientation-compatible
almost complex structures. It has SO(4)/U(2) ≃ CP1 fibers and is diffeomorphic to the
unit sphere bundle S(Λ−) of the rank 3 bundle of anti-self-dual (ASD) 2-forms Λ− →M .
Alternatively, it is diffeomorphic to the projective 2-spinor bundle of M .

Z can be equipped with the Atiyah-Hitchin-Singer almost complex structure. To
construct this, one splits the tangent space of every point p ∈ Z into vertical and horizontal
components using the Levi-Civita connection of g induced on S(Λ−). The almost complex
structure at p is taken to be the direct sum of the standard complex structure on CP1 with
the almost complex structure on the tangent space Tπ(p)M ⊗ C parametrized by p. It is
well-known that this becomes an integrable almost complex structure on Z if and only if g
is self-dual [46, 47]; see also [48] for a review. The CP1 fiber over a point x ∈M is known
as the twistor line corresponding to x and will be denoted Lx. When this almost complex
structure is integrable, these twistor lines become holomorphic rational curves in Z cut out
by the so-called incidence relations. They have normal bundle O(1)⊕ O(1). Moreover, the
antipodal map on each Lx gives rise to an antiholomorphic involution without fixed points,
giving Z a real structure.

When g is self-dual as well as Ricci-flat, the twistor space Z is called a nonlinear
graviton [46]. In this case, (M, g) becomes a hyperkähler manifold. Such metrics describe
self-dual Einstein gravity without a cosmological constant. Instead, in the rest of this work
we will mainly be interested in the case when g is not necessarily Ricci-flat but is only
required to be scalar-flat and Kähler.

If g is a Kähler metric on a 4-manifold M , the results of [49, 50] show that it is self-dual5
if and only if it is scalar-flat, i.e., has zero Ricci scalar R = 0. So we will usually refer to
such self-dual metrics as scalar-flat Kähler. As observed by Hitchin in [51], the twistor space
Z of any SD 4-manifold (M, g) is spin, i.e., its canonical bundle KZ always admits a square

5With respect to the orientation in which the Kähler form is anti-self-dual.
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root K1/2
Z . If M itself is spin, then KZ also admits a fourth root K1/4

Z . Furthermore, a
theorem by Pontecorvo [37] shows that if g is self-dual as well as Kähler, then it gives rise to
a globally holomorphic section ω̌ of K−1/2

Z . This can be inverted to produce a meromorphic
section Ω = ω̌−2 of KZ .

Another standard fact is that the restriction of KZ to every twistor line is given by
O(−4)→ CP1. As a result, K−1/2

Z |Lx ≃ O(2), so the section ω̌|Lx has two zeroes on every
twistor line Lx. These correspond to a pair of almost complex structures on the tangent
space TxM ⊗ C. In fact, Pontecorvo constructs the section ω̌ in such a way that one of
these zeroes parametrizes precisely the integrable almost complex structure J with respect
to which g is Kähler, and the other zero corresponds to the conjugate almost complex
structure −J . As we vary Lx, the zeroes of ω̌ sweep out a quadric in Z that acts as the
polar divisor of Ω. The Kähler form ω on M is recovered by performing a contour integral

ω(x) = 1
2π

∮
Γ⊂Lx

Ω (2.1)

where the contour Γ separates the zeroes of ω̌|Lx and circles the zero at (x, J |x) clockwise.
Our orientation and normalization conventions will be such that the resulting Kähler form
is a real ASD 2-form on M and satisfies ω2 = −2 volg.

For the reader’s convenience, we provide a more extensive review of this construction
using local coordinates on twistor space in appendix A. See also [41] for a comparable review.

Example: flat space. The paradigmatic example of the twistor correspondence is the
twistor space of flat space R4 with its Euclidean metric. This helps us in setting up our
local coordinates and spinor conventions. We will mainly follow the conventions of [15, 52].

Let xµ denote the standard coordinates on R4. We can define double null coordinates
xαα̇, α = 1, 2, α̇ = 1̇, 2̇, by setting

xαα̇ = 1√
2

(
x0 + ix3 x2 + ix1
−x2 + ix1 x0 − ix3

)
. (2.2)

The indices α, α̇ are spinor indices of SU(2) of opposite chirality. In terms of these, the
Euclidean metric can be expressed as

ds2 = δµνdxµdxν = ϵαβ ϵα̇β̇ dx
αα̇ dxββ̇ . (2.3)

Here, ϵαβ , ϵα̇β̇ are 2× 2 Levi-Civita symbols that we will ubiquitously use to raise, lower
and contract spinor indices with the conventions

λα = ϵαβλβ , λβ = λαϵαβ , µα̇ = ϵα̇β̇µβ̇ , µβ̇ = µα̇ϵα̇β̇ (2.4)

etc. Spinor contractions will be abbreviated using square and angle brackets

⟨λκ⟩ := λακα , [µ ν] := µα̇να̇ (2.5)

that are invariant under SL2(C) rotations of the dotted or undotted indices.
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We will mostly work with the following complex coordinates built out of xαα̇,

uα̇ := x1α̇ , ûα̇ := x2α̇ = (−u2̇, u1̇) ≡ (−ū2, ū1) . (2.6)

In the last equality, we are using the convention that the complex conjugate of a dotted
spinor is an undotted spinor. In contrast, the spinor ûα̇ built from the complex conjugates
transforms in the same SU(2) representation as uα̇ due to the property L̂u = Lû valid
for matrices L ∈ SU(2). Because of this, the map uα̇ 7→ ûα̇ is known as quaternionic
conjugation. In these coordinates, the Euclidean metric reads

ds2 = 2 ∥du∥2 = 2
(
|du1̇|2 + |du2̇|2

)
. (2.7)

Here ∥u− v∥2 = |u1̇ − v1̇|2 + |u2̇ − v2̇|2 is the Euclidean norm. We note the useful relations

[û u] = ∥u∥2 , xµxµ = 2∥u∥2 . (2.8)

The factor of 2 here is a convenient convention that is common in twistor theory [53, 54].
The associated volume form is

d4x ≡ dx0 ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 = du1̇ ∧ dū1 ∧ du2̇ ∧ dū2 (2.9)

which defines our orientation convention.
The twistor space of R4 is traditionally denoted PT. It is the total space of a rank 2

holomorphic vector bundle over the Riemann sphere,

PT = O(1)⊕ O(1)→ CP1 . (2.10)

Let z be an affine coordinate along its CP1 base, and let vα̇ = (v1̇, v2̇) denote coordinates
along the C2 fibers. Under z 7→ 1/z, the fiber coordinates transform as

z 7→ 1
z

=⇒ vα̇ 7→ vα̇

z
. (2.11)

This holomorphic transition function, defined on the annulus z ̸= 0,∞, endows PT with
the structure of a complex 3-fold. Equivalently, it is also standard to view PT as an open
subset of CP3 given by PT = CP3 − CP1. As an application of this second viewpoint, one
defines line bundles O(n)→ PT as restrictions of the standard line bundles O(n)→ CP3 to
this subset, or equivalently as pull-backs from CP1.

Every point x ∈ R4 corresponds to a holomorphic global section of O(1)⊕O(1)→ CP1,

Lx : vα̇ = uα̇ + zûα̇ . (2.12)

These are taken to be the twistor lines. The line bundles O(n) restrict to the standard
line bundles O(n) → CP1 on each Lx. The antipodal map of CP1 extends to PT as a
fixed-point-free antiholomorphic involution

(z, vα̇) 7→
(
−1
z̄
,− v̂

α̇

z̄

)
, v̂α̇ := (−v̄2, v̄1) . (2.13)
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The twistor lines Lx are invariant under this map, i.e., if (z, vα̇) lies on Lx, then so does its
antipodal point. Since knowing two points on a (projective) line completely determines the
line, we obtain a diffeomorphism R4 × CP1 → PT given by (x, z) 7→ (vα̇, z) = (uα̇ + zûα̇, z).
Moreover, this identifies the twistor lines Lx as the fibers of the projection R4 × CP1 → R4.

The Euclidean metric (2.7) is Kähler in the complex coordinates uα̇. It has Kähler
form

ω = i ϵα̇β̇ du
α̇ ∧ dûβ̇ = i

(
du1̇ ∧ dū1 + du2̇ ∧ dū2

)
. (2.14)

This is an ASD 2-form and satisfies 1
2 ω

2 = −d4x. It is instructive to obtain this Kähler
form from twistor space via Pontecorvo’s theorem. The canonical bundle of PT is O(−4).
To get the Kähler form ω, we take ω̌ = z as our choice of global section of K−1/2

PT = O(2).
The associated meromorphic 3-form is given by

Ω = ω̌−2 = dz ∧ dv1̇ ∧ dv2̇
z2

. (2.15)

Using the transition function (2.11), we see that this has poles of order 2 at z = 0 and
z =∞ each.

We can use the diffeomorphism vα̇ = uα̇ + zûα̇ to pull back Ω to R4 × CP1,

Ω = dz ∧ (du1̇ − z dū2) ∧ (du2̇ + z dū1)
z2

. (2.16)

Integrating it in z along a contour that surrounds the pole at z = 0 picks out the Kähler
form of flat space:

1
2π

∮
|z|=1

Ω = 1
2πi

∮
|z|=1

dz
z
∧ ω = ω . (2.17)

In future sections, we will come across similar calculations in the context of more interesting
scalar-flat Kähler manifolds.

2.2 Open strings and the WZW4 model

As we have seen, twistor spaces of scalar-flat Kähler manifolds are complex 3-folds equipped
with meromorphic volume forms. The topological B-model can be studied on any complex
3-fold with a holomorphic volume form, and careful choices of boundary conditions [15, 16]
allow one to define the topological B-model on 3-folds equipped with a meromorphic volume
form as well. This suggests a general correspondence between topological string theory
and field theories on scalar-flat Kähler manifolds. In this subsection and the next, we
will describe the 4-dimensional theories corresponding to the open and closed topological
B-model.

We first consider the open string sector. Let Z be a complex 3-fold equipped with a
globally holomorphic 3-form Ω. Holomorphic Chern-Simons theory on Z has the classical
action

ShCS[A] =
1

(2πi)3
∫
Z
Ω ∧ tr

(1
2 A ∧ ∂̄A+ 1

3 A ∧A ∧A
)
. (2.18)

It is a gauge theory governing the integrability of smooth partial connections A ∈ Ω0,1(Z, g)
on complex vector bundles E → Z. Here, ∂̄ is the antiholomorphic exterior derivative
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on Z, and g is the Lie algebra of the gauge group. When Z is Calabi-Yau, holomorphic
Chern-Simons arises as the string field theory of open strings in the topological B-model
with target space Z [29]. We will focus on a type I analogue of the B-model introduced
in [14]. Its gauge group G is determined by a stack of space-filling D5 branes. The gauge
group is arbitrary at the classical level, but will be chosen to be SO(8) for the open string
sector to couple to the closed string sector in an anomaly-free manner at the quantum level.

We will be interested in the case when Z is the twistor space of some SD 4-manifold
M . This case was studied for flat twistor space Z = PT in [15, 38, 39, 55], but their
analysis generalizes straightforwardly to curved twistor spaces.6 The canonical bundle of
a general twistor space Z is nontrivial. However, as we reviewed in the previous section,
if the self-dual metric on M is also Kähler, then Z does admit a meromorphic 3-form Ω
with double poles on a quadric ω̌ = 0. So we can still study holomorphic Chern-Simons
on Z − {ω̌ = 0} by taking this Ω as the 3-form in the action (2.18). This is equivalent to
studying (2.18) on Z but with “boundary conditions” on the partial connection A that
ensure a well-defined variational principle. In order for the holomorphic Chern-Simons
Lagrangian to be free of poles, we will demand the boundary conditions

A ∈ Ω0,1(Z,O(−D)⊗ EndE) , (2.19)

that is, A vanishes holomorphically to first order on the divisor D = {ω̌ = 0}. Geometrically,
this means that the holomorphic bundle built from A is fixed on the divisor D. If we assume
that our background bundle E is trivialized on D, then the bundles obtained from varying
E are also trivialized.

We can write A = ω̌ φ for some smooth φ ∈ Ω0,1(Z,K1/2
Z ⊗ EndE). Using Ω = ω̌−2,

the Lagrangian in terms of φ is found to be (up to normalization)

1
2

∫
trφ∂̄φ+ 1

3

∫
ω̌ trφ3 . (2.20)

The integrands in both terms in this equation are (0, 3) forms valued in the canonical bundle
KZ . This is because φ is twisted by K

1/2
Z and ω̌ is twisted by K

−1/2
Z . It is important to

note that the kinetic term in this exression is non-degenerate, and that the interaction term
tends to zero on Pontecorvo’s quadric where ω̌ vanishes.

Smooth automorphisms of E induce gauge transformations

A 7→ h−1Ah+ h−1∂̄h , h ∈ Γ(AutE) . (2.21)

Holomorphic Chern-Simons on Z as defined above is invariant under those gauge transfor-
mations for which the transformed field continues to satisfy the boundary condition (2.19).

6One generally needs a Kähler metric to write the worldsheet theory of the (2, 2) σ-model, although
the B-model topological twist does not require this. It is also standard to use a Kähler metric to impose
harmonic gauges in the string field actions, although again this is not strictly necessary. For a compact
self-dual 4-manifold M , twistor space is Kähler if and only if M = S4 or CP2 [51]. More generally, it is
bimeromorphic to Kähler if and only if it is Moishezon [56–58]. We will always work on spacetimes (eg. C2 or
O(−1)) obtained from removing points from compact 4-manifolds (viz. S4 or CP2) possessing Kähler twistor
spaces. This corresponds to removing projective lines from the twistor spaces, and the Kähler structure
restricts naturally to the resulting geometry.
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We will also restrict attention to vector bundles E → Z whose restrictions E|Lx to every
twistor line Lx are trivial.7

Each twistor line carries two canonical points we call 0 and ∞, where Pontecorvo’s
quadric intersects Lx. The boundary conditions for our gauge field mean that the bundle is
trivialized on the quadric, and so at the points 0,∞ ∈ Lx. Because the bundle is trivial on
Lx, the trivialization at 0 extends uniquely to a trivialization on all of Lx (and similarly for
the trivialization at ∞). The two trivalizations differ by a point g(x) ∈ G. This means that
we have associated a space-time field

g ∈ Maps(M,G) (2.22)

to a field configuration on twistor space.
An equivalent way to think of g is that it is the value of an open holomorphic Wilson

line wrapping Lx. An open Wilson line is gauge invariant because the gauge field vanishes
at 0 and ∞.

Explicitly, we can find a frame H ∈ Maps(Z,G) for sections of E that trivializes A
when restricted to each Lx, i.e.,

A|Lx = H−1∂̄|LxH ∀ x ∈M . (2.23)

H can be gauge fixed to equal the identity matrix in a neighborhood of ∞ on each Lx,
and equal g(x) on a neighborhood of 0. One can decompose A into horizontal and vertical
(0, 1)-forms with respect to the Levi-Civita connection induced on Z. The horizontal part
of A enters quadratically in the action and can be integrated out by imposing its equation
of motion. As reviewed in appendix B, in the frame (2.23) we can partially solve for A
using this equation of motion. This yields

A = H−1(∂̄ + π0,1A)H , (2.24)

written in terms of a g-valued spacetime 1-form A (trivially pulled back to Z using the
projection π : Z →M). The notation πp,qα denotes the (p, q)-part of any (p+q)-form α on Z.

The new field A acts as a spacetime gauge field; alternatively it may be thought of as
the zero mode of A under KK reduction of holomorphic Chern-Simons along the CP1 fibers
of Z → M . Higher KK modes drop out and end up never contributing to the reduction.
Using the boundary conditions on A and H mentioned above, we obtain

A = −∂̄g g−1 , (2.25)

fixing A in terms of a single “positive helicity” degree of freedom g. Here and in what
follows, whenever ∂̄ acts on a spacetime object, it represents the dbar operator on M in the
complex structure associated to its Kähler metric g.

7The moduli space of SO(8) bundles on CP1 has two components classified by Z2, the fundamental group
of SO(8). So bundles on PT that restrict to non-trivial bundles on CP1 may indeed occur. Unfortunately,
their spacetime interpretation is far from clear. A preliminary line of attack for Penrose transforming bundles
that are non-trivial on a finite number of twistor lines is described in [59], and such bundles have in fact
already started to occur in celestial holography in the guise of twistorial monopoles [60]! Alternatively, one
can use Spin(8) as the gauge group (which a priori isn’t ruled out by chiral anomaly cancellation), and all
stable Spin(8) bundles on CP1 are trivial.
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The compactification of (2.18) along the fibers of Z → M is also briefly reviewed in
appendix B. It is performed by plugging the solution (2.24) for A into (2.18) and integrating
fiberwise. The dynamical dependence of (2.24) is purely along M up to factors of the frame
H ; and even the frame is pure gauge except at the two poles of Ω where it can be completely
fixed in terms of g. As a result, the integral over the fibers can be performed explicitly
without generating any KK modes. This results in a 4-dimensional Wess-Zumino-Witten
(WZW4) model on the scalar-flat Kähler manifold M ,

SWZW4 [g, ω] = −
i

8π2
∫
M
ω ∧ tr

(
g−1∂g ∧ g−1∂̄g

)
+ i

24π2
∫
M×[0,1]

ω ∧ tr
(
g̃−1dg̃

)3
. (2.26)

This action is a functional of the dynamical field g as well as the choice of background
Kähler form ω on M . Its first term is a standard kinetic term, with ∂ and ∂̄ denoting
holomorphic and antiholomorphic exterior derivatives on M . The second is a 5-dimensional
Wess-Zumino term. g̃ is an extension of g to M × [0, 1] representing a homotopy of g to
a fixed reference profile g0. We will implicitly choose g0 = 1 for the rest of this work. dg̃
represents the 5-dimensional exterior derivative of g̃ on M × [0, 1], while ω continues to
denote the 4-dimensional Kähler form on M in both terms.

The WZW4 model has been studied in many contexts [26, 27, 40]. As reviewed here,
it describes the effective spacetime dynamics of open topological strings on twistor space.
In the past, it provided a classical action principle for the self-dual Yang-Mills equation
on M [45], although the relation to gauge theory does not persist beyond tree level.8 The
equation of motion of g reads

ω ∧ ∂̄(g−1∂g) = 0 . (2.27)
This is known as Yang’s equation [62]. On its support, the gauge field A = −∂̄g g−1 solves
the self-dual Yang-Mills equation F−

A = 0 on M . As in the case for a 2-dimensional WZW
model, the derivation of (2.27) involves cancelling certain contributions from the kinetic
term against contributions from the Wess-Zumino term. For the action and the variational
problem to be well-defined, one requires that the Wess-Zumino term be independent of the
5d extension g̃ of the 4d field g. This imposes the quantization condition [27]

ω

2π ∈ H
2(M,Z) , (2.28)

showing that ω acts as a 4d analogue of the Kac-Moody level familiar from 2d WZW
models.

For perturbative calculations, it is convenient to work locally on the group manifold of
G in terms of an adjoint-valued scalar ϕ by writing

g = eϕ , ϕ ∈ Maps(M, g) . (2.29)

As its 5-dimensional extension, one can take g̃ = etϕ, where t ∈ [0, 1] is a coordinate
along the interval. Performing such a field redefinition and integrating out t converts the
action (2.26) to

SWZW4 [ϕ, ω] = −
i

8π2
∫
M
ω ∧ tr

(
∂ϕ ∧ ∂̄ϕ− 1

3 ϕ [∂ϕ, ∂̄ϕ] + O(ϕ4)
)
, (2.30)

8Nonetheless, WZW4 seems to be related to 4d N = 2 heterotic strings at tree as well as loop level [61].
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where [∂ϕ, ∂̄ϕ] ≡ ∂ϕ ∧ ∂̄ϕ+ ∂̄ϕ ∧ ∂ϕ is standard notation. The field equation of ϕ reads

ω ∧
(
∂∂̄ϕ+ 1

2 [∂ϕ, ∂̄ϕ] + O(ϕ3)
)
= 0 . (2.31)

The corresponding linearized field equation is ω ∧ ∂∂̄ϕ = 0, which is just the Laplace
equation associated to the Kähler metric on M .

We will use this form of the action in later sections to build Feynman rules and derive
some simple 2- and 3-point tree amplitudes of WZW4 on Burns space. Remembering the
classical equivalence of this model with (a gauge-fixed formulation of) SD Yang-Mills, we
will often refer to these amplitudes as tree level all-plus “gluon” amplitudes, though we
emphasize that WZW4 is not actually a gauge theory.

2.3 Closed strings and Mabuchi gravity

The closed string sector of the topological B-model governs complex structure deformations
of a Calabi-Yau 3-fold Z. Locally, a complex structure deformation is described by a
Beltrami differential µ ∈ Ω0,1(Z, T 1,0Z) that deforms its dbar operator

∂̄ 7→ ∂̄ + µ . (2.32)

The deformed almost complex structure is integrable if and only if µ solves the Maurer-
Cartan equation

∂̄µ+ 1
2 [µ, µ] = 0 . (2.33)

Here, [µ, µ] denotes the wedge product on the (0, 1)-form factors in µ and the Lie bracket
on the (1, 0)-vector field factors.

The Bershadsky-Cecotti-Ooguri-Vafa (BCOV) [63] theory — also known as Kodaira-
Spencer gravity — is an action principle that gives rise to this Maurer-Cartan equation as
its equation of motion. It arises as the string field theory describing closed strings in the
B-model [63]. The BCOV action is nonlocal in nature,

SBCOV[µ] =
1

(2πi)3
∫
Z

1
2 ∂̄(µ ⌟Ω) ∧ ∂

−1(µ ⌟Ω) + 1
6 (µ3⌟Ω) ∧ Ω , (2.34)

where ∂ is the holomorphic exterior derivative on Z and ⌟ denotes interior product. The
field η is constrained by

∂η = 0 , η := µ ⌟Ω ∈ Ω2,1(Z) . (2.35)

This implies that the (2, 1)-form η as defined here is locally ∂-exact,

η = ∂γ , γ ∈ Ω1,1(Z) , (2.36)

so that ∂−1η = γ modulo ker ∂. In spite of having a nonlocal kinetic term, the BCOV action
has a perfectly well-behaved equation of motion and perturbative expansion. It is also
invariant under smooth diffeomorphisms of Z generated by exponentiating the linearized
transformations

δµ = ∂̄ξ + µ ⌟ ∂ξ − ξ ⌟ ∂µ (2.37)

for some ξ ∈ Ω0(Z, T 1,0Z) satisfying ∂(ξ ⌟Ω) = 0.
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Again, we specialize to the case when Z is the twistor space of a scalar-flat Kähler
spacetime. Our boundary conditions are simply that the (2, 1) form η remains smooth at
the divisor ω̌ = 0. This implies that µ must vanish to second order at ω̌ = 0. The BCOV
Lagrangian is then smooth everywhere and leads to a well-defined variational problem.
Its kinetic term is unchanged when written in terms of η, so that it has a well-defined
propagator and pertubative expansion. Its diffeomorphism symmetry is also reduced to the
consideration of those diffeomorphisms of Z that preserve these boundary conditions. At
the level of linearized diffeomorphisms, this simply requires that ξ vanish to second order
at ω̌ = 0.

The reduction of the BCOV action to spacetime gives rise to a theory of scalar-flat
Kähler fluctuations of the background scalar-flat Kähler metric [15]. Compactification along
the twistor lines is now much more involved, so we only provide an executive summary in
appendix B.2.

The dynamical field on spacetime is found to be a single scalar field ρ(x). In the
linearized theory, this is related to the Beltrami differential by a Penrose integral formula

ρ(x) =
∫
Lx

γ . (2.38)

This scalar field is interpreted as a perturbation of the background Kähler potential of M

K 7→ K = K + ρ . (2.39)

The function ρ depends on the choice of (1, 1) form γ with ∂γ = η. However, the closed
1-form dρ on spacetime does not depend on the choice of γ. This means that ρ is defined
up to the addition of a constant. The deformed Kähler metric takes the form

ds2 = 2 ∂2K
∂uα̇∂ûβ̇

duα̇ dûβ̇ (2.40)

written in local complex coordinates uα̇, ûα̇ that are modeled after the flat space coordinates
of (2.6).

When µ obeys its equation of motion on twistor space, the deformed Kähler metric on
spacetime continues to be scalar-flat. The Ricci scalar can be viewed either as a trace of the
Ricci tensor with respect to the metric, or as a trace of the Ricci form with respect to the
Kähler form. Using the latter viewpoint, scalar-flatness is best imposed as the orthogonality
of the Kähler form and the Ricci form:

ϖ ∧ P = 0 , (2.41)

where ϖ and P are the deformed metric’s Kähler and Ricci forms,

ϖ = ω + i ∂∂̄ρ = i ∂∂̄K , (2.42)

P = P − i ∂∂̄ log ϖ
2

ω2 , (2.43)

and P = −i ∂∂̄ log det(∂uα̇∂ûβ̇K) denotes the Ricci form of the background Kähler metric
on M .
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There is a standard action functional for this equation known as the Mabuchi functional,
first introduced in [28] for the study of constant scalar curvature Kähler metrics. We will
propose the following variant of this functional as the gravitational sector of our duality:

SM[ρ] = − 1
8π2

∫
M
ϖ2 log ϖ

2

ω2 + iP ∧ ∂ρ ∧ ∂̄ρ . (2.44)

For the scalar-flat case under consideration, this is equivalent to the Mabuchi functional (as
displayed for instance in the recent review [64]) up to boundary terms. So we continue to
refer to it as the Mabuchi action. A few integrations by parts show that this can also be
written in a background invariant form reminiscent of a U(1) WZW4 model,

SM[ρ] = − i
8π2

∫
M
P ∧ ∂K ∧ ∂̄K . (2.45)

Since boundary terms tend to be a tricky point in holography, we will choose to treat (2.44)
as our bulk action in what follows. We note that all forms of the action are invariant under
the gauge symmetry of ρ which shifts it by a constant. They are also invariant under Kähler
transformations K(u, û) 7→ K(u, û) + f(u) + f̃(û) up to boundary terms.

Remembering ϖ = ω + i ∂∂̄ρ and background scalar-flatness ω ∧ P = 0, it is straight-
forward to compute the variation of (2.44) with respect to ρ,

δSM = − 1
4π2

∫
M

i ∂∂̄(δρ) ∧ϖ
(
log ϖ

2

ω2 + 1
)
− δρϖ ∧ P

= 1
4π2

∫
M
δρ ϖ ∧ P ,

(2.46)

having dropped any boundary terms. Hence, the critical points of the Mabuchi functional
correspond to scalar-flat Kähler metrics on M obtained from perturbing a fixed background
scalar-flat Kähler metric.

The field content of Mabuchi gravity also couples to the WZW4 model in a canonical
fashion. One simply makes the replacement

ω 7→ ϖ , SWZW4 [ϕ, ω] 7→ SWZW4 [ϕ,ϖ] (2.47)

in the action (2.26). At the level of twistor space, this coupling arises from replacing
∂̄ 7→ ∂̄ + µ in the holomorphic Chern-Simons action (2.18). If ρ is taken to be a globally
defined scalar field, ω and ϖ = ω + i ∂∂̄ρ live in the same Kähler class. In particular, the
Kähler class of ϖ continues to be integral, which was essential for the WZW4 action to be
well-defined. In what follows, we will take this to be the case.

To better understand the perturbative expansion of Mabuchi gravity, let us expand (2.44)
to cubic order in ρ. Recalling the formula △ρ = 4iω ∧ ∂∂̄ρ/ω2 for the Laplacian on Kähler
4-manifolds, we can first compute the expansion of logϖ2/ω2,

log (ω + i ∂∂̄ρ)2
ω2 = log

(
1 + 2iω ∧ ∂∂̄ρ

ω2 − (∂∂̄ρ)2
ω2

)
= log

(
1 + △ρ2 −

(∂∂̄ρ)2
ω2

)

= △ρ2 −
(∂∂̄ρ)2
ω2 − (△ρ)2

8 + △ρ2
(∂∂̄ρ)2
ω2 + (△ρ)3

24 + O(ρ4) , (2.48)
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Figure 1. The gauge anomaly for holomorphic Chern-Simons.

To cubic order, the corresponding expansion of the Mabuchi action reads

SM[ρ] =− 1
64π2

∫
M
(△ρ)2ω2+8iP∧∂ρ∧∂̄ρ−4(△ρ)(∂∂̄ρ)2− 1

6(△ρ)
3ω2+O(ρ4) , (2.49)

where we have dropped globally exact terms like (∂∂̄ρ)2 and ω ∧ ∂∂̄ρ from the expanded
Lagrangian. In flat space, the background Ricci form vanishes, P = 0. Up to normalization
conventions for the Kähler form, this action then reduces to the one derived in [15] by com-
pactifying BCOV theory along the CP1 fibers of the twistor space of R4. On a more general
background, it is also appended with the term P ∧ ∂ρ ∧ ∂̄ρ proportional to the background
Ricci form. This extra term is crucial for deriving the correct linearized wavefunctions for
ρ, which will enter some of the tests of our holographic duality in later sections.

The relative normalization between the WZW4 action and the Mabuchi action is fixed
by demanding that the coupled theory lifts to an anomaly-free, holomorphic theory on
twistor space. This is accomplished through a Green-Schwarz mechanism that we review
below. Alternatively, on spacetime, it is determined by demanding that the one loop 4-point
ϕ amplitude vanish in the coupled theory in flat space. The interested reader may refer
to [15] for more details of the precise normalizations.

2.4 Anomaly cancellation and renormalizability

Holomorphic Chern-Simons theory and BCOV theory are naturally coupled, which is
immediate from their origins as open (resp., closed) string sectors of topological string
theory. Holomorphic Chern-Simons theory on a complex three-fold suffers from a one-
loop gauge anomaly, associated to the diagram in figure 1. In [14], it was shown that,
for certain gauge groups, this anomaly can be cancelled by a Green-Schwarz mechanism,
involving the exchange of a closed string field. This is depicted in figure 2. (This tadpole
cancellation mechanism was previously known in the topological A-model from the world-
sheet perspective [65].) In [14] it was shown that with holomorphic Chern-Simons gauge
group SO(8), anomaly cancellation occurs at all orders9 in perturbation theory.

Further, the constraint that all anomalies are cancelled fixes all counter-terms uniquely.
This is worth noting, because BCOV theory and holomorphic Chern-Simons theory are both
non-renormalizable by power counting. Intuitively, one should think that renormalizability

9There is a folklore belief that anomalies only occur at one loop, but this is false. A counterexample is
given in [66].
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Figure 2. The Green-Schwarz mechanism, showing cancellation of the one-loop open string anomaly
by a tree level diagram involving exchange of closed string fields.

of these theories is due to the large amount of gauge symmetry. In contrast to ordinary gauge
theory and gravity, the group of gauge transformations in these theories which preserve
the zero field configuration is infinite dimensional. It is the group of holomorphic gauge
transformations or the group of holomorphic volume-preserving diffeomorphisms respectively.

This result has an important consequence for the four-dimensional theories we are
considering, which was emphasized in [15].

Theorem 1. Mabuchi gravity coupled to WZW4 for the group SO(8) admits a canonically
defined quantization on a scalar-flat Kähler manifold, despite being non-renormalizable.

This canonically defined quantization is characterized by asking that it lifts, at the
quantum level, to a local theory on twistor space. From the spacetime perspective, any
theory that lifts to twistor space in a local manner has the following features:

1. It has no scattering amplitudes on flat space.

2. On flat space, the analytically-continued RG flow is periodic, with imaginary period
2πi. (This means that all coupling constants only depend on the logarithm λ of the
scale by periodic functions enλ for n an integer).

3. On any scalar-flat Kähler manifold, all correlation functions are meromorphic functions
of the complexified spacetime coordinates.

These features strongly constrain all interactions and counter-terms. For instance, in [15] it
was shown that the cubic term in the Mabuchi functional is distinguished (among interactions
of dimension 6) by the constraint that it does not generate any logarithmic OPEs.

2.5 The Mabuchi theory as a gravitational theory

Mabuchi gravity is a theory of a dynamical scalar field, which has the geometric interpretation
as the Kähler potential of a metric. The diffeomorphism symmetry, however, is not gauged.

Gravitational actions where diffeomorphism symmetry is not gauged are familiar in
other contexts. For instance, the Liouville theory in dimension 2 is a Lagrangian for a
scalar field ϕ which can also be interpreted as a model for quantum gravity (e.g. [67]). If
one interprets eϕ as a conformal factor multiplying a flat metric, then Liouville’s equation
for ϕ is equivalent to Einstein’s equation.
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In Liouville theory, as in Mabuchi theory, one does not gauge diffeomorphism symmetries,
so it is a gauge-fixed form of Einstein gravity. Earlier work coupling Liouville and Mabuchi
actions in dimension 2 appears in [68].

One might object that Mabuchi gravity should not really be thought of as “gravitational”
for this reason. One might further object that standard holography, where the boundary
CFT has a well-behaved stress tensor, cannot hold unless the bulk gravitational theory
gauges diffeomorphism symmetry.

Our holographic duality is saved because it is not a standard holographic duality on
four-dimensional spacetime. It only becomes a standard holographic duality on twistor
space. In the next section, we will show that the twistor space of the Burns metric is
essentially SL2(C) ≃ H3 × S3, i.e., Euclidean AdS3 × S3 (up to certain extra boundary
divisors). On twistor space, our duality is a completely standard holographic duality.
Moreover, diffeomorphisms are gauged on twistor space! It is only the boundary conditions
at 0,∞ on the twistor CP1’s that allow us to fully gauge-fix the diffeomorphism symmetry.

3 Burns space from brane backreaction

To construct our holographic duality, we start with the twistor space of R4. Recall that
this was given by the bundle PT = O(1) ⊕ O(1) → CP1. We will wrap a stack of N D1
branes on the zero section of this bundle. Wrapping D1 branes on the zero section is a
natural choice from the point of view of celestial holography: by construction, the zero
section is the celestial sphere of the origin of flat four-dimensional spacetime (i.e. prior to
backreacting). We will compute the backreaction as a deformation of complex structure.
The resulting backreacted geometry will get identified with the twistor space of a scalar-flat
Kähler spacetime known as Burns space.

3.1 The physical string setup

Before passing to the twisted holographic setup, it is useful to outline the 10d physical
string uplift of our basic model. We will restrict ourselves to the string theory compactified
on the twistor space of flat space (i.e. before computing the backreaction arising from the
addition of N D-branes), and will pursue the computation of the backreaction to the twistor
space of Burns space only in the corresponding topological string theory. We leave to future
work the study of the open/closed duality in the full physical string theory.

The ingredients for our basic setup have been anticipated in [15]. The starting point
is a 3-fold X which is a fibration π : X → CP1 where the fiber is an elliptic K3 surface.
As explained in [15], we require that the fibration must be chosen to ensure the following
condition on the canonical bundle

KX ≃ π∗O(2). (3.1)

It is not hard to show that one can construct such bundles over the base CP1 (see, e.g., the
suggestion by D. Maulik in [15] for one example). Then we can build a kind of twistor space

PTX = π∗(O(1)⊕ O(1))→ X. (3.2)
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As a smooth manifold, PTX = X × R4. This fibers (holomorphically) over the ordinary
twistor space PT = CP1 ×R4, and the fibers are elliptic K3 surfaces. Points in complexified
spacetime are CP1’s in ordinary twistor space. In our modified twistor space PTX , points
in complexified spacetime are copies of X inside PTX . Because the normal bundle to X in
PTX is π∗O(1)⊕ π∗O(1), there is a four-dimensional moduli space of such.

Our model is given by the type I string compactified on PTX . As usual, we must
include 32 space-filling D9 branes plus an O9 plane. In flat space, the D9 branes contribute
an SO(32) gauge group, though in our curved geometry we must turn on nontrivial gauge
fluxes on the D9 worldvolume to cancel the resulting anomaly. At a generic point in the
vector bundle moduli space, this breaks the gauge group to SO(8). (This is perhaps most
easily seen by S-dualizing to the SO(32) heterotic string. When compactifying the heterotic
string on a Calabi-Yau, one must turn on vector bundle moduli corresponding to flat gauge
bundles. Such a vector bundle at a generic point in the moduli space of a K3 fibration
will break the gauge group from SO(32) → SO(8), i.e. has second Chern class equal to
16 [69]). For tadpole cancellation on a compact geometry, one must also wrap a prescribed
number of D5 branes on X. We will elide the details of this computation by considering a
decompactification limit of our geometry, so that we may add an arbitrary number N of
D5s on X. In this limit, the SO(8) gauge group becomes a flavor symmetry group as its
coupling goes to zero, presaging the role it will play in our chiral algebra.

From this basic model, one can consider a variety of duality frames. We will content
ourselves with making contact with the IIB frame sketched in [15], though it is interesting
to note than an explicit F-theory uplift of this geometry, with non-Higgsable SO(8) gauge
group, can be constructed.10

First, we may consider four T-dualities along the K3 fiber of X (for example, we may
consider the Kummer, or T 4/Z2, locus in the K3 moduli space to explicitly perform this
operation). This produces the type I′ string on PTX , where the D9/O9 system has become a
D5/O5 system wrapping the twistor space of R4, namely the directions O(1)⊕O(1)→ CP1,
and the D5 branes have become N D1 branes on the base CP1. Notice that since the D1
and D5 branes are parallel, this is a 1/4-BPS system, preserving 8 supercharges.

An additional two T-dualities can be performed on the elliptic fiber directions of the
K3 fiber to reach a frame with a D7/O7 system and N D3 branes. The type I string on the
PTX geometry is equivalent, as always, to an orientifold of the IIB string. From the IIB
perspective, we have a D7/O7 system hosting an SO(8) gauge group, with N D3 branes
hosting an Sp(N) gauge group.11 To this 10d duality frame, we may turn on an Omega-
background along the (decompactification limit of the) four fiber directions (i.e. the K3 fiber
directions in the PTX geometry). This procedure results in an effective compactification
down to the 6 twistor space directions, and an effective Euclidean D1/D5/O5- system. From
this IIB frame one may pass to the topological string B-model “subsector”, or equivalently the
type I topological string. It is this 6d type I topological string theory on O(1)⊕O(1)→ CP1,
with noncompact D5 branes supporting an SO(8) flavor symmetry and compact D1 branes
supporting an Sp(N) gauge symmetry, that we will study in the remainder of this work.

10We are grateful to M. Kim for very useful discussions on this.
11The geometric part of the Z2 involution can be taken to act naturally on the elliptic fiber of PTX ,

yielding a T 2/Z2 ≃ CP1 fibered over CP1 → CP1.
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3.2 The backreacted twistor geometry

For the rest of this section, we revert to working in the simpler setting of topological strings.
Let us start with PT = O(1) ⊕ O(1) → CP1 and wrap N ≥ 0 D1 branes along the zero
section vα̇ = 0 (see section 2.1 for a review of our notation). This zero section is the twistor
line L0 corresponding to the origin of R4. We study the brane backreaction by adding a
source term to the equation of motion (2.33) of BCOV theory on PT.

Following [16], the bulk-brane coupling adds a source term

N

2πi

∫
L0
∂−1(µ ⌟Ω) , Ω = dz d2v

z2
, (3.3)

to the action of BCOV theory. As a result, the D1 branes backreact to generate a nontrivial
complex structure deformation ∂̄ 7→ ∂̄ + µ determined by the Maurer-Cartan equation with
a delta function source

∂̄µ+ 1
2 [µ, µ] = N (2πi)2 δ̄2(v) z2 ∂

∂z
. (3.4)

Here, ∂̄ = dz̄ ∂z̄ + dv̄α ∂v̄α = dz̄ ∂z̄ + dv̂α̇ ∂v̂α̇ is the antiholomorphic exterior derivative on
PT, and δ̄2(v) = δ(v1̇)δ(v2̇) dv̄1∧dv̄2 denotes the complex delta distribution with support at
vα̇ = 0. The factor of z2 on the right implies that the source vanishes at z = 0,∞. It ensures
consistency with the boundary conditions that µ (and hence the left hand side) vanishes
to second order at z = 0,∞ each. In particular, replacing z 7→ 1/z maps z2∂z 7→ −∂z,
showing that 1/z acts like a more natural coordinate on our D1 brane worldvolume. We
will occasionally return to this observation in later sections. It was mainly used in [36] to
simplify the expressions of certain scattering amplitudes.

The solution for the Beltrami differential that we are looking for is given by

µ = −N [v̂ dv̂]
∥v∥4

z2
∂

∂z
. (3.5)

It is clear that µ vanishes to second order at z = 0. Under z 7→ 1/z, we map vα̇ 7→ vα̇/z, so
that µ also vanishes to second order at z =∞. Since [v̂ dv̂] = [v dv] = v̄2dv̄1 − v̄1dv̄2, we
observe that −[v̂ dv̂]/∥v∥4 is the Bochner-Martinelli kernel of the dbar operator on each C2

fiber at fixed z. Hence,

∂̄
[v̂ dv̂]
∥v∥4

= ∂̄|z
[v̂ dv̂]
∥v∥4

= −(2πi)2 δ̄2(v) . (3.6)

At the same time, [µ, µ] ∝ [v̂ dv̂] ∧ [v̂ dv̂] = 0. So (3.5) solves (3.4). µ is also divergence-free
with respect to the holomorphic volume form dz d2v/z2, i.e., it satisfies the constraint (2.35).
This is checked in two steps:

η = µ ⌟
dz ∧ d2v

z2
= N

[v̂ dv̂] ∧ d2v
∥v∥4

(3.7)

=⇒ ∂η = 2N [v̂ dv̂] ∧ [v̂ dv] ∧ d2v
∥v∥6

= 0 . (3.8)
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Our derivation of the solution for µ is completely analogous to the backreaction computed
starting from the resolved conifold O(−1)⊕O(−1) in [16], up to the factor of z2 that comes
from starting with O(1)⊕ O(1) instead.

Define the set
ZN := PT− {vα̇ = 0} (3.9)

and equip it with the deformed complex structure ∂̄ + µ. We will refer to ZN with this
complex structure as our backreacted geometry, with the convention that Z0 corresponds
to zero backreaction. ZN can again be covered by the two patches z ̸= 0 and z ̸=∞, so let
us work in the patch z ̸= 0.

A smooth function f(z, v) is holomorphic in the deformed complex structure if and
only if (∂̄ + µ)f = 0. Equivalently, it is holomorphic if it is annihilated by the deformed
(0, 1)-vector fields

∂

∂z̄
,

∂

∂v̂α̇
+ Nv̂α̇
∥v∥4

z2
∂

∂z
. (3.10)

These annihilate vα̇ as well as the combinations

wα̇ = vα̇

z
− Nv̂α̇

∥v∥2
, (3.11)

so that any three out of the four quantities vα̇, wα̇ can provide holomorphic coordinates on
the patch {z ̸= 0} ⊂ ZN . Contracting (3.11) with v̂α̇ and using the relation [v̂ v] = ∥v∥2,
we can also invert (3.11) to solve for z,

z = ∥v∥
2

[v̂ w] . (3.12)

This is no longer a holomorphic coordinate as it depends non-holomorphically on vα̇. A
similar analysis can also be performed in the “antipodal patch” {z ̸= ∞}, but we will
provide a more global description shortly.

Since ZN has three complex dimensions, the four holomorphic quantities vα̇, wα̇ must
be interrelated. Indeed, they are easily seen to satisfy

[v w] ≡ v2̇w1̇ − v1̇w2̇ = N . (3.13)

Whenever N ̸= 0, we can rewrite this as the condition

1√
N

(
w1̇ v1̇

w2̇ v2̇

)
∈ SL2(C) , (3.14)

i.e., that this 2 × 2 matrix has unit determinant. Therefore, the map (vα̇, z) 7→ (vα̇, wα̇)
identifies this patch of ZN with the group manifold of SL2(C). The complex structure of
ZN is then simply the standard complex structure of SL2(C).

This mechanism of obtaining ZN from PT by brane backreaction is a twistorial analogue
of the twisted holographic backreaction computed in [16, 17], and is also redolent of the
geometric transition from the resolved conifold to the deformed conifold.
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Deformed twistor lines. We wish to interpret ZN as the twistor space of some asymp-
totically flat spacetime. To do this, we need to find a 4-parameter family of rational curves
that are holomorphic with respect to ∂̄ + µ and have normal bundle O(1)⊕O(1). They are
also required to be invariant under a suitable real structure on ZN . These will act as our
deformed twistor lines.

Let us first quote the result. In the coordinates vα̇, wα̇, the deformed twistor lines are
captured by the new incidence relations

vα̇(σ) = uα̇ + σûα̇ , wα̇(σ) = ûα̇ + uα̇

σ

(
1 + N

∥u∥2
)
, (3.15)

where σ is a stereographic coordinate on CP1 ≃ S2. These satisfy [v(σ)w(σ)] = N and are
parametrized by the four real moduli contained in uα̇ ∈ C2 − 0. As before, ûα̇ = (−ū2, ū1).
Along such a curve, the coordinate z varies non-holomorphically:

z(σ) = σ − Nσ

N + (1 + |σ|2)∥u∥2 . (3.16)

As N → 0, we get z(σ)→ σ and the curves revert to the twistor lines of PT.
The twistor lines (3.15) are defined as written for u ̸= 0. However, they do make sense

in the ∥u∥ → 0 limit. If we send ∥u∥ → 0 while making the reparametrization σ 7→ σ
∥u∥ , the

twistor line (3.15) becomes

vα̇(σ) = σûα̇

∥u∥
, wα̇(σ) = Nuα̇

σ∥u∥
, (3.17)

which is well-defined in the ∥u∥ → 0 limit. This twistor line depends only on the phase of
u/∥u∥, but a change of phase can also be absorbed into a reparametrization of σ. Therefore
it only depends on the projectivization of the 2-spinor uα̇ ∈ C2 − 0.

What we have learned is that twistor lines (3.15) are associated, not to points in C2,
but to points in its blow-up C̃2 at the origin. In other words, the backreaction on twistor
space has changed the topology of spacetime by blowing up its origin. We will see this
again from the perspective of the spacetime metric shortly.

More generally, wrapping D1 branes along the twistor line of a point x ∈ C2 will induce
a geometric transition that blows up C2 at x. Hence, our analysis concretely realizes the
expectations outlined in the prescient work of Hartnoll and Policastro [41].

Being patchwise diffeomorphic to SL2(C), the deformed geometry ZN comes equipped
with a natural real structure induced by the antiholomorphic map

(vα̇, wα̇) 7→ (−ŵα̇, v̂α̇) . (3.18)

Due to the property ˆ̂vα̇ = −vα̇, ˆ̂wα̇ = −wα̇, this map is an involution on C4. Complex
conjugation shows that vα̇wα̇ = N ⇐⇒ (−ŵα̇)v̂α̇ = N , so it descends to a well-defined
involution on SL2(C). The set of fixed points of (3.18) would have been {wα̇ = v̂α̇}, but
such points satisfy [v w] = [v v̂] = −∥v∥2 < 0. Since N > 0, they cannot satisfy [v w] = N ,
so this subset of C4 does not intersect SL2(C). Hence, our involution is fixed-point-free.
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Crucially, our curves (3.15) are invariant under this involution. This is best seen by
reparametrizing the curves through a change of coordinate

σ 7→ σ

√
1 + N

∥u∥2
. (3.19)

The equations of the curve now read12

vα̇(σ) = uα̇ + σûα̇
√
1 + N

∥u∥2
, wα̇(σ) = ûα̇ + uα̇

σ

√
1 + N

∥u∥2
. (3.20)

In this parametrization, we observe that if our curve passes through (vα̇, wα̇) at a given
point σ = σ0, then it also passes through (−ŵα̇, v̂α̇) at the antipodal point σ = −1/σ̄0. So
our curves are the required real twistor lines. For practical calculations however, it will be
easiest to stick with the parametrization (3.15).

Actually, there are some further subtleties in this identification. Taken at face value,
the curves in (3.15) map the poles σ = 0,∞ to the [v w] → 0 boundary of SL2(C). To
obtain a genuine twistor space, we need to enlarge ZN so as to also include such boundary
points. This is resolved by the observation that ZN embeds into the twistor space of CP2.

As we will see shortly, the backreaction on spacetime produces the Burns geometry,
which is a manifold conformally equivalent to CP2 with a point at ∞ removed (cf. the
discussion around equation (3.53)). As a smooth manifold, the latter is diffeomorphic (in
an orientation-reversing manner) to the blow-up of C2 at the origin, which includes C2 − 0
as a coordinate patch. Since twistor space as a complex manifold (without any volume
form) only depends on the conformal structure on the 4-manifold, the full twistor space of
the Burns geometry is the same as that of CP2, with a point at ∞ removed.

The twistor space of CP2 equipped with its Fubini-Study metric is the flag variety F of
points in lines in CP2 [47, 70]

F =
{
([V k], [Wk]) ∈ CP2 × CP2 ∣∣V kWk = 0

}
, k ∈ {1, 2, 3} . (3.21)

There exists a (non-holomorphic) twistor fibration F→ CP2 whose projection map is given
by a cross product of 3-vectors

([V ], [W ]) 7→ [V̄ ×W ] ≡ [ϵklmV̄lWm] (3.22)

with ϵklm the Levi-Civita symbol, and V̄l ≡ V l denoting componentwise complex conjugation.
The fibers of this fibration are rationally embedded CP1’s that get identified with twistor
lines. Hence, F is diffeomorphic to a sphere bundle over CP2 as required.

ZN embeds holomorphically into F via the map

(vα̇, wα̇) 7→ [V k] = [vα̇,−
√
N ] , [Wk] = [wα̇,

√
N ] . (3.23)

So, ZN is the locus in the flag variety where both V 3 and W3 are non-zero. To obtain the
full twistor space, we need to adjoin the locus where exactly one of V 3,W3 is zero. This is

12This symmetric form of the curves was communicated to us by Lionel Mason.
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the quadric V 3W3 = 0, except for the locus V 3 = W3 = 0 that forms the twistor line of
the point at infinity [0, 0, 1] ∈ CP2 (the twistor lines are described below in more detail).
This will play the role of Pontecorvo’s quadric in the backreacted geometry. Because of
V kWk = 0, this is the same as the quadric V 1W1 + V 2W2 = vα̇wα̇ = 0.

The locus where V 3 = 0 arises when the vector vα̇ tends to ∞ while wα̇ remains finite.
By adjoining this locus, we include the σ = ∞ point in the parametrized curve (3.15).
Similarly, the locus W3 = 0 arises when wα̇ →∞ so that σ → 0 in (3.15).

The divisor {V 3 = 0,W3 ̸= 0} is a copy of the blow-up of C2 at 0. To see this, we note
that on this locus, we can set W3 = 1. Then the region is parameterized by vα̇ and wα̇

satisfying [v w] = 0, where v is projective. If w ̸= 0, then v must be the projectivization of
w. If w = 0, then v is arbitrary; so we have inserted into the C2 parametrized by w a copy
of CP1 at 0. Similarly for the locus {W 3 = 0, V 3 ̸= 0}.

Thus, the full twistor space we are interested in is obtained by adjoining to our
backreacted space SL2(C) two copies of the blow-up of C2. Every twistor line intersects
each of these divisors in a point. We continue to refer to this completed twistor space as
ZN by a mild abuse of notation.

The flag variety also includes the locus V 3 =W3 = 0. On this locus, v, w are projective
vectors and [v w] = 0. Thus, v is proportional to w, and this locus is a copy of CP1. It is
the diagonal CP1 in CP1

v × CP1
w. This CP1 locus is not part of the twistor space of Burns

space: it is the CP1 corresponding to the point in CP2 we have removed. It will be part of
the asymptotic boundary.

We can now view our deformed incidence relations (3.15) as twistor lines of CP2. To
see this, let

Uk =
(
uα̇,
∥u∥2√
N

)
=
(
u1̇, u2̇,

∥u∥2√
N

)
, (3.24)

Ūk ≡ Uk =
(
−ûα̇,

∥u∥2√
N

)
=
(
ū1, ū2,

∥u∥2√
N

)
. (3.25)

[Uk] gives a point on CP2, and [Ūk] is its complex conjugate. Equivalently, we are using√
Nuα̇/∥u∥2 as affine coordinates on a patch of CP2 (these are related to the standard affine

coordinates by an orientation reversing inversion uα̇ 7→
√
Nuα̇/∥u∥2). The twistor line

associated to Uk is a rational curve in the flag variety F. It is abstractly given by the set

{([V k], [Wk]) ∈ CP2 × CP2 |V kWk = UkWk = V kŪk = 0} . (3.26)

This can be rationally parametrized in terms of a stereographic coordinate σ ∈ CP1 by
composing (3.15) with the map (3.23). As we are working with homogeneous coordinates,
we are now able to write this composition in a way that is well-defined at σ = 0,∞,

[V k] =
[
uα̇ + σûα̇,−

√
N
]
, [Wk] =

[(
1 + N

∥u∥2
)
uα̇ + σûα̇,

√
Nσ

]
. (3.27)

This parametrization manifestly satisfies V kWk = UkWk = V kŪk = 0.
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We can also show that these are real twistor lines of CP2, i.e., they are preserved
by the natural fixed-point-free antiholomorphic involution on F that maps ([V k], [Wk]) 7→
([W̄ k], [V̄k]), where V̄k ≡ V k, W̄ k ≡Wk. To verify this, one computes

[W̄ k] =
[(

1 + N

∥u∥2
)
ûα̇ − σ̄uα̇,

√
Nσ̄

]
, [V̄k] =

[
−ûα̇ + σ̄uα̇,−

√
N
]
, (3.28)

from which one can derive that W̄ kV̄k = UkV̄k = W̄ kŪk = 0. So both ([V k], [Wk]) and
its conjugate ([W̄ k], [V̄k]) lie on the same twistor line. We conclude that we have found
the correct twistor lines required for constructing a self-dual spacetime with a metric of
Euclidean signature. Since the twistor construction is conformally invariant, this metric
will necessarily be conformal to the Fubini-Study metric.

In this picture, it is also clear that the twistor lines (3.15) correspond to points in the
patch {U3 ̸= 0} ≃ C2−0 ⊂ CP2−{[0, 0, 1]}. Points like (vα̇, wα̇) = (ζ̂α̇/∥ζ∥, Nζ α̇/∥ζ∥) also
belong to the flag variety. But they project down to the set of points [Uk] = [ζα̇, 0] in CP2.
Viewed as points on the blow-up of C2 at 0, these are just the points on the exceptional
divisor of the blow-up, [ζα̇] ∈ CP1. This is why they did not belong to any of our twistor
lines (3.15). Instead, the appropriate twistor lines are found by setting Uk = (ζα̇, 0) in the
unparametrized definition (3.26). We can also easily guess a parametrization for them as
maps CP1 − {0,∞} → SL2(C),

vα̇(σ) = σζ̂α̇

∥ζ∥
, wα̇(σ) = Nζ α̇

σ∥ζ∥
. (3.29)

These agree with (3.17) if one sets uα̇ = t ζα̇ with t ∈ C, [ζα̇] ∈ CP1, and absorbs the phase
of t in a reparametrization of σ. If needed, they may be written in a more symmetric
fashion by rescaling σ 7→ σ

√
N . Together with the lines (3.15), these foliate ZN .

The backreacted spacetime geometry. Finally, let us obtain the scalar-flat Kähler
manifold that ZN corresponds to. We will derive the metric on C2 − 0 ⊂ C̃2, and it will be
shown to extend to the exceptional divisor of the blow-up in the next section.

The moduli space of the curves (3.15) is C2 − 0 and has complex coordinates uα̇. Since
ZN embeds into the twistor space of CP2, the SD metric one obtains on C2 − 0 from the
Penrose transform will be in the same conformal class as Fubini-Study (though with the
opposite orientation). To fix a Kähler metric in this conformal class, we need to prescribe a
meromorphic 3-form on ZN .

There is a unique up to scale holomorphic volume form on SL2(C) which is invariant
under both the left and right actions of SL2(C). It is conveniently described by means of
the Poincaré residue. Given an analytic hypersurface f(zi) = 0 embedded in Cn — with zi
the coordinates on Cn — a natural holomorphic volume form on it is given by the residue of
dnz/f at f = 0. For SL2(C) ⊂ ZN , a global (3, 0)-form is obtained by computing a residue
of the volume form of C4 along SL2(C),

ΩN = −ResZN

d2v ∧ d2w
[v w]−N = −d2v ∧ dw1̇

v1̇
, (3.30)
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where the overall sign defines the orientation in which ΩN reduces to z−2dz ∧ dv1̇ ∧ dv2̇ as
N → 0 (see (3.32) below).

This can also be written as a weightless meromorphic 3-form on the embedding of ZN
in F,

ΩN = ResF
N

(V 3W3)2
D2V ∧D2W

V ·W
, (3.31)

with manifest second order poles on the quadric V 3W3 = 0. In this expression, D2V =
1
2 ϵijkV

idV j ∧ dV k and D2W = 1
2 ϵ

ijkWidWj ∧ dWj are weighted holomorphic top forms
on the two copies of CP2 involved in the definition (3.21), and the residue is taken at the
hypersurface V ·W = 0 cutting out F. Pulling back by the embedding (3.23), and using
V 3W3 = −(V 1W1 + V 2W2) = −vα̇wα̇ on F, we see that (3.31) reduces to (3.30) away from
the polar quadric V 3W3 = 0.

An important property of ΩN is that its periods measure D1 brane charge [25, 71]. This
is the B-model analogue of D branes carrying RR charges in type II strings. Indeed, suppose
we rewrite ΩN in the undeformed coordinates z, vα̇. Substituting for w1̇ from (3.11), we
can reexpress (3.30) as

ΩN = d2v ∧
(dz
z2

+ N Dv̂
∥v∥4

)
. (3.32)

If we integrate this over any 3-cycle surrounding the brane locus vα̇ = 0, we find a multiple
of the brane charge. For instance, integrating it over ∥v∥ = 1 at fixed z yields∫

z,∥v∥=1
Ω = N

∫
∥v∥=1

d2v ∧Dv̂ = (2πi)2N (3.33)

where the 3-sphere integral may be performed using standard techniques. These periods
are necessarily quantized for the path integral of holomorphic Chern-Simons (2.18) to be
invariant under gauge transformations with non-zero winding number. This provides us a
twistorial reason for the quantization of N .

We can use ΩN to construct the backreacted spacetime geometry. As in flat space, the
incidence relations (3.15) provide a diffeomorphism from the projective spinor bundle of
C2− 0 to our backreacted twistor space ZN . Pulling back ΩN by this diffeomorphism yields

ΩN = d2v
σ2
∧
(
dσ + N [u du]

∥u∥4
)
. (3.34)

This is derived by expressing dwα̇ in terms of dσ, duα̇, dvα̇, so that all dvα̇ dependence drops
when wedging against d2v. As expected, it has a pair of second-order poles in σ, located at
σ = 0,∞ in our choice of frame for the projective spinor bundle. Explicitly substituting

d2v = dv1̇ ∧ dv2̇ = (du1̇ − σ dū2 − ū2dσ) ∧ (du2̇ + σ dū1 + ū1dσ) (3.35)

and applying the contour integral formula (2.1), we obtain the 2-form

ω = 1
2π

∮
σ=0

ΩN = i
(
ϵα̇β̇ du

α̇ ∧ dûβ̇ +N
[u du] ∧ [û dû]
∥u∥4

)
(3.36)
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on C2 − 0. It is hermitian and satisfies dω = 0, so it gives the Kähler form of a hermitian
metric on C2 − 0. The Penrose transform ensures that it is a self-dual (and hence scalar-
flat) metric. Introducing the holomorphic and antiholomorphic derivatives ∂ = duα̇ ∂uα̇ ,
∂̄ = dûα̇ ∂ûα̇ on C2, we find

ω = i ∂∂̄K , K = ∥u∥2 +N log ∥u∥2 . (3.37)

In the limit N → 0 of zero backreaction, K reverts to the Kähler potential of the flat metric.

3.3 Burns space

Let xαα̇ = (uα̇, ûα̇) be complex coordinates on C2−0 as before (see (2.6) for our conventions).
The Kähler metric obtained from the Kähler form (3.36) is known as the Burns metric [31].
It is given by

ds2 = 2
(
∥du∥2 +N

|[u du]|2
∥u∥4

)
, (3.38)

where |[u du]|2 = |u2̇du1̇ − u1̇du2̇|2 as usual. This is Riemannian for N > 0.
Its isometry group is U(2), generated by rotations on the dotted index:

uα̇ 7→ Lα̇β̇u
β̇ , L ∈ U(2) . (3.39)

This is a U(1) × SU(2) subgroup of the Spin(4) ≃ SU(2) × SU(2) isometry group of flat
space: the left-handed SU(2) is broken down to U(1), whereas the right-handed SU(2)
remains unbroken and acts on the dotted indices in the usual way. The two U(1) subgroups
of this isometry group generate circle actions in the u1̇ and u2̇ complex planes, each of
which can be used to rewrite the Burns metric as a metric on a circle bundle over AdS3.
This is reviewed later on in this section.

Following the general discussion in section 2.2 and 2.3, the type I B-model compactifies
to Mabuchi gravity plus an SO(8) WZW4 model in the classical background of the Burns
metric. For the purposes of holography, we would like to work in the large N limit. To
obtain a meaningful limit, one needs to perform the change of coordinates

uα̇ 7→
√
Nuα̇ . (3.40)

Doing this, one obtains an alternative expression for the Burns metric,

ds2 = 2N
(
∥du∥2 + |[u du]|

2

∥u∥4

)
. (3.41)

The corresponding Kähler potential becomes K = N(∥u∥2 + log ∥u∥2).
In this coordinate system, the WZW4 action (including the coupling to the Kähler

perturbation ρ) rescales as

SWZW4 [ϕ, ω + i ∂∂̄ρ] 7→ NSWZW4

[
ϕ, ω|N=1 +

i ∂∂̄ρ
N

]
(3.42)
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where ω|N=1 is the canonically normalized Kähler form obtained by setting N = 1 in (3.36).
This is the form of the action employed in our Letter [36]. The quantization of N follows from
the quantization of the Kähler form required by the WZW4 model. Rescaling ϕ 7→ ϕ/

√
N

then turns 1/
√
N into the topological string coupling. The ϕ3 coupling becomes 1/

√
N ,

which is the open string coupling constant, while the ρϕ2 coupling is 1/N , the closed string
coupling constant. This allows for a Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation of the gauge and
gravitational anomalies in twistor space [14, 15].

The rescaling of the Mabuchi functional can also be evaluated straightforwardly without
any need to rescale ρ. The Kähler form changes to ω 7→ ω|N=1N while the Laplacian
maps to △ 7→ △|N=1N

−1 (see (7.2)), so the kinetic term in (2.49) immediately becomes
independent of N . The ρ3 coupling is seen to be 1/N as expected.

Ideally, this is the form of the action one should use to take the large N limit, but in
what follows we will continue to work with the original metric (3.38). This will prove useful
since most of our calculations will turn out to be expressible as formal power series in N .
This does not cause any trouble with taking a large N limit because to work in the large N
limit simply means working at tree level in the bulk in most scenarios of interest.

For now, let us continue to explore the geometry associated to (3.38). The square root
of the determinant of the Burns metric is√

|g| = 1 + N

∥u∥2
. (3.43)

Using this, we can compute its Ricci form

P = −i ∂∂̄ log
√
|g|

= iN
∥u∥2(N + ∥u∥2)

( [u du] ∧ [û dû]
∥u∥2

+ [û du] ∧ [u dû]
N + ∥u∥2

)
.

(3.44)

This is non-vanishing, so the metric is not Ricci-flat as expected. On the other hand,
noticing that the Kähler form (3.36) can be reexpressed as

ω = i
(
1 + N

∥u∥2
)( [u du] ∧ [û dû]

∥u∥2
− [û du] ∧ [u dû]

N + ∥u∥2
)
, (3.45)

it becomes immediate that the Ricci form satisfies ω ∧P = 0. This confirms that the Burns
metric is scalar-flat, i.e., has Ricci scalar R = 0. Importantly, this tells us that the Burns
metric has cosmological constant Λ = 0,13 distinguishing it from the asymptotically AdS
geometries obtained from backreaction in past holographic setups.

The singularity at the origin uα̇ = 0 is not a genuine curvature singularity, as is easily
corroborated by computing the squared Ricci tensor or the Kretschmann scalar,

RµνRµν = 4N2

(N + ∥u∥2)4 , RµνρσRµνρσ = 32N2

(N + ∥u∥2)4 , (3.46)

which are both finite at the origin. It simply signals that the spacetime is incomplete.
13As opposed to the more general possibility of SD metrics of constant scalar curvature R = 24Λ ̸= 0.
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In fact, we can easily extend (3.38) from a metric on C2 − 0 to a metric on C̃2, the
blow-up of C2 at the origin, by identifying C̃2 with the total space of the tautological line
bundle O(−1)→ CP1. To see this, let ζα̇ denote homogeneous coordinates on the base CP1.
And let t ∈ C be a holomorphic coordinate along the fibers of O(−1). We can perform the
coordinate transformation

uα̇ = t ζα̇ (3.47)

which is bijective for uα̇ ̸= 0 and maps to the exceptional divisor {t = 0, [ζα̇] ∈ CP1} at
the origin uα̇ = 0. Under non-zero rescalings ζα̇ 7→ sζ α̇, the fiber coordinate transforms
as t 7→ s−1t and uα̇ remains invariant. Note that since t = 0 is the origin of C2, the
metric (3.38) is naively ill-defined there. But since [ζ ζ] = 0, one finds that [u du] = t [ζ dζ],
so the substitution (3.47) converts (3.38) into

ds2 = 2
(
∥ζ dt+ t dζ∥2 +N

|[ζ dζ]|2
∥ζ∥4

)
. (3.48)

Since t drops out of the second term, this resulting metric is non-singular at the locus t = 0.
Hence, we can extend the metric freely to t = 0 and thus to the total space of O(−1).

Let Dζ := [ζ dζ] denote the standard weight 2 frame for the holomorphic cotangent
bundle of CP1. We can complete this into a frame Dζ,Dt for the holomorphic cotangent
bundle of O(−1) by using the standard Chern connection 1-form on O(−1),

Dt := dt+ [ζ̂ dζ]
∥ζ∥2

t . (3.49)

This frame is designed to be conformally covariant under local non-zero rescalings:

(ζα̇, t) 7→
(
s(ζ, t) ζα̇, t

s(ζ, t)

)
=⇒ (Dζ,Dt) 7→

(
s(ζ, t)2Dζ, Dt

s(ζ, t)

)
. (3.50)

The metric (3.48) can then be compactly expressed as

ds2 = 2
{
∥ζ∥2|Dt|2 +

(
N + |t|2∥ζ∥2

) |Dζ|2
∥ζ∥4

}
. (3.51)

It is seen to be invariant under the local rescalings (3.50), so it is well-defined everywhere
on O(−1).

In our analysis, we have been slightly cavalier about length dimensions by viewing both
uα̇ and N as dimensionless. We can restore standard length dimensions for the coordinates
uα̇ by replacing N by a length scale Nℓ2. Here, ℓ ∼

√
α′ is essentially the string length

and is physically interpreted as setting the size of the blow-up at the origin. As t → 0
with N > 0, (3.51) reduces to N/2 times the usual stereographic metric 4|Dζ|2/∥ζ∥4 on
the exceptional divisor CP1. Upon changing N 7→ Nℓ2, this shows that the radius of the
exceptional divisor is precisely

√
N
2 ℓ. The limit N → 0 of zero backreaction is equivalent

to turning off the blow-up. Since the topological string is classically exact in α′, we will
suppress ℓ consistently throughout this work by setting it to 1.
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The Burns metric is a complete, asymptotically flat, zero scalar curvature metric on
C̃2 [31, 72, 73], and our discussion of its twistor space has been adapted from the more
extensive discussion presented in [30]. We conclude that the completed spacetime geometry
obtained from D1 brane backreaction in the twistorial B-model is that of C̃2 equipped with
this metric. We refer to it variously as Burns space or Burns geometry.

Asymptotic flatness. In Euclidean signature, a metric on a connected, non-compact
4-manifold M is called asymptotically flat (more appropriately asymptotically Euclidean)
if it asymptotes to the Euclidean metric with a falloff of at least O(r−2) with respect to
some 4-radius r = √xµxµ. More precisely, suppose there exists a compact set K ⊂ M

such that M −K is diffeomorphic to the complement of a closed ball in R4. Let xµ denote
coordinates on this R4. If we can find a large enough K for which the metric components
in these coordinates have the falloff

gµν = δµν +O(r−2) , (3.52)

then the metric g is said to be asymptotically flat [30, 56]. This property is manifest
for the Burns metric in the complex coordinates uα̇ ∈ C2 − 0 employed in this section,
as its difference 2Nuα̇ûβ̇duα̇dûβ̇/∥u∥4 from the flat metric has the componentwise falloff
O(∥u∥2/∥u∥4) = O(∥u∥−2).

Relation to CP2 and spacetime foam. At the level of the topology of spacetime,
the backreaction has precipitated a geometric transition from flat space C2 ≃ R4 to its
blow-up at the origin C̃2 ≃ O(−1)! In fact, it was already conjectured in the early work
on twistor strings [41] that wrapping D1 branes on twistor lines corresponds to blowing
up the corresponding points in spacetime; our results give a concrete realization of the
simplest case of this proposal. The work of [41] was originally motivated from the subject
of spacetime foam, where CP2 plays a key role.

The Burns metric is seen to be conformal to the Fubini-Study metric on CP2 by
performing the inversion uα̇ 7→

√
Nuα̇/∥u∥2 [73],

ds2Burns 7→ 2N
(
1 + 1
∥u∥2

)2 ∥du∥2 + |[u du]|2
(1 + ∥u∥2)2

= 2N
(
1 + 1
∥u∥2

)2
ds2Fubini-Study .

(3.53)

The conformal factor is clearly
√
2N (1+ ∥u∥−2). Though we are working in an affine patch,

one can check that this conformal transformation extends everywhere on CP2 except for
its singularity uα̇ = 0. Introducing homogeneous coordinates [Uk] = [uα̇, 1] on CP2, this
is seen to be the point [0, 0, 1], which one may interpret as the “point at infinity”. We
conclude that Burns space is conformally diffeomorphic to CP2 minus a point equipped
with its Fubini-Study metric.14

14It is easily checked that CP2 minus a point is biholomorphic to O(1) in an orientation-preserving manner.
The diffeomorphism to O(−1) — the dual to O(1) — is instead orientation-reversing and not holomorphic.
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Historically, because of this fact, Burns space made an appearance in models of
spacetime foam [32, 74]. These works studied Euclidean analogues of scattering amplitudes
on gravitational instantons like CP2. In particular, they studied conformally coupled scalars
on CP2. Due to the conformal equivalence between CP2 and Burns space, some of the
results of their perturbative analysis will beautifully carry over to our context modulo
appropriate conformal rescalings.

In the rest of this section, we review some further interesting properties of Burns
space which are potentially relevant to celestial holography but can be safely skipped on
first reading.

Realization as an Einstein-Maxwell instanton. We have taken the viewpoint that
the Burns metric is a classical background of Mabuchi gravity. It has a non-zero Ricci
form (3.44) so is clearly not Ricci-flat, therefore it does not represent a purely gravitational
instanton in the usual sense. Since Burns space is asymptotically flat, this is consistent with
the observation of [75] that any finite action, SD Ricci-flat spacetime that is asymptotically
Euclidean must be R4. Nonetheless, the Burns metric (and more generally any scalar-
flat Kähler metric) does act as an Einstein-Maxwell instanton [76, 77], supported by the
non-self-dual Maxwell flux

F = ω + P (3.54)

where ω and P are its Kähler and Ricci forms given in (3.36) and (3.44) respectively.
To see this, let us compute the Riemann curvature of Burns space. Introduce a complex

orthonormal coframe θαα̇ for the Burns metric,15

θ1α̇ = duα̇ − Nûα̇

∥u∥4
[u du] , θ2α̇ = dûα̇ . (3.55)

It satisfies ds2 = ϵαβ ϵα̇β̇ θ
αα̇ θββ̇ . It is standard to use Σαβ = θαα̇∧θβα̇ and Σ̃α̇β̇ = θα

α̇∧θαβ̇

as the bases of ASD and SD 2-forms on spacetime [78], see appendix A for more details.
The ASD spin connection is determined from dΣαβ = 2Γ(α

γ ∧ Σβ)γ ,

Γ12 = Γ21 =
N [u dû]

2 ∥u∥2(N + ∥u∥2) , Γ11 = Γ22 = 0 . (3.56)

The associated ASD Riemann curvature 2-form is easily confirmed to be pure Ricci and
self-dual

Rαβ = dΓαβ + Γαγ ∧ Γγβ = Φαβα̇β̇Σ̃
α̇β̇ ,

Φαβα̇β̇ =
No(αιβ)u(α̇ûβ̇)
∥u∥2(N + ∥u∥2)2 .

(3.57)

Here, oα = (1, 0) and ια = (0, 1) are a constant spinor basis. This gives another proof of
the fact that the metric is self-dual and scalar-flat.

15Such complexified coframes are convenient to work with but do not obey the reality conditions (A.3)
assumed in appendix A. If needed, they can always be rotated to ones that do by complexified local Lorentz
transformations on the spinor indices.
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The Einstein-Maxwell equations read

Rµν −
1
2gµνR = Tµν = FµρFν

ρ − 1
4gµνF

2 , (3.58)

dF = d ⋆ F = 0 , (3.59)

where Rµν is the Ricci tensor, F is the Maxwell field strength, and ⋆ is the Hodge dual.
Decompose F into ASD and SD parts, F = FαβΣαβ + F̃α̇β̇Σ̃α̇β̇. In an orthonormal frame
like ours, the spinor equivalent of the Ricci tensor decomposes as Rαα̇ββ̇ = 2Φαβα̇β̇ −
1
4ϵαβϵα̇β̇R [79], whereas that of the Maxwell stress tensor reduces to Tαα̇ββ̇ = −2FαβF̃α̇β̇.
The Einstein equation (3.58) then decomposes into two irreducible equations

Φαβα̇β̇ + FαβF̃α̇β̇ = 0 , R = 0 . (3.60)

Now, in our orientation with volume form
√
|g|du1̇ ∧ dū1 ∧ du2̇ ∧ dū2, the Kähler form

ω is ASD, a standard fact in Kähler geometry. On the other hand, the Ricci form P is
SD, which can be checked directly but is mainly a consequence of scalar-flatness. Setting
F = ω + P , we find

FαβΣαβ = ω =⇒ Fαβ = i o(αιβ) ,

F̃α̇β̇Σ̃
α̇β̇ = P =⇒ F̃α̇β̇ =

iNu(α̇ûβ̇)
∥u∥2(N + ∥u∥2)2 .

(3.61)

The equations (3.60) are then immediately satisfied by (3.57) and (3.61) by construction.
At the same time, F = ω + P solves the Maxwell equations (3.59) because ω and P are
co-closed by virtue of being closed and either ASD or SD.

This shows that Burns space can be supported within Einstein gravity via a Maxwell
flux. The Maxwell background (3.61) is not self-dual, as Fαβ ̸= 0. So this is necessarily a
solution of the non-self-dual theory. Nonetheless, this fact has been used for generating new
solutions of supergravity in the works [80, 81], which may be of interest for building more
general setups for flat holography.

Hyperbolic foliation. The Burns metric also admits other geometrical incarnations.
One that may be of potential interest for holography is as a metric on the total space of a
circle bundle over an open subset of Euclidean AdS3 [30].

This can be understood by a judicious change of coordinates. For simplicity, let us
revert to working on C2 − 0. The Burns metric has a pair of circle isometries: rotations in
the u1̇ complex plane or the u2̇ complex plane. In the symplectic structure associated to
the Kähler form ω, both of these are generated by hamiltonian vector fields. Introduce new
coordinates t ∈ (0, 2π), q ∈ (0,∞), (x, y) ∈ R2 defined by the relations

t = arg(u1̇) , q2 = 2 |u1̇|2
(
1 + N

∥u∥2
)
, u2̇ = x+ iy√

2
. (3.62)

t provides a coordinate along the orbits of the circle action rotating the u1̇ complex plane,
and q2 is precisely the Hamiltonian generating this circle action. These coordinates are
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well-defined away from the fixed point set of this circle action. The latter is a copy of
R2 given by {u1̇ = 0}. The coordinate patch on C2 − 0 obtained from removing this R2

(which in particular includes the origin) is R4 − R2 ≃ AdS3 × S1. The phase t acts as a
coordinate along S1, while (x, y, q) provide Poincaré coordinates on AdS3. Actually, q only
covers the full range (0,∞) when (x, y) ̸= 0. When (x, y) = 0, one sees from its definition
that q2 = 2(|u1̇|2 +N) > 2N . So this coordinate patch covers S1 times the open subset
AdS3 − {x = y = 0, q ≤ N}.

In these coordinates, the Burns metric (3.38) transforms into

ds2 = q2
(
1
V
(dt+A)2 + V

dx2 + dy2 + dq2
q2

)
. (3.63)

The overall conformal factor of q2 ensures asymptotic flatness. The data (V,A) is independent
of t and describes a magnetic monopole on AdS3 centered at (x, y, q) = (0, 0,

√
2N). The

scalar potential V of this monopole is found to be

V = 1 + 1
2

(
q2 + x2 + y2 + 2N√

(q2 + x2 + y2 + 2N)2 − 8Nq2
− 1

)
. (3.64)

It solves the AdS3 Laplace equation and approaches V → 1 in the flat limit N → 0. Recalling
the expression for the hyperbolic distance between the points (x, y, q) and (0, 0,

√
2N),

β = cosh−1
(
x2 + y2 + q2 + 2N

2q
√
2N

)
, (3.65)

we can express V in terms of the fundamental solution 1/(e2β − 1) of the AdS3 Laplace
equation,

V = 1 + 1
e2β − 1 . (3.66)

The associated 3-dimensional vector potential reads

A = (x dy − y dx)
2(x2 + y2)

(
q2 + x2 + y2 − 2N√

(q2 + x2 + y2 + 2N)2 − 8Nq2
− 1

)
. (3.67)

This satisfies dA = ⋆AdS3dV and vanishes as N → 0.
In this sense, the Burns metric and its multicentered cousins found by LeBrun in [30]

act as hyperbolic analogues of the Gibbons-Hawking metrics [82, 83]. This form of the
metric may be helpful in relating holography on Burns space to more standard AdS3/CFT2
dualities, potentially realizing the hopes of [84]. It could also help in finding multicen-
tered generalizations of asymptotically flat holography, perhaps in analogy with recent
generalizations of twisted holography that include multiple stacks of D1 branes [85].

4 The holographic dual chiral algebra

In this section, we describe the celestial holographic dual to the B-model on the twistor
space of Burns space. By compactifying the latter along twistor lines, one obtains a duality
relating WZW4 + Mabuchi gravity on Burns space to this celestial CFT.
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The dual CFT is a purely chiral system, living on CP1 with two defects placed at z = 0
and z =∞. We will first describe the system without the defects.

The chiral algebra is the algebra living on N D1 branes in the type I topological
B-string. This algebra is an orientifold of the chiral algebra living on D1 branes in the type
II topological B-string, which is the algebra studied in [16]. The orientifold procedure was
computed in [14].

An alternative description of the chiral algebra is that it is the algebra associated by the
superconformal localization procedure of [43, 86] to the family of 4d N = 2 supersymmetric
gauge theories with Sp(N) gauge symmetry, SO(8) flavour symmetry and matter as described
below. These are non-unitary chiral algebras with negative Kac-Moody levels and therefore,
by the usual Sugawara relation, negative central charges.

The algebra is built by performing BRST reduction on a collection of free symplectic
bosons. The gauge group for the BRST reduction is Sp(N).

Let V denote the fundamental representation of dimension 2N , and let i denote an
index for a basis of V . The symplectic pairing is ωij .16 The fundamental fields of the dual
are symplectic bosons carrying conformal weights (12 , 0) each:

Iri ∈ Ω
1
2 ,0(CP1,C8 ⊗ V )

X α̇
ij ∈ Ω

1
2 ,0(CP1,∧20V ⊗ C2).

(4.1)

The fields X α̇ transform under the 4d Lorentz group as right-handed spinors. They describe
D1-D1 strings. The notation ∧20V means we are using the trace-free exterior square, so that

ωijX α̇
ij = 0 . (4.2)

ωij here is the inverse of ωij , with the convention ωijωjk = δik, and can be used to raise
indices. This is the matter content summarized in our last work [36].

Occasionally, it will prove convenient for our holographic calculations to keep the trace
part of X α̇

ij explicitly in the chiral algebra, rather than only taking the trace-free exterior
square. This is analogous to the choice to work with U(N) rather than SU(N) gauge group
in 4d N = 4 super Yang-Mills. It corresponds to the center-of-mass degrees of freedom in
the bulk, or dually the E[1, 0], E[0, 1] (see the definition (4.17)) generators in the chiral
algebra, which can be consistently removed. We will find it convenient to keep the center of
mass modes nonvanishing when building our holographic dictionary in section 8, and use
them in section 9.3 to test the gravitational sector of our duality.

The matter fields Iri describe D1-D5 strings. The index r in Iri is an SO(8) index for a
basis of C8. The Lagrangian for the free theory is

∫
ωijδrsIri∂̄Isj +

∫
ϵα̇β̇ω

ikωjlX α̇
ij ∂̄X

β̇
kl. (4.3)

16This is not to be confused with the Kähler potential.
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This leads to the OPE (where we have absorbed some factors of 2πi into rescaling the fields)

Iri(z) Isj(z′) ∼
δrsωij
z − z′

, (4.4)

X α̇
ij(z)X

β̇
kl(z

′) ∼ ϵα̇β̇

z − z′
(
ωi[k|ωj|l] −

ωijωkl
2N

)
. (4.5)

The tensor structure in the XX OPE ensures that both sides are trace-free.
When we want to keep the center of mass modes in play, we simply modify the XX

OPE by dropping the trace-free condition:

X α̇
ij(z)X

β̇
kl(z

′) ∼
ϵα̇β̇ωi[k|ωj|l]
z − z′

. (4.6)

For the rest of this section, we continue to work with a trace-free X, but our considerations
can be easily modified to include the center of mass modes.17

We then perform the BRST reduction with respect to Sp(N). This means we introduce
b− c ghosts transforming in the adjoint representation of Sp(N). The operator b is of ghost
number −1 and spin 1, c is of ghost number 1 and spin 0, and they have the OPE

ba(z)cb(z′) ∼
δa

b
z − z′

, (4.7)

where a, b, . . . are indices in the adjoint of sp(N). The BRST current is

JBRST = 1
2 f

bc
a :bacbcc : +

1
2 δ

rsT aij : caIriIsj :

+ 1
2 :caX

α̇
ijX

β̇
kl : ϵα̇β̇(T

aikωjl − T ajkωil − T ailωjk + T ajlωik) (4.8)

where T a are generators of sp(N), and T aij is the matrix element for their action in the
fundamental representation of sp(N).

The BRST procedure produces the ADHM constraint equation

[X1̇, X2̇] + δrsIrIs = 0 (4.9)

which enables us to commute X operators past each other at the cost of introducing a
double-trace term. Since the latter contributions are suppressed in the planar limit, we will
be able to freely commute X’s in our computations that follow.

Let us check that this system is free of the BRST anomaly. If X denotes an element of
sp(N), the anomaly which prevents the BRST operator squaring to zero is given by

2Trsp(N)(X 2)− TrC8⊗V⊕C2⊗∧2
0V

(X 2). (4.10)

We can check whether or not this expression vanishes by evaluating it for X in a rank 1
subalgebra, which we take to be

sl(2) = sp(1) ⊂ sp(N). (4.11)
17For example, including the center of mass modes does not affect cancellation of the Sp(N) gauge anomaly

because the trace ωijXα̇
ij is Sp(N) invariant and does not couple to the Sp(N) gauge field.
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Therefore, let us decompose the fundamental of sp(N) as a representation of sl(2):

V =W ⊕ C2N−2 (4.12)

where W is the fundamental of sl(2).
Then,

∧20V = (2N − 2)W
sp(N) = S2V = S2W ⊕ (2N − 2)W

(4.13)

We are taking the trace in the virtual representation

2 ∧20 V ⊕ 8V ⊖ 2S2V (4.14)

We see that the factors of (2N − 2)S± cancel, and we are left with

8W ⊖ 2S2W (4.15)

If we take X = h to be a basis for the Cartan of sl(2), then the trace of X 2 is

16− 16 = 0 (4.16)

as desired.

4.1 Large N BRST cohomology

States on Burns space will be dual to BRST invariant single-trace operators of the chiral
algebra in the large N limit. The BRST cohomology can be computed at large N using
tools from homological algebra [87, 88]. Details are provided in appendix C. Massive states
like giant gravitons [89] are also expected to play an interesting role at finite N , but they
lie beyond the scope of this work.

In what follows, for each α̇ = 1̇, 2̇, we will view (X α̇)ij ≡ ωikX α̇
kj as endomorphisms of

the fundamental representation V of Sp(N). Similarly, Iri ≡ ωijIrj and Iri will be viewed
as a vector or covector in the fundamental representation, with r an SO(8) index. A basis
for the BRST cohomology is

Jrs[m,n] = ω
(
Ir, (X 1̇)(m(X 2̇)n)Is

)
,

E[m,n] = Tr
(
(X 1̇)(m(X 2̇)n)

)
,

F [m,n] = Tr
(
[X ∂X](X 1̇)(m(X 2̇)n)

)
+ terms with ghosts .

(4.17)

For example, Jrs[1, 0] = Iri(X 1̇)ijIsj , E[2, 0] = ωij(X 1̇)ik(X 1̇)kj , etc.
In these expressions, (X 1̇)(m(X 2̇)n) is shorthand notation for the symmetrized product

of these n+m matrices. Also, [X ∂X] = X α̇∂Xα̇ uses the notation for spinor contractions
introduced earlier. The currents F [m,n] receive corrections containing ghosts that ensure
BRST closure, but we have suppressed these as we will not be needing them in the sequel.
(In particular, F [0, 0] is the stress tensor operator).
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The currents Jrs[m,n] are anti-symmetric in the r, s indices, because ω is anti-symmetric
and because

ω(Ir, X α̇Is) = ω(X α̇Ir, Is). (4.18)

Therefore we can view r, s as being an index in the adjoint for so(8). We will often suppress
the Sp(N) inner product and write these currents simply as Jrs[m,n] = Ir(X 1̇)(m(X 2̇)n)Is,
interpreting Ir as a covector and Is as a vector of Sp(N). To lighten notation, the composite
index rs will also often be replaced with an adjoint index a for so(8).

4.2 Defect boundary conditions from Koszul duality

To complete the duality, we would like to prescribe boundary conditions on our chiral algebra
fields near the defects at z = 0,∞. We will obtain boundary conditions on the composite
currents J [k, l], E[k, l], F [k, l] with relative ease using the Koszul duality18 approach espoused
in [17, 18, 33]. Boundary conditions on the fundamental fields X, I that give rise to these
boundary conditions on the composite currents are described in the next section.

Koszul duality helps determine the most general couplings of the D1-brane chiral
algebra to topological strings in the bulk. The chiral algebra couples in a standard way to
the fields of the type I B-model on C3, with volume form

dz d2v . (4.19)

We are interested in a chiral algebra which couples to the fields of the type I B-model on
PT, the twistor space of R4, with the meromorphic volume form

Ω = z−2 dz d2v . (4.20)

Building such couplings will lead us to impose appropriate boundary conditions on the
chiral algebra operators.

Let us first recall how the chiral algebra couples to SO(8) holomorphic Chern-Simons
theory on C3 with the volume form dz d2v. If

A ∈ Ω0,1(C3, so(8)) (4.21)

is the gauge field of holomorphic Chern-Simons theory, the coupling (at tree level) is by∑
m,n≥0

1
m!n!

∫
vα̇=0

dz J [m,n] ∂m
v1̇∂

n
v2̇A . (4.22)

Including z =∞, flat space C3 naturally completes to the resolved conifold

O(−1)⊕ O(−1)→ CP1 . (4.23)

Since O(−1) is the square root of the canonical bundle on CP1, the operator ∂vα̇ is of spin
−1

2 . Since J [m,n] is of spin 1 + 1
2(m+ n), the whole expression is of spin 1 and is therefore

something that can be integrated against the (0, 1) form A.
18One can also use Koszul duality to study maps between modules of Koszul dual algebras, which has

been explored recently from a twistorial perspective in [60]. It would be interesting to study Koszul dual
modules further, but we will not do so in this work.
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Away from the locus z = 0,∞, this formula can be adapted to twistor space. This
patch of twistor space is isomorphic to a patch of C3 when we use the coordinates z, z−1vα̇.
The point is that the volume form on twistor space in these coordinates is

Ω = dz ∧ d(z−1v1̇) ∧ d(z−1v2̇) . (4.24)

Therefore, the theory on the D1 brane couples to holomorphic Chern-Simons theory on this
patch by the formula

∑
m,n≥0

1
m!n!

∫
vα̇=0

dz zm+nJ [m,n] ∂m
v1̇∂

n
v2̇A (4.25)

which is obtained by replacing vα̇ 7→ z−1vα̇ in (4.22). This makes sense, because on twistor
space ∂vα̇ is of spin 1

2 , but z∂vα̇ is of spin −1
2 .19

A similar, but more complicated, analysis applies to the closed string fields. The closed
string field in the topological string is an element η ∈ Ω2,1 which is ∂-closed. We can write

η = ∂γ (4.26)

for a (1, 1)-form γ, defined up to γ ∼ γ + ∂α for some α ∈ Ω0,1. Then the coupling between
the E,F towers and η is given by

∑
m,n≥0

1
m!n!

∫
E[m,n] Lm∂

v1̇
Ln∂

v2̇
γ

+
∑

m,n≥0

1
m!n!

∫
dz F [m,n] Lm∂

v1̇
Ln∂

v2̇
ι∂vα̇L∂vα̇

γ.
(4.27)

Here, Lξγ denotes Lie derivative with respect to a vector ξ, and ιξγ ≡ ξ ⌟ γ is standard
abbreviation for the interior product. It is easy to check that this coupling transforms by a
total derivative under γ 7→ γ + ∂α.

This is the expression for the coupling on C3. When we transform to twistor space, by
the analysis above, we find that the coupling becomes

∑
m,n≥0

1
m!n!

∫
zm+nE[m,n] Lm∂

v1̇
Ln∂

v2̇
γ

+
∑

m,n≥0

1
m!n!

∫
dz zm+n+2F [m,n] Lm∂

v1̇
Ln∂

v2̇
ι∂vα̇L∂vα̇

γ.
(4.28)

19A description in homogeneous coordinates may be helpful for practitioners of twistor theory. If one
introduces homogeneous coordinates [µα̇, λα] on PT = CP3 − CP1 by setting z = λ2/λ1, vα̇ = µα̇/λ1, then
the fields X, I live on the twistor line µα̇ = 0 and are valued in O(−1) each. The composite current J [m, n]
is O(−m − n − 2)-valued. So it couples to the bulk through the coupling

1
m!n!

∫
µα̇=0

⟨λ dλ⟩ (λ1λ2)m+nJ [m, n] ∂m
µ1̇ ∂n

µ2̇A .

This reduces to the coupling in (4.25) if one sets λα = (1, z), µα̇ = vα̇. Similar expressions can be written
for couplings to E[m, n], F [m, n].
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Recalling the expression (4.17) for E,F in terms of X, we see that each appearance of X α̇

introduces a z∂vα̇ into the coupling.
This analysis tells us that the chiral algebra we have constructed is not quite the Koszul

dual to the algebra of bulk operators. Recall [17, 18] that the Koszul dual chiral algebra
is the universal algebra that couples to the bulk system. Since the coupling between our
chiral algebra and the bulk system has zeroes at z = 0,∞, it is not the most general system
we can couple in a gauge invariant way. The most general system will allow the currents
J,E, F to have the following poles at z = 0,∞:

J [m,n] pole of order n+m+ 1 at z = 0,∞
E[m,n] pole of order n+m at z = 0,∞
F [m,n] pole of order n+m+ 2 at z = 0,∞

(4.29)

Since A has a first order zero and γ is regular at z = 0,∞, the couplings (4.25) and (4.28)
remain regular for these configurations of poles.

The modes Jl[m,n], El[m,n], Fl[m,n] (where l refers to the spin of the mode) are
defined by the expansions20

J [m,n](z) =
∑
l

Jl[m,n]
z1+

m+n
2 −l

E[m,n](z) =
∑
l

Jl[m,n]
z

m+n
2 −l

F [m,n](z) =
∑
l

Jl[m,n]
z2+

m+n
2 −l

,

(4.30)

where l runs over Z+ m+n
2 . In terms of these, the vacuum vector at z = 0 satisfies

Jl[m,n]|v0⟩ = 0 for 2l +m+ n < 0
El[m,n]|v0⟩ = 0 for 2l +m+ n < 0
Fl[m,n]|v0⟩ = 0 for 2l +m+ n < 0 .

(4.31)

These relations define a module for the mode algebra of the chiral algebra. More formally, the
relations (4.31) define a left ideal in the mode algebra of the chiral algebra, and quotienting
by this left ideal gives the desired module.

What is not obvious, however, is that this module is of the desired size. Let us explain
what we mean by this. A (topological) basis for the mode algebra of the chiral algebra is
given by ordered products of the generators Jl[m,n], El[m,n], Fl[m,n] in some ordering
prescription. We would like a basis of the module to be given, in a similar way, by products
of the generators

Jl[m,n] for 2l +m+ n ≥ 0
El[m,n] for 2l +m+ n ≥ 0
Fl[m,n] for 2l +m+ n ≥ 0 .

(4.32)

These products should be taken in some chosen ordering for the currents listed above.
20We are using conventions where modes with negative mode numbers l (for large enough |l|) are the

annihilation operators, which is the opposite of the usual convention in physics.
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It could, however, happen that the module is too small, or even zero. This can occur if
the commutator of two generators satisfying the equality (4.31) is a product of expressions
which satisfy the opposite inequalities (4.32), forcing certain composite states to be zero.

In the appendix D, we will verify that the module is indeed of the correct size.

4.3 Microscopic definition of the boundary conditions

So far, we have defined the boundary conditions for the chiral algebra by prescribing the
poles that elements of the BRST cohomology acquire. In this section we will see how
to define the boundary condition before we take BRST cohomology, by considering the
behaviour of the fundamental fields I,X and the b− c ghosts.

Recall that we require J [m,n] to have a pole at z = 0,∞ of order m+ n+ 1, whereas
E[m,n] has a pole of order m+ n and F [m,n] has a pole of order m+ n+ 2. The poles in
E,F are easy to obtain: we simply allow the X fields to have a first order pole at z = 0,∞.

The pole for J [m,n] is more challenging to obtain, because we would need to give I a
pole of order 1

2 . Fortunately, as Davide Gaiotto explained to us, it is possible to give I a
pole of order 1

2 , by giving a kind of Ramond puncture21 at z = 0, z =∞.
Normally, a Ramond puncture is defined by choosing a square root of the canonical

bundle on a punctured surface that does not extend across the puncture. Because we want
a Ramond-like puncture only for the I fields but not for the X fields, we will do something
slightly different.

Our Ramond-like puncture is defined by considering the system on C×, and placing a
defect on a line stretching between 0 and ∞. Along this defect, the field I has a branch cut
and changes sign. The other fields are unaffected.

Once we have this branch cut, it makes sense to give I a pole of order 1
2 . We also give

X a pole of order 1, and the b-ghost a pole of order 2.
Let us describe this more formally in terms of modes. The field I has modes Il of

integer spin (suppressing SO(8) and Sp(N) indices), as do b, c. The field X has modes of
half-integer spin. The vector |v0⟩ is annihilated by the modes:

Il|v0⟩ = 0 for l < 0

X α̇
l |v0⟩ = 0 for l < −1

2
bl|v0⟩ = 0 for l < −1
cl|v0⟩ = 0 for l < 0

(4.33)

For this to make sense, we need to know that the ideal of elements annihilating |v0⟩ is
closed under the BRST operator. The BRST operator is schematically of the form

QIl =
∑
r+s=l

crIs , QX α̇
l =

∑
r+s=l

crX α̇
s

Qcl =
∑
r+s=l

crcs , Qbl =
∑
r+s=l

(
:IrIs : +ϵα̇β̇ :X α̇

r X
β̇
s :
)
.

(4.34)

21This is an example of the notion of a twisted module known from vertex algebra literature [90].
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It is easy to check that if the left hand side of this expression annihilates |v0⟩, then so does
the right hand side. With these boundary conditions, we have the desired poles in the
currents J [m,n], E[m,n], F [m,n]. For instance, the lowest spin component of J [m,n] that
survives on the boundary is of the form

I0

(
X 1̇

− 1
2

)r(
X 2̇

− 1
2

)s
I−1 (4.35)

which is of spin −1
2(r + s). This is what we would find from a current of spin 1 + 1

2(r + s)
with a pole of order r + s+ 1.

We verify in the appendix C.1 that, at large N , the BRST cohomology of this microscopic
description of the module reproduces the description given earlier.

4.4 Conformal blocks of the chiral algebra with defects

Given a chiral algebra, perhaps with defects, we say a conformal block is a way of defining
correlation functions of local operators in a way consistent with all OPEs, and with all
boundary behaviour determined by the defects.

In this section we will find that the chiral algebra has an infinite-dimensional space of
conformal blocks, which we will identify with the Hilbert space of the 4d system on a small
S3. We only compute the conformal blocks at infinite N . In 4d, we compute the Hilbert
space via an ansatz that matches it with the space of local operators in the free theory. It
is important to note that there is no Hamiltonian in our analysis: it is purely kinematic.

Let us first explain why we would expect it to be true. In [33], it was shown that for a
theory on flat space coming from a holomorphic theory on twistor space, conformal blocks
for the celestial chiral algebra are isomorphic to local operators. This was derived both by
a formal QFT argument, and an explicit calculation (see also [91]).

By the state-operator correspondence, the space of local operators in the 4d theory is
the Hilbert space on S3. We therefore need to show how to generalize the argument of [33]
to a 4d geometry which is not flat. As in [33], we will give both a formal argument and an
explicit calculation.

Since our chiral algebra is generated by the towers J,E, F , correlation functions are
determined by the correlation functions with only J,E, F insertions. We will determine the
conformal blocks by analyzing the ambiguity in the correlation functions of these insertions.

As a warm-up, let us first consider correlators of the operator J = J [0, 0]. This is a
usual Kac-Moody current for so(8). If we do not change the boundary conditions, then the
correlators

⟨J(z1) . . . J(zn)⟩ (4.36)

are meromorphic functions of z1, . . . , zn. They have poles only at zi = zj , and the polar part
is determined by the OPE. Because J is of spin 1, the correlator has a second-order zero
at zi =∞. This n-point function is completely determined by the (n− 1)-point function.
The only ambiguity in defining the correlation function is present in the definition of the
zero-point function ⟨1⟩, which can be an arbitrary constant.
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This means that in this case the vector space of conformal blocks is one dimensional.22

Let us see what changes when we allow J(z) to have a first order pole at zero and
infinity. The pole at infinity is to be taken in addition to the second order zero prescribed
by the fact that J is of spin 1, so that in total we have a first order zero at ∞.

Suppose, in this case, we have defined the k-point function

⟨J(z1) . . . J(zk)⟩ (4.37)

for k < n, in a way consistent with the OPE. Let us consider the ambiguity in defining the
n-point function.

The poles in the correlator ⟨J(z1) . . . J(zn)⟩ at zi = zj are determined by the OPEs
and the k-point correlators for k < n. This means that the n-point function is determined
up to the addition of a meromorphic function F(z1, . . . , zn) which is regular at zi = zj . The
function F can have a first order pole at zi = 0 and must have a first order zero at zi =∞.
This means that F is proportional to

F(z1, . . . , zn) ∝
1

z1 . . . zn
. (4.38)

In this case, we see that for each n, we are free to add an arbitrary multiple of z−1
1 · · · z−1

n

to the correlation function. This expression can depend also on the Lie algebra indices of
the current, but in a symmetric way. We find that the full space of conformal blocks is the
symmetric algebra

Sym∗ g = ⊕n≥0 Symn g (4.39)

Now let us turn to the conformal blocks of our full chiral algebra generated by J [r, s],
E[r, s], F [r, s]. It is natural to expect, following the analysis above, that the ambiguity in
defining the n-point correlation function — which one can call the n-point conformal block

— is the nth symmetric power of the 1-point conformal block. If so, the computation of the
conformal blocks amounts to computing the 1-point conformal block, which is quite easy.
Now let us check this property:

Proposition 4.1. The full space of conformal blocks is isomorphic to the symmetric algebra
on the conformal blocks for the one-point function.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof in the case of the Kac-Moody algebra, except that
we cannot simply work by induction on the number of insertions. This is because in the
larger algebra, the OPE of two operators E,F, J will in general be expressed in terms
of normally ordered products of a number of such operators. The (n− 1)-point function
where one of the insertions is a normally ordered product can be expressed in terms of a
k-point function without normally ordered products, where k ≥ n. Therefore the inductive
argument will not work.

Instead, we need to introduce a measure of complexity of the operators which decreases
when we take the normally ordered product. We say the width of a single-trace operator is

22The reader may notice that the correlation functions are over-determined. This is related to the fact that
the Kac-Moody algebra has derived conformal blocks, in the sense introduced by Beilinson-Drinfeld [92].
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the number of fundamental fields I,X required to build it. Thus, F [r, s], J [r, s] have width
r + s+ 2 and E[r, s] has width r + s. The OPE between single-trace operators of width
l1, l2 is a sum of expressions of width ≤ l1 + l2 − 2.

Suppose we are studying the correlation functions of n single-trace operators E,F, J of
total width l. Suppose by induction we have already defined a consistent set of correlation
functions with k insertions of single-trace operators of total width m where k +m < n+ l.
Then, the n-point function of total width l is defined up to the addition of a function
F(z1, . . . , zn) which is regular at zi = zj . Thus, F is a sum of products of the monomials
zk1
1 . . . zkn

n where the allowed values of k1, . . . , kn are determined by the spins of the fields
and the boundary conditions — that is, by the conformal blocks of the 1-point functions.

Finally, the one-point conformal blocks are easy to determine. We will write the
one-point conformal blocks as a representation of the symmetry group of the system, which
is SO(8)× SL2(C)× C×. Here SL2(C)× C× is the complexification of the isometry group
of Burns space, and this group acts on twistor space in a way fixing the boundary divisors.
In terms of the currents E,F, J , C× is the rotation of the z-plane. The currents E[m,n]
for m+ n fixed transform in the irreducible spin (m+ n)/2 representation of SL2(C), and
similarly for F [m,n], J [m,n]. Finally, SO(8) only acts on J [m,n], which transforms in the
adjoint representation.

Let J [r], E[r], F [r] denote the collection of currents J [m,n], E[m,n], F [m,n] with
m+ n = r. Let S+ denote the fundamental representation of SL2(C). Let S− denote the
two-dimensional representation of C× with weights (12 ,−

1
2). (The terminology is because

these representations come from the spin representations of Spin(4)).
Then, the one-point function of J [r], E[r], F [r] live in the following representations:

J [r] ∈ Symr S+ ⊗ Symr S− ⊗ so8

E[r] ∈ Symr S+ ⊗ Symr S−

F [r] ∈ Symr S+ ⊗ Symr S−

(4.40)

In order to compare with what we find for the field theory on Burns space, it will be useful
to write this in terms of sections of vector bundles on CP1. We find the one-point conformal
blocks of the E,F, J towers are:

J ∈ H0(CP1, so8 ⊗ Sym∗(S+ ⊗ O(1)))
E ∈ H0(CP1, Sym∗(S+ ⊗ O(1)))
F ∈ H0(CP1, Sym∗(S+ ⊗ O(1))).

(4.41)

4.5 Comparison of conformal blocks with the Hilbert space in four dimensions

We want to show that the space of conformal blocks of the chiral algebra is isomorphic to
the Hilbert space of the four-dimensional dual theory on a small 3-sphere surrounding the
“core” of Burns space. In the coordinates uα̇ where the Burns space Kähler potential is

∥u∥2 +N log∥u∥2 (4.42)
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the relevant S3 is just that where ∥u∥2 = ϵ, ϵ small. On flat space, the Hilbert space for
this S3 is the space of local operators. On Burns space, where the apparent singularity in
the metric has been resolved by blowing up the origin, this Hilbert space represents the
space of operators wrapping the S2 that replaces the origin.

We note that this Hilbert space does not have a Hamiltonian, because a neighbourhood
of this S3 does not have a time-translation symmetry.

We will show that the Hilbert space and the space of conformal blocks are isomorphic
as representations of the SO(8)× SU(2)× U(1) symmetry algebra present on both systems.
As we explained earlier, the interpretation of this is the following. To define the correlation
functions of the chiral algebra, we need to choose a conformal block. To define the scattering
amplitudes on Burns geometry, we are free to modify the theory by placing an operator in the
center of Burns space. Our analysis shows that this additional data is the same in each case.

The Hilbert space is built in the usual way. First, we build the phase space of the
model, and then we apply geometric quantization. Since there is no Hamiltonian, the phase
space is simply a symplectic manifold defined from the Cauchy data. We will model the
Cauchy data as simply that of a collection of free scalars in so(8). One might object that
by doing this we will be missing more global features, such as Skyrmions, which are states
with topological charge in π3(SO(8)). However, we will show shortly that Skyrmions do not
arise in our model.

The phase space is also insensitive to the metric. Therefore there is no change if we
work with the flat metric, rather than the Burns metric. Since the free theory is conformally
invariant, this Hilbert space can then be computed by the state-operator correspondence:
it is the same as the space of local operators in the free theory.

Finally, the space of local operators in the free theory can be computed using twistor
space and matched with what we found above from studying conformal blocks. (This
is a version of the argument given in [33] relating conformal blocks to local operators).
The Hilbert space is the symmetric algebra on the single-particle Hilbert space, which is
identified with the space of local operators which are linear functionals in the fields. To
prove the correspondence with conformal blocks, we therefore need to match the space of
those local operators which are linear in the fields, with the one-point conformal blocks.

The space of local operators which are linear on the fields is the dual vector space to
the vector space of solutions to the equations of motion of the free theory. For a free scalar
field valued in so8, the space of solutions to the equations of motion is (by the Penrose
transform)

H1(PT,O(−2))⊗ so8. (4.43)

By pushing forward the structure sheaf of PT to CP1, this is the same as

H1(CP1,O(−2)⊗ Sym∗(S+ ⊗ O(−1)))⊗ so8. (4.44)

Serre duality tells us that the dual vector space of this is

H1(CP1,O(−2)⊗Sym∗(S+⊗O(−1)))∨⊗so8=H0(CP1,Sym∗(S+⊗O(1)))⊗so8 (4.45)

which is exactly the one-point conformal blocks of the J-tower of currents.
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A similar analysis applies to the closed string fields. The space of field configurations ϕ
satisfying the fourth-order equation △△ϕ = 0 is the same as the space of pairs of solutions
to the ordinary Laplace equation △ϕi = 0, i = 1, 2. If we take ϕ up to the addition of a
constant, then we take ϕ1 up to the addition of a constant. This means that the space of
linear local operators for the closed string fields is

H1(CP1,O(−1)⊗ Sym>0(S+ ⊗ O(−1)))⊕H1(CP1,O(−1)⊗ Sym∗(S+ ⊗ O(−1))) (4.46)

By Serre duality, this matches exactly with the contribution of the E and F towers to the
one-point conformal blocks. The fact that the first factor above contains only the positive
symmetric powers matches the fact that there is no E[0, 0] current (recall from (4.17) that
E[0, 0] = 1).

Absence of Skyrmions. Finally, we should mention why we do not need to consider
topologically nontrivial states, i.e. Skyrmions, in the open string sector. It turns out that
they can not arise in WZW4, as we will see from a twistor space analysis.

Consider the twistor space of R4 − 0. This is the complement of the zero section in PT,
and so is a fibration over CP1 with fibers C2 − 0. Twistor space has two patches, lying over
the loci where z ̸= 0 and z ̸=∞ in CP1. Over these patches twistor space is C× (C2 − 0).
A field configuration on these patches is a holomorphic bundle, and every such bundle is
topologically trivial.

A topologically nontrivial field configuration on spacetime would come equipped with
topologically nontrivial gluing data on the overlap C× × (C2 − 0) of the two patches. The
gluing data is a holomorphic map

C× × (C2 − 0)→ SO(8,C).

Associated to this is a class in π3(SO(8,C)), obtained by restricting this gluing map to
S3 ⊂ C2 − 0. This class is the topological charge of the Skyrmion in spacetime. Our goal is
to show that this class is zero.

SO(8,C) is an affine algebraic variety, and hence a closed subvariety of some Cn.
Hartog’s theorem tells us that any holomorphic map from C2 − 0 to Cn extends to a map
from all of C2. Therefore, the gluing data gives a topologically trivial class in π3(SO(8,C)).

5 Where does celestial CFT live?

Up till now, our analysis has been fairly top-down and string theoretic. But for a genuine
holographic interpretation, we must also connect to the plethora of bottom-up approaches
developed in the literature [9]. To do this, we need to construct a physical picture of the
holographic boundary where the celestial dual lives. In this section, we make precise the
identification of this boundary as a boundary of the twistor space of Burns space.

This is accomplished by exhibiting the twistor space of Burns space as AdS3 × S3.
The boundary of this twistorial AdS3 bulk will act as our Euclidean proxy for the celestial
sphere. This is where the boundary data for solutions of linearized free field equations
lives. In our case, this spherical boundary also gets appended with two extra copies of the
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non-negative reals [0,∞] living at its north and south poles. At the level of celestial CFT,
these play the role of point defects living at the poles. Thereafter, the rough idea will be to
foliate AdS3 by twistor lines. S2 compactification along the twistor lines yields Burns space.
This converts familiar AdS3 × S3 holography into “exotic” celestial holography!

5.1 Looking for AdS3

As we saw in section 3.2, the twistor space of Burns space is obtained from the complete
flag variety F = F(1, 2, 3) of points in lines in CP2 by subtracting a single copy of CP1.
This led us to conclude that Burns space itself is diffeomorphic to CP2 minus a point. It is
the CP2 viewpoint that most naturally helps us understand the boundary structure of our
holographic duality. The removed point corresponds precisely to spatial infinity ∥u∥ → ∞
on Burns space (in the sense of Euclidean signature one-point compactifications).

Recall that the flag variety F was the set of points ([V k], [Wk]) ⊂ CP2 ×CP2 satisfying
V ·W = 0. This was the twistor space of CP2, which we coordinatized by homogeneous
coordinates [Uk]. Complex conjugation was denoted Uk 7→ Ūk ≡ Uk. The twistor line
corresponding to [Uk] was cut out by the equations V ·W = U ·W = V · Ū = 0. In what
follows, we will use the notation V k = (V α̇, V 3), Wk = (Wα̇,W3), Uk = (U α̇, U3) etc. for
convenience.

Introduce affine coordinates uα̇ = U α̇/U3 on CP2. To obtain Burns space in these
coordinates, one performs the diffeomorphism uα̇ 7→

√
Nuα̇/∥u∥2. Being an inversion, this

maps the origin uα̇ = 0 of this affine patch to the spatial infinity of Burns space. In
homogeneous coordinates, this is what we called the point at infinity [Uk] = [0, 0, 1]. When
constructing Burns space, we excised this point from CP2. To study its conformal boundary,
it will prove more useful to compactify Burns space into CP2 by adding back this point.
Doing this, we can instead treat [0, 0, 1] as the spacetime boundary. In the flag variety, the
twistor line associated to [0, 0, 1] is the copy of CP1 given by23

I = {V 3 =W3 = 0} . (5.1)

We call this the line at infinity.
The brane backreaction generates a copy of SL2(C) cut out by [v w] = N . The boundary

of SL2(C) would be the set of points (v, w) ∈ C4 satisfying [v w] = 0. We can append these
to SL2(C) by an appropriate compactification. In our setup, SL2(C) is compactified by
embedding it in the flag variety via the map V α̇ = −vα̇V 3/

√
N , Wα̇ = wα̇W3/

√
N given

in (3.23). The image of this map is the open set V 3W3 ≠ 0. The complement of this image
in F is the boundary divisor V 3W3 = 0. This is a union of the following sets:

D0 = {W3 = 0} , D∞ = {V 3 = 0} . (5.2)

Each of these occurs with multiplicity one. D0 and D∞ are each a copy of the blow-up of
CP2 at a point. Their intersection equals the line at infinity: D0 ∩D∞ = I.

The twistor space of Burns space is given by ZN = F− I = SL2(C) ∪ (D0 ∪D∞ − I).
From the 4d perspective, the divisors D0 − I, D∞ − I of ZN are not part of asymptotic

23Not to be confused with the notation for the chiral algebra field Iri.
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infinity. Each of them maps isomorphically onto C̃2, the complex manifold underlying
Burns space.

In [16], the authors compactified the deformed conifold SL2(C) to a quadric in CP4.
The resulting geometry had an SL2(C) × SL2(C) symmetry. Quotienting out an SU(2)
subgroup of one of the copies of SL2(C) led to Euclidean AdS3 ≃ SL2(C)/SU(2). Their
holographic dual lived on the boundary of this AdS3.

In our current setting, we have instead compactified the SL2(C) by embedding it in
the flag variety. The U(1)left × SU(2)right isometries of Burns space lift to an action of the
complexification C× × SL2(C) on the flag variety:

([V ], [W ]) 7→
(
[Lα̇β̇V

β̇ , s−1V 3] , [Lα̇β̇Wβ̇ , sW3]
)
, L ∈ SL2(C) , s ∈ C× . (5.3)

The C× is our defect conformal group. We want to quotient F by SU(2) ⊂ SL2(C) and show
that the resulting geometry is again AdS3. We would also like to visualize the projection of
the twistor lines onto this AdS3.

On the SL2(C) patch V 3W3 ̸= 0, the SU(2) action is free and has S3 orbits. Quotienting
out S3 gives AdS3 (without its boundary) as the orbit space. Poincaré coordinates on
this AdS3 can be constructed out of the natural SU(2) invariants in the game. Using the
conventions of [16], we introduce the Poincaré coordinates x ∈ CP1, ϱ > 0,

x = [ŵ v]
∥w∥2

= −W3Ŵ
α̇Vα̇

V 3Ŵ α̇Wα̇

,

ϱ = 1
∥w∥2

= |W3|2

NŴ α̇Wα̇

.

(5.4)

The boundary of AdS3 would usually be the copy of CP1 obtained by taking a union of the
limits ϱ→ 0 and ϱ→∞.

The boundary divisors D0 and D∞ project down to copies of [0,∞] in F/SU(2), so
they cannot cover the S2 boundary of AdS3. We would have naively expected the line at
infinity I to then map to the boundary of AdS3. A similar projection does give the correct
boundary of AdS3 in the case of the CP4 compactification of SL2(C) [16]. But unfortunately,
in our flag variety compactification, I is the orbit of the point ([1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0]) ∈ F under
the SU(2) action. So the SU(2) quotient collapses it to a point. Hence, the line at infinity
cannot by itself be the boundary that we are looking for. This is consistent with the
fact that I is the fixed point set of the left-handed C× action. It is only acted on by the
right-handed SL2(C) symmetries which constitute the flavor symmetry of our dual chiral
algebra, whereas we expect the C× to be the nontrivial defect conformal symmetry of our
chiral algebra sphere.

This analysis shows that, unlike the CP4 compactification, the flag variety compactifi-
cation of SL2(C) simply does not contain the boundary divisor relevant to a conventional
notion of holography. Nonetheless, it turns out that this situation can be easily ameliorated.
The correct boundary is instead found by blowing up I.
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5.2 The boundary of twistor space

We begin by blowing up the line at infinity I ⊂ F to obtain the variety24

F̃ = BlIF . (5.5)

Away from V 3 =W3 = 0, this is biholomorphic to F− I. But the line at infinity has now
been replaced by the exceptional divisor

E = CP1 × CP1 = I × CS2 . (5.6)

The first CP1 is a copy of the line at infinity. The second CP1 has been suggestively named
CS2, as it will turn out to be the correct boundary on which our holographic dual lives. In
this sense, we interpret it as our Euclidean analogue of the “celestial sphere”. E consists of
a union of projective lines CP1 × z, one for each point z ∈ CS2.25

F̃ is a compactification of the twistor space of the Burns geometry that will encode
the asymptotic structure at infinity. The complement of SL2(C) in F̃ now consists of three
divisors. Two of them are the preimages D0, D∞ of the divisors D0, D∞ by the blow-up
morphism F̃→ F, but now they no longer intersect. The third divisor is E, which intersects
D0 along CP1 × 0 and D∞ along CP1 ×∞.

One may define the blow-up in coordinates by working in affine patches. Because
V 1̇W1̇ + V 2̇W2̇ = 0 along V 3 =W3 = 0, the line I is contained within the union of the two
patches {V 2̇ ̸= 0,W1̇ ̸= 0} and {V 1̇ ̸= 0,W2̇ ̸= 0} of F. Let us work in the first of these. In
this patch, the blow-up is described by the set of points ([V ], [W ], z) ∈ CP2 × CP2 × CP1

satisfying

V ·W = 0 , W3
W1̇

= z
V 3

V 2̇
. (5.7)

The C× action (V 3,W3) 7→ (s−1V 3, sW3) extends to CS2 as the C× defect conformal
symmetry z 7→ s2z.

The line at infinity I is acted on by the right-handed SL2(C) symmetry as usual. Since
the right-handed SU(2) action collapses I to a point, the exceptional divisor E projects
down to CS2 under the SU(2) quotient. In the patch under consideration, V α̇Wα̇ = 0
is solved to find V α̇ = −V 2̇W α̇/W1̇. Using this alongside V 3 = W3 = 0, the Poincaré
coordinates (5.4) reduce to

x = z , ϱ = 0 (5.8)

on the image of E in the SU(2) quotient. A similar analysis may be performed in the other
patch {V 1̇ ≠ 0,W2̇ ̸= 0} by setting W3/W2̇ = −z̃ V 3/V 1̇ for some z̃ ∈ CP1, where the sign
is fixed by demanding that z̃ = z along I on the overlap of the two patches.

24This blowup is not a twistor space because it is compact and Kähler, and according to a theorem of
Hitchin [51], the only compact Kähler twistor spaces are CP3 and the flag variety F. We thank Claude LeBrun
for the warning! Nonetheless, it is an important building block in the Donaldson-Friedman construction of
twistor spaces of connected sums of CP2 [93].

25In the terminology familiar from work on scattering amplitudes, CS2 is the sphere of undotted spinor-
helicity variables λα = (1, z), while the deprojectivization of I is “Fourier conjugate” to the 2-plane of dotted
spinor-helicity variables λ̃α̇ (one expects this to be a precise correspondence in split signature).
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This confirms that the boundary of AdS3 coincides with the celestial sphere CS2 created
by the blow-up. So CS2 is the z-plane where the chiral algebra lives. In this way, twisted
holography makes precise the bottom-up intuition that celestial conformal field theory lives
on a 2-sphere at infinity [94]. In our Euclidean setting, although we cannot access the
standard notion of a spacetime celestial sphere, we have just shown that our holographic
plane is nevertheless a 2-sphere that acts as the boundary of the twistor space of Burns space.

Using these facts, we may recast Burns holography as an example of AdS3 holography.
To see this explicitly, we need to understand how compactification of SL2(C) ≃ AdS3 × S3

along the twistor lines affects the AdS3 factor.
Let us rewrite the twistor lines corresponding to the C2 − 0 patch of Burns space in

compact notation,

vα̇(σ) = uα̇ + σϑûα̇ , wα̇(σ) = ûα̇ + σ−1ϑuα̇ , ϑ :=
√
1 + N

∥u∥2
. (5.9)

The quantity ϑ is the fourth root of the metric determinant of the Burns metric. Under a
quotient by the right-handed rotations (v, w) 7→ (Lv, Lw), L ∈ SU(2), a curve associated to
u is identified with the curve associated to Lu. So in the SU(2) quotient, the curves do not
drop in dimension, but all the curves along any SU(2) orbit get identified with each other.
Every curve in the quotient corresponds to an S3 worth of curves in SL2(C).

We can compute their images in the orbit space AdS3 = SL2(C)/SU(2). In the Poincaré
coordinates introduced in (5.4), the curves project down to

x(σ) = σϑ(1 + |σ|2)
ϑ2 + |σ|2 , ϱ(σ) = |σ|2

∥u∥2(ϑ2 + |σ|2) . (5.10)

Plugging in σ = 0, we observe that each of these curves starts at x = 0, ϱ = 0. Setting
σ = ∞ shows that each curve also ends at x = ∞, with the curve corresponding to uα̇

asymptoting to ϱ = ∥u∥−2.
These curves are best visualized by working in the Poincaré disk coordinates

(y1, y2, y3) =
(

x+ x̄

|x|2 + (Nϱ+ 1)2 ,
i(x̄− x)

|x|2 + (Nϱ+ 1)2 ,
|x|2 +N2ϱ2 − 1
|x|2 + (Nϱ+ 1)2

)
. (5.11)

For positive N , this change of coordinates maps AdS3 to the unit ball y21 + y22 + y23 < 1.
The equations (5.10) are now recognized as parametrizing the spheroids

ϑ2(y21 + y22) + y23 = 1 (5.12)

with 1/ϑ acting as the half-length of two of the principal axes.
Similarly, setting uα̇ = t ζα̇, the twistor lines associated to points [ζα̇] ∈ CP1 on the

exceptional divisor t = 0 of Burns space take the form

vα̇(σ) =
√
Nζ̂α̇

∥ζ∥
σ , wα̇(σ) =

√
Nζ α̇

∥ζ∥
σ−1 . (5.13)

All points on a 2-sphere can be mapped to each other by its rotational symmetry, so
this exceptional divisor lies in a single SU(2) orbit. Consequently, all of these twistor
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Figure 3. A foliation of the interior of AdS3 by the twistor lines of Burns space in the Poincaré disk
model. All curves stretch from x = 0 on the left to the point x =∞ on the right. The boundary of
AdS3 is not a twistor line but is instead identified with CS2 via the transformation x = z, ϱ = 0.

lines get identified with each other. In Poincaré coordinates, they descend to a single
one-real-dimensional line in the SU(2) quotient which reads

x(σ) = 0 , ϱ(σ) = |σ|
2

N
. (5.14)

This line shoots straight across the Poincaré disk.
Putting these curves together, one finds a foliation of the entire interior of AdS3. This

creates the image of an onion-like foliation of the Poincaré disk as displayed in figure 3.
The construction of our holographic duality consists of compactification along the twistor
lines. This compactifies the interior of AdS3 down to a copy of R+ ≡ (0,∞) parametrized
by ∥u∥. Globally, the B-model on SL2(C) ≃ AdS3 × S3 compactifies down to a theory on
C̃2. The final outcome is a duality between WZW4 + Mabuchi gravity on Burns space, and
our holographic chiral algebra living on the AdS3 boundary that consists of the “celestial
sphere” CS2.

We emphasize that this procedure is essentially the opposite of de Boer and Solodukhin’s
approach to flat holography. In [95], they conjectured that flat holography might arise from
foliating Minkowski spacetime by AdS3 and dS3 slices and “uplifting” AdS3 holography
to embedding space. Our procedure instead starts with a relatively standard holographic
duality in AdS3 × S3 and compactifies AdS3 along a foliation by Riemann spheres. In
this way, it compactifies AdS3/CFT2 to a celestial holographic duality. Nevertheless, in
agreement with de Boer and Solodukhin, we have shown that the holographic dual of our
four-dimensional theory does indeed live on a two-dimensional sphere.

Finally, to complete the construction of F̃/SU(2), let us also mention that the divisors
D0 and D∞ project down to copies of [0,∞] that respectively live entirely at the points
x = 0 and x =∞ on the AdS3 boundary. They partially resemble a real blow-up of these
boundary points, in the sense of replacing x = 0,∞ at the boundary with copies of [0,∞]
in the above picture. For example, to zoom into D0 in the quotient, we replace the quotient
by the set of points (x, ϱ, t) ∈ AdS3 × [0,∞] satisfying |x|2 = tϱ. Away from x = ϱ = 0, this
is diffeomorphic to AdS3 − {x = ϱ = 0}. But just as for a blow-up, the idea is that the
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point x = ϱ = 0 is replaced by a copy of [0,∞] with coordinate t. A similar analysis works
for D∞ if one uses coordinates adapted to x =∞.

An important point is that before the SU(2) quotient, all twistor lines were disjoint.
But from figure 3, the projections of the twistor lines to F̃/SU(2) naively appear to all
intersect at x = 0, x =∞. They are only seen to be disjoint in the quotient geometry after
accounting for the projections of the divisors D0, D∞. E.g., the projected twistor line (5.10)
intersects x = ϱ = 0 at t = limσ→0 |x(σ)|2/ϱ(σ) = ∥u∥2. The extra divisors might support
extra sources or intial data of interest, but we leave their study to future work.

6 The holographic dictionary on twistor space

Celestial holography has greatly benefited from the study of extrapolate dictionaries in the
past [96, 97]. Before we start building a holographic dictionary between Burns space states
and celestial operators, in this section we will flesh out an extrapolate dictionary directly
on twistor space. This crucially uses the AdS3 × S3 geometry of the twistor space of Burns
space that was described in the previous section. We will identify operators living on the
boundary of AdS3 with states in the bulk of twistor space. The twistor space states are
always in one-to-one correspondence with spacetime states via the Penrose transform.

Quite dramatically, this will enable a proof that at tree level, the SU(2)×U(1) isometries
of Burns space get enhanced to a full SU(2) × SU(2) Lorentz symmetry (and in fact its
complexification) in the scattering amplitudes of our bulk theory. At loop level we do not
provide a rigorous proof of this statement. However, we conjecture that it remains true at
loop level, and our tree level argument provides very strong evidence. This enhancement
will be concretely observed in the amplitudes computed in section 9, but proving it by
direct calculation on Burns space turns out to be nigh-on impossible.

6.1 Relating two different compactifications

Let us recall the holographic dictionary of [16]. The bulk geometry is SL2(C), which we
coordinatize as the set of pairs of vectors vα̇, wα̇ satisfying [v w] = N .

The whole space has a symmetry of SL+
2 × SL−

2 , acting on the left and on the right.
This is a copy of the Lorentz group. If we build a four-vector Xαα̇ with

X1α̇ = vα̇ , X2α̇ = wα̇ (6.1)

then SL+
2 rotates the dotted indices of Xαα̇ and SL−

2 rotates the undotted indices. In
terms of the group manifold SL2(C), SL+

2 acts by left multiplication and SL−
2 acts by right

multiplication. The Cartan of SL−
2 acts on vα̇ with weight 1 and wα̇ with weight −1.

In [16] the group manifold was compactified to the quadric

SL2(C) = {[vα̇, wα̇, t] | [v w] = Nt2} ⊂ CP4. (6.2)

SL2(C) is embedded as the patch t = 1. The boundary divisor t = 0 is a quadric in CP3,
so is a CP1

+ × CP1
−. The spheres CP1

± are acted on by SL±
2 . The boundary chiral algebra

consists of operators which live at a point z ∈ CP1
−, and wrap CP1

+. The holographic chiral
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algebra is defined to be the set of such boundary operators equipped with the OPE in the
z-plane (i.e. the CP1

− direction).
As explained in the previous section, the twistor construction leads us to a different

compactification of SL2(C), that inside the blow-up F̃ = BlIF of the flag variety F along
the line at infinity I. In that case, the complement of the interior locus SL2(C) consists of
three divisors D0, D∞, and E. The first two divisors are each a copy of C̃P2, the blow-up
of CP2 at a point. They are not part of the holographic boundary but instead behave like
surface defects. The third divisor E = CP1

+ × CP1
− = I × CS2 is the holographic boundary.

It admits an action of the SU(2) × U(1) isometries of Burns space, where SU(2) acts on
CP1

+ = I and U(1) on CP1
− = CS2. The second sphere CP1

− is the z-plane that supports
the celestial CFT.

There is a rational map26 of algebraic varieties

F→ SL2(C) (6.3)

defined by (
[V α̇, V 3], [Wα̇,W3]

)
7→ [V α̇W3,W

α̇V 3, V 3W3]. (6.4)

This is an isomorphism on the interior SL2(C). It is regular on the loci {V 3 = 0,W3 ̸= 0}
and {W3 = 0, V 3 ̸= 0}. However, it has singularities when V 3 =W3 = 0. This is because
on the flag variety F the coordinates V α̇ and W α̇ are defined up to separate rescalings by
C×, whereas on SL2(C) only one rescaling is used, scaling V α̇,W α̇ at the same time. Thus,
when V 3,W3 → 0, the relative coefficient of V α̇ and W α̇ in (6.4) is undetermined.

This becomes a regular map (i.e. everywhere well-defined) if we lift it to the blow-up,
giving us a map

F̃→ SL2(C) . (6.5)

This maps the exceptional divisor E to the boundary divisor CP1
+ × CP1

− of SL2(C), while
collapsing D0 and D∞ down to copies of CP1. The fiber of the map F̃→ SL2(C) is a point,
except over the locus z = 0, z =∞ in the boundary where the fiber is a copy of CP1.

Using this map, we can modify the holographic dictionary of [16]. This dictionary was
defined by considering boundary conditions for the fields, and then modifying them on a
curve CP1 × z in the boundary of SL2(C). We can implement the same procedure on F̃,
again modifying the boundary conditions on a CP1 × z.

6.2 Building an extrapolate dictionary

To do this in detail, we need to specify the boundary conditions on F̃ and relate them to
those on SL2(C).

Let us first discuss the open string field. This is required to vanish on the boundary
divisor of SL2(C). If we take such a (0, 1)-form on SL2(C), and pull it back to F̃, it still
vanishes on the boundary divisors of F̃. So we can impose the same boundary condition on F̃.

For the closed string fields, things are slightly more tricky. The closed string field
is a (2, 1) form, which in [16] was allowed to have logarithmic poles on the boundary

26That is, a map from a dense open subset of F to SL2(C) that need not extend to all of F.
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divisor. However, this was not entirely essential, and it is perhaps better to use the stronger
boundary condition that requires that the closed string field is a regular (2, 1)-form on the
boundary. This boundary condition was discussed in [15]. If we use this boundary condition
for the closed string field, then a field on SL2(C) obviously pulls back to one on F̃.

In this way, we can mimic the story of [16], and define the holographic correlation
functions to be the path integral of the theory where the boundary conditions are modified
along a CP1 in the boundary. The CP1 must live in the divisor CP1 × CP1 = I × CS2, at a
fixed value of z ∈ CS2. The modification of the boundary conditions encode the choice of
single-trace local operators in the dual CFT.

As discussed in [16], sections 7 and 8, modifications of the boundary condition are the
same as boundary operators placed along CP1 × z. On F̃, these boundary operators (in
the open string sector) are given by integrals of the holomorphic Chern-Simons gauge field
A ∈ Ω0,1(F̃, g⊗O(−D)) along CP1× z ⊂ E, where D = D0∪D∞∪E is the total boundary
divisor. In other words, they are holomorphic Wilson lines wrapping the line at infinity I

at a point z ∈ CS2.

Dictionary on SL2(C) for open string fields. Before we build these, let us revisit the
procedure of specifying such boundary operators on SL2(C). Focus on the patch w2̇ ̸= 0
without loss of generality. We let n = t/w2̇ denote a coordinate normal to the boundary
∂SL2(C) = CP1 × CP1. Let y, z be coordinates on this CP1 × CP1, where y = w1̇/w2̇ and
z = −v2̇/w2̇. The normal bundle to ∂SL2(C) is O(1, 1). So the normal vector ∂n has a first
order zero at y =∞ and at z =∞.

Suppose we study the B-model on SL2(C). As a boundary condition, we assume that
the holomorphic Chern-Simons gauge field A ∈ Ω0,1(SL2(C), so8) vanishes at n = 0. One
can build boundary local operators by expressions like∫

CP1×z
yl ∂knA dy + · · · (6.6)

where l ≤ k − 2 in order to ensure the measure has no pole at y =∞. The expression as
written is invariant under linearized gauge transformations. The ellipsis indicates expressions
we need to add on to ensure invariance under non-linear gauge transformations. Because
our boundary conditions force gauge transformations to vanish at n = 0, there are a finite
number of such terms; they will not be relevant for our discussion.

The normal vector ∂n has spin 1
2 under rotations of the z-plane. Therefore the

expression (6.6) has spin k/2. Further, because l ranges from 0 to k − 2, it lives in a
representation of spin (k − 2)/2 of the SU(2) rotating the dotted indices. In [16] the
identification

J [l, k − 2− l] =
∫
CP1×z

yl ∂knA dy + · · · (6.7)

was made (up to normalization). The point is that both sides have the same quantum
numbers. This provides an extrapolate dictionary for twisted holography on SL2(C). We
wish to pull this back to a dictionary on F̃.
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Dictionary on F̃ for open string fields. How does this analysis change when we
consider the blow up F̃? To answer this question, we need to understand how the normal
vector ∂n to the boundary divisor of SL2(C) behaves on F̃.

The boundary of F̃ consists of three divisors. Two of them, D0, D∞, come from the
boundary of the flag variety F. The third is the exceptional divisor of the blow up, which
we called E.

The map
π : F̃→ SL2(C) (6.8)

has the feature that
π−1∂SL2(C) = D0 ∪D∞ ∪ E (6.9)

where on the right hand side all three divisors appear with multiplicity one. For the
exceptional divisor E, this is clear, because E maps isomorphically onto the boundary
divisor of SL2(C). For the other divisors, we note that according to (6.4), the coordinate
t in (6.2) whose vanishing cuts out the boundary divisor of SL2(C) corresponds to the
function V 3W3 on the flag variety F, whose zero locus is D0 ∪D∞ with multiplicity one.

Let us work in a local patch near the boundary of SL2(C) with coordinates y, z, n as
above, where we work in the region near z = 0, n = 0. Similarly, on F̃, we can work in
a local patch near the exceptional divisor E, with coordinates y, z, ñ where ñ = 0 is the
exceptional divisor. Pulling back the SL2(C) coordinates y = w1̇/w2̇, z = −v2̇/w2̇ by the
map (6.4) yields the corresponding coordinates y = W 1̇/W 2̇, z = −V 2̇W3/W

2̇V 3 on F̃.
Because W 2̇ = −W1̇, the latter coincides with the coordinate z defined through the blow-up
equations (5.7). In these coordinates, the divisor D0 is the locus z = 0.

The locus n = 0 on our patch of SL2(C) must correspond to the locus where either
ñ = 0 or z = 0 on our patch of F̃ (with multiplicity one). This is because the limit ñ→ 0
at fixed z picks out E, while z → 0 at fixed ñ picks out D0. Thus, the map between the
varieties takes the form

n = ñz . (6.10)

Alternatively, we can take this as the definition of ñ. In homogeneous coordinates, one finds
that ñ = −V 3/V 2̇. In the patch {V 2̇ ̸= 0,W1̇ ̸= 0}, sending V 3 → 0 while keeping z fixed
requires simultaneously sending W3 → 0, which lands on exactly the divisor E.

On the locus ñ = 0, we therefore have

∂n = z−1∂ñ . (6.11)

Now consider the pullback of the expression for J [m,n]:

J [m,n](z) =
∫
CP1×z

ymz−m−n−2 ∂m+n+2
ñ

A dy + · · · (6.12)

Noting that our boundary conditions for holomorphic Chern-Simons give A a zero at z = 0,
we see that J [m,n](z) has a pole of order m+ n+ 1 at z = 0, exactly as desired.
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Dictionary for closed string fields. Let us now do the corresponding analysis for the
closed string field, which is a closed (2, 1) form η. In the coordinates y, n, z above, η has
three components ηyn, ηnz, ηzy related by

∂zηyn + ∂yηnz + ∂nηzy = 0. (6.13)

This equation tells us that only two of the three components will give us independent
operators — say ηnz and ηyn. Quantities built by integrating ηzy over the y-plane will
generally27 not be independent, as they will have an n-derivative and so can be transformed
into expressions built from ηyn and ηzy.

The boundary operators we can build are then the integrals

E[r, s] =
∫
y
yr ι∂n∂

r+s−1
n η + · · ·

F [r, s] =
∫
y
dy yr ∂r+s+1

n ι∂z ι∂nη + · · ·
(6.14)

where ιξη ≡ ξ ⌟ η denotes interior product with a vector ξ. In each equation, we integrate
over n = 0 at a fixed value of z. In the expression for E[r, s], we must have r+ s > 0, which
is consistent with E[0, 0] being the identity operator. The fact that ι∂n∂

r+s−1
n η is a 1-form

in the y-plane vanishing to order r+ s at y =∞ guarantees that the integrand has no poles.
Because ∂n is of spin 1

2 , this expression has spin 1
2(r + s), giving us the correct quantum

numbers for E[r, s] as defined on the CFT side.
Similarly, the expression for F [r, s] has spin 1

2(r+ s) + 2, and so has the same quantum
numbers as the CFT operator.

As we see from equations (6.14), when we work on the flag variety and replace ∂n by
z−1∂ñ, E[r, s] has a pole at z = 0 of order r + s, and F [r, s] has a pole of order r + s+ 2,
exactly as desired.

6.3 Matching correlators on F̃ and SL2(C)

One can ask whether the holographic correlators defined using the compactification F̃
coincide with those for the compactification SL2(C). In this section we will prove this
statement for all tree level holographic correlators, and argue that at loop level the statement
remains true.

Consider placing boundary operators such as those in (6.7) at points zi where zi ̸= 0,∞.
These source linear fields in the topological string on SL2(C), and the CFT correlation
function is given by the topological string scattering amplitude of these field configurations.

It turns out that the fields sourced by these operators are the same whether we construct
it using the SL2(C) boundary condition or the F̃ boundary condition. Let us phrase this
result as a theorem:

Theorem 2. There is a unique (up to gauge equivalence) field configuration on either F̃
or SL2(C) sourced by any boundary operator J [r, s], E[r, s], F [r, s] placed at z ̸= 0,∞ on
F̃. Further, the field configuration on F̃ is gauge-equivalent to the field configuration pulled
back from SL2(C).

27There is a single operator built from ηzy which is independent, namely
∫

y
ι∂z η. This is of spin 1 and is

SU(2) invariant.
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Proof. Let us first check this for the open string states. We will show that the field sourced
by a boundary operator J [r, s] on either SL2(C) or F̃ is unique up to gauge equivalence.
The ambiguity in finding a solution to the equations of motion with a given source term,
up to gauge equivalence, is an element of Dolbeault H1 with coefficient in the sheaf of
functions vanishing on the boundary. The obstruction to finding a global field sourcing a
given boundary operator is an element of Dolbeault H2. Thus, it suffices to know that

H∗
∂̄
(SL2(C),O(−∂SL2(C))) = 0

H∗
∂̄
(F̃,O(−D0 −D∞ − E)) = 0 .

(6.15)

We check this (easy) vanishing result in appendix E.
For the closed string fields, the argument is a little more complicated. We let Ω2

cl be
the complex of sheaves Ω2 ∂−→ Ω3. The closed string fields live in

H1(X,Ω2
cl) (6.16)

where X is either F̃ or SL2(C). This is the same as

H2,1(X)⊕H3,0(X) (6.17)

which is easily seen to be zero, because in either case H3(X) = 0. This tells us that, if a field
sourced by a boundary operator exists, it is necessarily unique up to gauge transformations.

The obstruction to existing lives in

H2(X,Ω2
cl) = H2,2(X)⊕H3,1(X) (6.18)

(and H3,1(X) = 0). By the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem and Poincaré duality,

H2,2(SL2(C)) = C (6.19)

with a basis given by the location CP1× z where we insert a boundary operator. This group
contains the obstruction to finding a field sourced by a boundary operator. Similarly, one
can show that H2,2(F̃) = C3.

To complete the proof, we need to check that the obstruction vanishes for the boundary
operators E[r, s], F [r, s] in equation (6.14). Let us perform the analysis for E[r, s]; the
F [r, s] case is similar.

Using the kinetic term ∂−1η ∧ ∂̄η, we see that the field sourced by E[r, s](z) in (6.14)
satisfies

∂̄η = ∂
(
yrι∂n∂

r+s−1
n δ̄CP1×z

)
. (6.20)

This can be solved as long as the (2, 2) form on the right hand side is zero in H2,2(SL2(C)).
This is automatic, however, by Hodge theory: the map

H2,1(SL2(C)) ∂−→ H2,2(SL2(C)) (6.21)

is zero, and the right hand side of (6.20) is in the image of this map.
This argument applies on F̃ in the same way, so that in each case there is a unique field

configuration up to gauge equivalence sourced by a given operator. Uniqueness implies that
the pullback of the field sourced by an operator on SL2(C) is (up to a gauge transformation)
the field sourced by an operator on F̃.
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This almost immediately tells us that holographic correlators are the same whether
computed on SL2(C) or on F̃. Let us explain this in detail for the open string sector; the
argument in the closed string and mixed sectors is identical.

Let us start with the holographic two-point function of J [r, s](z1) with J [s, r](z2). Let
F [r, s](z1) be the field sourced by J [r, s](z1) on SL2(C). Then, on SL2(C), the holographic
two-point function is

⟨J [r, s](z1)J [s, r](z2)⟩SL2(C) =
∫
CP1×z2

dy ys ∂s+m+2
n F [r, s](z1) . (6.22)

In this expression, we have inserted the field configuration F [r, s](z1) into the linear term of
the operator J [s, r](z2) defined in equation (6.7). (Here, we are not concerned with details
of normalization: only the structure of the expression is needed to compare the results on F̃
and on SL2(C)).

The corresponding expression on F̃ is almost exactly the same, except that everything
has been pulled back along the map π : F̃→ SL2(C). We get

⟨J [r, s](z1)J [s, r](z2)⟩F̃ =
∫
CP1×z2

dy ys ∂s+m+2
n π∗F [r, s](z1) . (6.23)

Since the map π is an isomorphism on the CP1 × z2 we are considering, these expressions
are the same.

Next, let us consider the 3-point function of open string operators placed at z1, z2, z3
where zi ̸= 0, zi ̸=∞. We can take the operators to be J [ri, si], as in equation (6.7). We
let F [ri, si](zi) be the fields they source. These are field configurations on SL2(C):

F [ri, si](zi) ∈ Ω0,1(SL2(C), so8 ⊗ O(−∂SL2(C))) . (6.24)

The notation Ω0,1 indicates that these are distributional (0, 1) forms. It is important
that these distributions are regular away from CP1 × zi in the boundary. These field
configurations are uniquely specified by the gauge, linearized equations of motion, boundary
conditions, and source term.

The holographic 3-point function defined in SL2(C) is

⟨J [r1, s1](z1)J [r2, s2](z2)J [r3, s3](z3)⟩SL2(C)

=
∫
SL2(C)

F [r1, s1](z1)F [r2, s2](z2)F [r3, s3](z3) Ω (6.25)

where Ω is the meromorphic volume form on SL2(C).
The holographic 3-point function on F̃ is defined in exactly the same way:

⟨J [r1, s1](z1)J [r2, s2](z2)J [r3, s3](z3)⟩F̃
=
∫
F̃
π∗F [r1, s1](z1)π∗F [r2, s2](z2)π∗F [r3, s3](z3)π∗Ω . (6.26)

All quantitites in the integrand, including the meromorphic volume form, have been pulled
back to F̃.
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It is almost evident that the expresions (6.25) and (6.26) are the same. If the F [ri, si](zi)
were smooth, then both expressions are given by absolutely convergent integrals on the
interior SL2(C), and so they must coincide.

A slight subtlety is engendered by the fact that F [ri, si](zi) has distributional singulari-
ties in the boundary on the locus CP1 × zi. This is not a serious problem: each integral can
be computed on the open region

U = F̃−D0 ∪D∞ (6.27)

where the locus z = 0,∞ in the boundary has been removed. The map π is an isomorphism
from U onto its image in SL2(C), and the integrands in (6.26) and (6.25) are quantities
that are smooth and absolutely convergent away from a compact set in U . It follows that
the integrals agree.

Now let us generalize this to show that the holographic n-point functions at tree level
coincide whether we use F̃ or SL2(C), as long as the insertions are of operators with z ̸= 0,∞.
We will present the details for the 4-point function; the general case is similar. Consider
operators J [ri, si](zi) sourcing fields F [ri, si](zi) on SL2(C), as above. The four-point
function

⟨J [r1, s1](z1)J [r2, s2](z2)J [r3, s3](z3)J [r4, s4](z4)⟩SL2(C) (6.28)

has, as usual, 3 channels. We will focus on the contribution of one channel, and see that
the computation of this channel on SL2(C) or F̃ yields the same result.

In one channel, the four-point function is∫
SL2(C)

∂̄−1{F [r1, s1](z1)F [r2, s2](z2)}F [r3, s3](z3)F [r4, s4](z4) Ω . (6.29)

The four-point function on F̃ in the same channel is∫
F̃
∂̄−1{π∗F [r1, s1](z1)π∗F [r2, s2](z2)}π∗F [r3, s3](z3)π∗F [r4, s4](z4)π∗Ω . (6.30)

The two integrals will coincide, as long as we can show that

∂̄−1(π∗F [r1, s1](z1)π∗F [r2, s2](z2)) = π∗∂̄−1(F [r1, s1](z1)F [r2, s2](z2)). (6.31)

Here, by ∂̄−1 we mean any solution of the ∂̄ equation with a source; we have seen that any
two solutions are gauge equivalent.

This equation is easily seen to hold by applying ∂̄ to both sides. The point is that ∂̄
commutes with π∗, as long as π∗ is only applied to distributions whose singularities lie in
the locus where the map π is a diffeomorphism.

In this way we see that the four-point functions on SL2(C) and on F̃ match channel by
channel. It is straightforward to generalize this to show that holographic n-point functions
at tree level coincide whether we use F̃ or SL2(C), as long as the insertions are of operators
with z ̸= 0,∞.
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It is also natural to conjecture:

Conjecture 1. The holographic correlators for insertions at z ̸= 0,∞ for F̃ and SL2(C)
coincide at loop level as well as tree level.

One can argue for this as follows. As we have seen, the states sourced by boundary
operators are the same whether we work on F̃ or on SL2(C). The holographic correlator
is the scattering amplitude of these states on the non-compact geometry SL2(C). This
scattering amplitude should be independent of the boundary structure, except for the region
of the boundary on which the states we are scattering localize. Therefore, the scattering
amplitude should be the same whether we use SL2(C) or F̃. Of course, a careful proof
of this conjecture would require one to find counterterms at loop level that respect such
enhanced symmetries.

This conjecture has some quite remarkable consequences. Firstly, by the Penrose
transform, it is immediate that the holographic correlators on twistor space are the same
as scattering amplitudes of WZW4 plus Mabuchi gravity on Burns space. After all, the
Penrose transform of the states sourced by the boundary operators on twistor space are
single-particle states on Burns space, and the topological string Lagrangian on twistor space
corresponds as we have seen to the Lagrangian on Burns space. Now, on twistor space, if
we use the compactification SL2(C), the holographic dual chiral algebra has no defects. It
is simply the BRST reduction of certain symplectic bosons by Sp(N). At infinite N , this
algebra has no conformal blocks.28 This means correlation functions are uniquely defined.

We see that conjecture 1 now implies the following:

Conjecture 2. At all orders in 1/N , the scattering amplitudes for WZW4 plus Mabuchi
gravity on Burns space coincide with the (uniquely-defined) correlators for the large N chiral
algebra with no defects.

At tree level, this is a theorem. This conjecture implies a remarkable simplicity in the
scattering amplitudes on Burns space: after all, correlators of the large N chiral algebra
are essentially combinatorial in nature, since it is the BRST reduction of a free theory.

At tree level, this result implies that all + amplitudes for Yang-Mills theory on Burns
space are precisely the correlators of open string states of the planar chiral algebra.

There are a few more important statements one can prove at tree level. In [16], it was
shown in the context of the type II topological B-model that one can match:

1. Single-trace bosonic modes in the planar chiral algebra which preserve the vacuum at
0 and ∞. This Lie algebra, sometimes called the wedge algebra, is the Lie algebra of
modes which preserve all planar correlators.

2. The Lie algebra Vect0(SL2(C)) of divergence free holomorphic vector fields on SL2(C).
These are infinitesimal diffeomorphisms of SL2(C) which preserve the complex struc-
ture and volume form. As such, they are symmetries of all holographic correlators at
tree level.

28This is because all the operators J [r, s], E[r, s], F [r, s] have positive spin. As we saw in proposition 4.1,
the full space of conformal blocks is the symmetric algebra of the space of possible one-point functions. For
operators of positive spin, one-point functions must vanish, as they have no poles and yet must vanish at ∞.
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In [16] it was shown that all planar correlation functions in both boundary and bulk theories
are essentially completely determined by these symmetries.

A small variant of the arguments of [16] shows that, in the type I topological string, in
both bulk and boundary systems, we have similar infinite dimensional symmetry algebras
arising as symmetries of planar correlators. In the open string sector, it is the Lie algebra
of holomorphic maps from SL2(C) to so8, and in the closed string sector it is again the Lie
algebra of divergence-free holomorphic vector fields on SL2(C).

This tells us that scattering amplitudes on Burns space have not just the SU(2)×SU(2)
symmetry mentioned above, but an infinite-dimensional enhancement to Vect0(SL2(C)).

7 States in the 4d theory

To test our holographic duality in the planar limit, in the sections that follow, we will
describe a correspondence between scattering states on Burns space and single trace, gauge
invariant operators of the large N chiral algebra. The former will be built as solutions of
linearized field equations on Burns space, while the latter have been listed in section 4 by
means of BRST cohomology.

7.1 States and propagator of WZW4

To compute scattering amplitudes, one starts with solutions of linearized free field equations
to build a space of states of the bulk theory and proceeds to include interactions between
the states perturbatively via propagators and interaction vertices. Such linearized solutions
are commonly known as scattering wavefunctions. To perform this analysis for the “positive
helicity gluon” states of the WZW4 model, we will solve the Laplace equation for the
adjoint-valued scalar ϕ defined in (2.29). Demanding plane wave asymptotics, we discover
the remarkably compact solutions displayed in (7.29) below. The corresponding linearized
spin 1 wavefunction may be found by applying A = −∂̄ϕ. In the latter half of this section,
we will also derive the Green’s function of the Laplacian on Burns space, which acts as the
scalar propagator for ϕ. The result for this is equation (7.46).

Wavefunctions in WZW4. As seen from (2.31), the linearized free field equation of the
adjoint-valued scalar ϕ is ω ∧ ∂∂̄ϕ = 0. This is equivalent to the Laplace equation:

△ϕ = 4i ω ∧ ∂∂̄ϕ
ω2 = 0 , (7.1)

having recognized the commonly used expression for the Laplacian on Kähler 4-manifolds.
The Laplacian associated to the Burns metric (3.38) has a simple explicit expression,

△ = 2√
|g|

(
ϵα̇β̇ + Nuα̇ûβ̇

∥u∥4
)

∂2

∂uα̇∂ûβ̇
, (7.2)

where
√
|g| = 1 +N/∥u∥2 is the square root of the metric determinant. This inherits the

U(2) symmetries of Burns space.
In what follows, our strategy will be to construct solutions ϕ that are expressible

as formal Taylor series in N with summands spanning an “integer basis” of polynomial
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solutions. Our polynomial solutions will be the spacetime analogue of the discrete basis of
states of holomorphic Chern Simons theory on the deformed conifold found in [16]. We will
start with constructing such a polynomial basis, then assemble infinite linear combinations of
the polynomial solutions that resum into a wavefunction with plane-wave-like asymptotics.
This is somewhat in the spirit of recent work on celestial holography [98], though our
polynomial solutions won’t correspond to soft modes by themselves. Instead, they provide
a Burns space analogue of the integer basis of flat space states introduced in [99], which
were themselves analogous to quasinormal modes in de Sitter space.

Of course, in practice there are many ways to solve such a Laplace equation. For
example, neglecting the prefactor of

√
|g| that drops from the Laplace equation, the Burns

space Laplacian (7.2) splits cleanly into a flat space Laplacian plus an order N deformation.
Therefore, a more systematic approach would be to decompose ϕ into a flat space solution
plus an N dependent correction, and solve for the latter perturbatively in N using the
Green’s function of the flat space Laplacian. This works in greater generality but can be
computationally cumbersome and relatively unintuitive. Another alternative would be to
apply the Penrose transform [48, 100, 101], which we anticipate to be a powerful tool but
leave to future work.

Let us also remark that the perturbative expansions in “small” N that we employ below
may appear unconventional at first, as we want to take the large N limit at the end of the
day. However, they will generally either be finite polynomials in N , or will take the form
of Taylor expansions in N that can be explicitly resummed into expressions analytic in N .
For instance, our brane backreaction was already seen to be polynomial in N , both at the
level of the twistor complex structure (3.5) and the Burns metric (3.38). Subsequently, the
coordinate transformation uα̇ 7→

√
Nuα̇ mentioned in (3.40) can be applied to systematically

map our small N perturbation theory to a 1/
√
N expansion. The fact that this works

appears to be a simplifying characteristic of twisted holography — as opposed to standard
holography — and has been key to the Koszul duality based determinations of backreaction
effects in past work on AdS3 [17]. We will see this happen concretely when we come to the
computation of scattering amplitudes.

For now, let us start by looking for solutions that are polynomials in the complex
coordinates uα̇, ûα̇, diagonalize the left-handed U(1) isometry generated by the Killing
vector u · ∂u− û · ∂û, and transform in irreps of the unbroken right-handed SU(2) isometries.
To discover such solutions, let us momentarily return to flat space. On R4, solutions
of the Laplace equation with the above properties are given by the totally symmetrized
polynomials

u(α̇1 · · ·uα̇k ûβ̇1 · · · ûβ̇l) , k, l ∈ N . (7.3)

Since uα̇ = x1α̇ and ûα̇ = x2α̇ transform in the same spin 1
2 representation of the right-

handed SU(2), this set of wavefunctions spans the spin (k+ l)/2 irrep of SU(2). For identical
values of k + l, solutions with differing k, l are distinguished from each other by their
eigenvalue k − l under u · ∂u − û · ∂û.
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To verify that the expressions in (7.3) are annihilated by the flat space Laplacian

△0 ≡ 2 ϵα̇β̇ ∂2

∂uα̇∂ûβ̇
, (7.4)

it is useful to introduce an auxiliary spinor λ̃α̇ ∈ C2 and democratically contract it into all
the k + l indices of (7.3). This yields a complex wavefunction

[u λ̃]k[û λ̃]l (7.5)

which satisfies the flat space Laplace equation because △0([u λ̃]k[û λ̃]l) ∝ [λ̃ λ̃] = 0. Un-
surprisingly, it will turn out that this auxiliary spinor is the same as the spinor-helicity
variable λ̃α̇ that enters expressions for scattering amplitudes [102].

It is now a straightforward exercise to correct these order-by-order in the backreaction
to obtain the analogous solutions on Burns space. We demand that the corrections transform
in the same representations of U(2) as (7.5), so the corrections can necessarily only differ
from (7.5) by U(2) invariant factors. The most basic U(2) invariant is the Euclidean norm
of the coordinates, ∥u∥2 = 1

2 x
2, so the new solution should equal (7.5) times a factor

depending on ∥u∥.
These considerations — along with a bit of hindsight — motivate us to use the ansatz

ϕk,l[λ̃](x) = Ta [u λ̃]k[û λ̃]lF (χ) , χ := ∥u∥
2

N
, (7.6)

where Ta is a generator of the Lie algebra g occurring in WZW4. Plugging this into the
Laplace equation on Burns space, we successfully extract an ODE for F (χ) that is sufficient
for our ansatz to work,

χ2(χ+ 1)d
2F

dχ2 + χ
(
(k + l + 2)(χ+ 1)− 1

)dF
dχ + klF = 0 . (7.7)

When k, l ∈ N, this ODE can be solved in terms of Jacobi polynomials,

F (χ) =


Cχ−lP k−l,0l (1 + 2χ) , k ≥ l ,

Cχ−kP l−k,0k (1 + 2χ) , k < l ,
(7.8)

up to a constant of integration C. As we are working with a second order ODE, in principle
we also find a second set of solutions. But they involve logχ, so are not well-behaved in the
∥u∥ → 0 limit. We suspect that they are Burns space analogues of the shadow transformed
massless wavefunctions studied in [11]. We leave their inclusion to future work.

The Jacobi polynomials P a,bn (t) are a well-known class of classical orthogonal polynomi-
als. The ones occurring here are given by

P k−l,0l (1 + 2χ) =
l∑

j=0

(k + j)!
(k − l + j)!

χj

j!(l − j)!

=
l∑

j=0

(k + l − j)!
j!(k − j)!(l − j)! χ

l−j ,

(7.9)
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for k ≥ l, with the case k < l obtained by exchanging k and l. Jacobi polynomials famously
enter the Wigner D-matrices of SU(2) representation theory [103], so their appearance here
is not a total surprise. Curiously, the specific polynomials P k−l,0l are also related to the
Zernike polynomials Rqp used in optical imaging, e.g.,

Rk−lk+l(
√
−χ) = (−1)l(−χ)

k−l
2 P k−l,0l (1 + 2χ) . (7.10)

It is tempting to speculate that Burns space must literally feel like a lens or a holographic
medium for the positive helicity photons or gluons traversing through it!

To constrain the integration constant, we impose the boundary condition that our
solution reduces to the flat space value (7.5) as ∥u∥ → ∞. At the level of F (χ), this is the
boundary condition

lim
χ→∞

F (χ) = 1 . (7.11)

It is easily solved for C to find
C = k! l!

(k + l)! , (7.12)

valid for either k ≥ l or k < l. With this choice, the full solutions also happen to admit a
uniform expression for all values of k, l ∈ N,

ϕk,l[λ̃](x) =
k! l!

(k + l)!

min(k,l)∑
j=0

(k + l − j)!
j!(k − j)!(l − j)!

(
N

∥u∥2
)j

[u λ̃]k[û λ̃]l Ta , (7.13)

having reinstated χ = ∥u∥2/N . As promised, this reduces to (7.5) asymptotically as
∥u∥ → ∞ or in the limit N → 0 of no backreaction.

This result gives us another example of the phenomenon where the backreaction turns
out to be polynomial in N , at least at the level of such building blocks. We now come to
more involved wavefunctions that are Taylor series in N but asymptotically behave like the
familiar momentum eigenstates from flat space.

The most commonly used scattering wavefunctions in flat space are momentum eigen-
states labeled by a null momentum pαα̇,

eip·x , pαα̇ = λαλ̃α̇ . (7.14)

As shown here, the nullity constraint p2 = 0 is trivialized in terms of a pair of constant
spinors λα, λ̃α̇ of opposite chirality. These are known variously as momentum spinors or
spinor-helicity variables. In Euclidean signature, any null momentum must be complex, so
the spinor-helicity variables are also generically complex-valued. They are defined up to
little group scaling,

(λα, λ̃α̇) ∼ (sλα, s−1λ̃α̇) , s ∈ C×. (7.15)

When taken up to an overall energy scale, they act as homogeneous coordinates on the
complexified celestial sphere.

To compute scattering amplitudes on Burns space, we want to construct solutions that
asymptote to such plane wave states. We will do this by expanding eip·x as a double series
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in [u λ̃] and [û λ̃] and turning on the backreaction term by term. Starting with

p · x = p1α̇x
1α̇ + p2α̇x

2α̇

= λ1[u λ̃] + λ2[û λ̃] ,
(7.16)

we can Taylor expand

eip·x =
∑
k,l≥0

ik+lλk1λl2
k! l! [u λ̃]k[û λ̃]l . (7.17)

To deform this into a wavefunction for the adjoint-valued scalar on Burns space, all we need
to do is replace each factor of [u λ̃]k[û λ̃]l by the polynomial solution ϕk,l[λ̃] found in (7.13)
and resum the resulting series,

ϕ(x) = Ta
∑
k,l≥0

ik+lλk1λl2
(k + l)!

min(k,l)∑
j=0

(k + l − j)!
j!(k − j)!(l − j)!

(
N

∥u∥2
)j

[u λ̃]k[û λ̃]l . (7.18)

Exchanging the sum over j with the sums over k, l, then shifting k 7→ k + j, l 7→ l + j, we
can reduce this to sums of hypergeometric type,

ϕ(x) = Ta
∑
j≥0

1
j!

(
−Nλ1λ2

[u λ̃][û λ̃]
∥u∥2

)j ∑
k,l≥0

(k + l + j)!
(k + l + 2j)!

(iλ1[u λ̃])k(iλ2[û λ̃])l
k! l!

= Ta
∑
j≥0

1
j!

(
−Nλ1λ2

[u λ̃][û λ̃]
∥u∥2

)j ∑
n≥0

(n+ j)!
(n+ 2j)!

(ip · x)n
n! .

(7.19)

To get the second line, we’ve partially performed the k, l sum using the binomial theorem
and are left with an effective sum over the combination n = k + l. The sum over n yields
confluent hypergeometric functions,

ϕ(x) = Ta
∑
j≥0

1
(2j)!

(
−Nλ1λ2

[u λ̃][û λ̃]
∥u∥2

)j
1F1(j + 1, 2j + 1 | ip · x) . (7.20)

This is the form of the wavefunction that we will most commonly use for practical calculations.
As N → 0, only the j = 0 term survives which reduces to a plane wave due to the identity
1F1(1, 1 | ip · x) = eip·x.

As anticipated, our wavefunction has taken the form of a formal Taylor series in N . But
we can keep going and completely resum this series to find a result that is analytic in N as
well as the spinor-helicity variables. To do this, we first recast the confluent hypergeometric
functions occurring in (7.20) in terms of spherical Bessel functions,

1F1(j + 1, 2j + 1 | ip · x) = 1
2
(2j)!
j!

e
ip·x

2

(p · x)j−1

{
jj−1

(
p · x
2

)
+ i jj

(
p · x
2

)}
. (7.21)

This breaks (7.20) into a pair of sums,

ϕ(x) = Ta e
ip·x

2 (S1 + iS2) . (7.22)
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The first term in the brackets here is the sum

S1 =
p · x
2
∑
j≥0

1
j!

(
−Nλ1λ2

p · x
[u λ̃][û λ̃]
∥u∥2

)j
jj−1

(
p · x
2

)
. (7.23)

Using the generating function of spherical Bessel functions,

1
y
cos

√
y2 − 2yt =

∑
j≥0

tj

j! jj−1(y) , (7.24)

we can resum S1 to find a simple, closed-form expression

S1 = cos
√

(p · x)2
4 +Nλ1λ2

[u λ̃][û λ̃]
∥u∥2

. (7.25)

The second term is the sum

S2 =
p · x
2
∑
j≥0

1
j!

(
−Nλ1λ2

p · x
[u λ̃][û λ̃]
∥u∥2

)j
jj

(
p · x
2

)
. (7.26)

Differentiating (7.24) with respect to t generates the identity

sin
√
y2 − 2yt√

y2 − 2yt
=
∑
j≥0

tj

j! jj(y) . (7.27)

Using this, we can resum S2 to find

S2 =
p · x
2

((p · x)2
4 +Nλ1λ2

[u λ̃][û λ̃]
∥u∥2

)− 1
2
sin
√

(p · x)2
4 +Nλ1λ2

[u λ̃][û λ̃]
∥u∥2

. (7.28)

Note that neither S1 nor S2 have branch cuts since both cos(θ) and sin(θ)/θ are even
functions of θ. So we can analytically continue to all values of the argument of the square root.

Putting (7.22), (7.25) and (7.28) together gives us our “quasi-momentum eigenstate”
in closed form,

ϕ(x) = Ta e
ip·x

2

{
cos
(
ψ p · x

2

)
+ i
ψ

sin
(
ψ p · x

2

)}
, (7.29)

where we have introduced the dressing factor

ψ(x) =
√
1 + 4Nλ1λ2

(p · x)2
[u λ̃][û λ̃]
∥u∥2

(7.30)

as a convenient abbreviation. As N → 0 or ∥u∥ → ∞, we see that ψ → 1 and our
state asymptotes to Ta eip·x. By substituting xαα̇ = (uα̇, ûα̇) = (t ζα̇, t̄ ζ̂α̇), where ζα̇ are
homogeneous coordinates on CP1, it is easy to check that this solution is also finite in the
t→ 0 limit,

lim
t→0

ϕ(x) = Ta cos

√√√√Nλ1λ2[ζ λ̃][ζ̂ λ̃]
∥ζ∥2

. (7.31)
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That is, it extends to C̃2, the blow-up of C2 at the origin. The dressing (7.30) and
wavefunction (7.29) are also invariant under the little group scalings (7.15), so we have
found a 3-complex parameter family of solutions analogous to plane waves in flat space.

These are the states that we will scatter on Burns space. They are the asymptotically
flat analogues of AdS bulk-to-boundary propagators. We will also be able to establish a
dictionary matching these states to gauge invariant operators in our dual chiral algebra.
That we find such a simple, closed-form solution of the wave equation is a testament
to the simplicity that comes with working on self-dual backgrounds; see [35, 104, 105]
for other recent examples of this phenomenon. In fact, it would be desirable to find a
simpler, group theoretic derivation of (7.29), somewhat akin to Witten’s derivation of AdS
bulk-to-boundary propagators from conformal inversions of power-law wavefunctions [44].

A puzzle regarding normalizable modes. For completeness, let us also mention a
curiosity associated to our solutions. Contrary to expectations, we have noticed that states
like (7.29) are not the only solutions asymptotic to eip·x. One can find further solutions of
the Burns space Laplace equation that are not captured by our analysis.

For example, we have discovered that (7.29) can actually be split into a linear combina-
tion of two “simpler” solutions,

ϕ = ϕ+ + ϕ− . (7.32)

ϕ± are found by replacing the sines and cosines by exponentials,

ϕ+(x) = Ta
ψ + 1
2ψ e

i
2 (1+ψ)p·x , (7.33)

ϕ−(x) = Ta
ψ − 1
2ψ e

i
2 (1−ψ)p·x . (7.34)

It can be verified by direct calculation that both of these separately solve the Burns space
Laplace equation.

The first mode ϕ+ asymptotes to Ta eip·x as ∥u∥ → ∞ or N → 0 and behaves like
another Burns space analogue of a momentum eigenstate. But interestingly, the second
solution ϕ− decays to 0 as ∥u∥ → ∞ or N → 0. So we can take any solution ϕ and add to
it any amount of ϕ− without affecting its asymptotic boundary conditions.

We will be unable to determine any operators dual to the ϕ± modes in this work. The
main reason for this is that unlike (7.29), these states acquire a branch cut in the argument
of the square root that enters ψ, thereby lacking analyticity and any clear twistorial
interpretation. The branch cut only disappears in the combination ϕ+ + ϕ−. It would be
interesting if the ϕ− states were analogous to the normalizable modes encountered in AdS,
although we do not expect them to arise from twistor space. More generally, it would be
very interesting to complete such early considerations into a full-fledged harmonic analysis
of linearized field equations on Burns space.

Green’s function of the Laplacian. There exists a beautiful trick to derive solutions
and Green’s functions of conformally invariant equations on Burns space: simply map the
equations to CP2 using the conformal diffeomorphism uα̇ 7→

√
Nuα̇/∥u∥2 discussed in (3.53).
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This allows us to recycle much of the literature on solving such PDEs on CP2 and apply it
to Burns space.

On any 4-manifold, the conformally covariant completion of the Laplacian is the Yamabe
operator,

Yg = △−
R

6 , (7.35)

also known as the conformal Laplacian. It satisfies the conformal transformation law

Yf2g(f−1ϕ) = f−3Ygϕ (7.36)

for all positive conformal rescalings g 7→ f2g. On a scalar-flat geometry like the Burns
metric, the Yamabe operator coincides with the ordinary Laplacian. On CP2, the scalar
curvature of the Fubini-Study metric is R = 24, so the Yamabe operator becomes △− 4.
Hence, solutions of △ϕ = 0 on Burns space can be found by instead solving (△− 4)ϕ = 0
on CP2.

Denote the Burns and Fubini-Study metrics by gB and gFS respectively. We saw
in (3.53) that the inversion diffeomorphism uα̇ 7→

√
Nuα̇/∥u∥2 from C̃2 to CP2 minus a

point induces the conformal equivalence

gB = f2gFS , f =
√
2N(1 + ∥u∥−2) (7.37)

where f has been expressed in the uα̇ coordinates obtained after the inversion. These are
affine coordinates on CP2, in which the Fubini-Study metric reads

gFS = ∥du∥
2 + |[u du]|2

(1 + ∥u∥2)2 . (7.38)

A systematic procedure to construct Green’s functions of wave equations on projective
spaces is described in [106]. The main idea is to express the Green’s function in terms of
the geodesic distance. Let us review this briefly for the case of the Yamabe operator.

Let uα̇1 , uα̇2 be two points on CP2. Using the Fubini-Study metric, the geodesic distance
between them is calculated to be

dist(u1, u2) = cos−1√L , (7.39)

expressed in terms of the quantity

L = |1 + ū11u
1̇
2 + ū21u

2̇
2|2

(1 + ∥u1∥2)(1 + ∥u2∥2)
= (1 + [û1u2])(1 + [û2u1])

(1 + ∥u1∥2)(1 + ∥u2∥2)
(7.40)

where ûα̇i = (−ū2i , ū1i ) as before. Motivated by this, if we use the ansatz

GFS(u1, u2) ≡ G(L) (7.41)

for the Green’s function, then away from uα̇1 = uα̇2 the conformally coupled Laplace equation
(△u1 − 4)GFS(u1, u2) = 0 reduces to an ODE,

L(L− 1)d
2G

dL2 + (3L− 1)dGdL + G = 0 . (7.42)
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This has the general solution

G(L) = C1
1− L + C2 logL

1− L , (7.43)

with C1, C2 being constants of integration.
The only singularity that a genuine Green’s function can have is the short distance

singularity at L = 1 when uα̇1 = uα̇2 . So we drop the logarithmic solution which is non-
singular at L = 1 but has an unphysical singularity at L = 0. Choosing the normalization
C1 = −1/4π2 then ensures that it solves (△u1 − 4)GFS(u1, u2) = |gFS|−

1
2 δ4(u1 − u2). This

gives us the Green’s function of the Yamabe operator associated to the Fubini-Study metric,

GFS(u1, u2) = −
1

4π2
1

1− L . (7.44)

This was originally found in [74] and used to study transition amplitudes of conformally
coupled scalars traversing through spacetime foam built from CP2 vacuum bubbles. Due
to conformal covariance, this happens to be very closely related to scattering of ordinary
scalars on Burns space.

To return to Burns space, one simply dresses the conformally coupled scalar with the
conformal factor f(u) =

√
2N(1 + ∥u∥−2) in accordance with the transformation law (7.36).

Following this, one undoes the conformal diffeomorphism. Being an inversion, the inverse
of this diffeomorphism is again uα̇ 7→

√
Nuα̇/∥u∥2. So, to obtain the Green’s function of

the Laplacian on Burns space, we start with the conformally rescaled scalar solution

GFS(u1, u2)
f(u1)f(u2)

(7.45)

and map uα̇ 7→
√
Nuα̇/∥u∥2. Dressing the result with a color-trace, we land on the

propagator for the adjoint-valued scalar ϕ on Burns space,

Gab(u1, u2) = −
tr(TaTb)

8π2

(
∥u1 − u2∥2 +

N |[u1u2]|2
∥u1∥2∥u2∥2

)−1

, (7.46)

where the factor of |[u1u2]|2 = [u1u2][û1û2] has been obtained by writing ∥ui∥2 = [ûiui] and
applying Schouten’s identity [û1u1][û2u2]− [û1u2][û2u1] = [u1u2][û1û2].

In the limit uα̇1 → uα̇2 , (7.46) has the expected short distance singularity

Gab(u1, u2) ∼ −
tr(TaTb)

4π2
(
gµν(x2)xµ12xν12

)−1 + non-singular in xµ12 , (7.47)

where g now denotes the Burns metric, xµ12 := xµ1 − x
µ
2 , and we have reinstated the original

double null coordinates xαα̇i = (uα̇i , ûα̇i ) using (2.6). Since it solves the Laplace equation
everywhere other than uα̇1 = uα̇2 , this boundary condition is then sufficient to conclude that
it solves

△u1Gab(u1, u2) =
1√
|g|

δ4(x1 − x2) tr(TaTb) (7.48)

on Burns space, where the metric determinant can be evaluated at either point as usual.
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7.2 States of Mabuchi gravity

Similarly, we can determine the scattering states of our gravitational sector. The linearized
field equation of the Kähler scalar perturbation ρ follows from varying just the quadratic
terms in (2.49),

△2ρ− 8iP ∧ ∂∂̄ρ
ω2 = 0 . (7.49)

This involves the Paneitz operator : a conformally covariant fourth order operator which
reduces to the squared Laplacian on R4 [107]; see [108] for a review. On a general 4-manifold
with Riemannian metric g, it can be expressed in terms of the Laplacian △, the Levi-Civita
connection ∇µ, and the Ricci and scalar curvatures Rµν , R as

Pg = △2 + 2∇µ
(
Rµν − R

3 g
µν
)
∇ν . (7.50)

Under a conformal transformation g 7→ f2g, it obeys

Pf2gρ = f−4Pgρ . (7.51)

The linearized equation (7.49) is precisely the conformally invariant equation

Pgρ = 0 (7.52)

specialized to a scalar-flat Kähler 4-manifold with Kähler form ω, Ricci form P and
Laplacian △.

Wavefunctions for Kähler perturbations. In flat space, (7.49) reduces to △2
0ρ = 0.

This is trivially solved by the usual momentum eigenstate ρ = eip·x when pαα̇ is null. But,
being a fourth order equation, it also admits an additional solution ρ = x2eip·x. Our
gravitational modes will be described by the analogous solutions on Burns space.

The procedure for solving (7.49) is technically identical to the case of the Laplace
equation dealt with in the previous section. The Laplacian on Burns space was displayed
in (7.2), while the Kähler and Ricci forms can be found in (3.36) and (3.44) respectively.
But this presentation of the linearized field equation is somewhat cumbersome to work with.
In fact, it will prove much wiser to start with the Paneitz operator on CP2 and conformally
transform it back to Burns space to obtain a more tractable version of (7.49).

Since the Fubini-Study metric (7.38) is Einstein, its Ricci curvature is pure trace

Rµν = 6gµνFS . (7.53)

As mentioned before, the corresponding scalar curvature is R = 24. Therefore, the Paneitz
operator on CP2 is very simple and can be expressed in terms of its Yamabe operator,

PgFS = △2 − 4△ = (△− 4)(△− 4 + 4)
=⇒ PgFS = YgFS

(
YgFS + 4

)
. (7.54)
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Following (7.37), denote the conformal equivalence between the Burns and Fubini-Study
metrics by gB = f2gFS. In the coordinates uα̇ on CP2, we had f =

√
2N(1+ ∥u∥−2). Under

the inverse map uα̇ 7→
√
Nuα̇/∥u∥2 from CP2 to Burns space, this maps to

f =
√
2N
(
1 + ∥u∥

2

N

)
. (7.55)

Next, the left hand side of (7.54) can be mapped to Burns space using the conformal
transformation law for the Paneitz operator, equation (7.51), whereas its right hand side
can be independently transformed using the transformation law of the Yamabe operator,
equation (7.36). This leads to the identity

f4PgBρ = f3YgB

{
f−1 · f3YgB(f−1ρ) + 4f−1ρ

}
. (7.56)

Since the Yamabe operator on Burns space is just the Laplacian, this produces a simpler,
factorized expression for the free field equation (7.49):

PgBρ = 1
f
△
[
f2△

(
ρ

f

)
+ 4ρ

f

]
= 0 (7.57)

with f given by (7.55). Of course, (7.57) can also be directly verified to match (7.49).
Generating solutions to this is now straightforward. We rewrite (7.57) as a pair of

second order PDEs in terms of ρ and an auxiliary scalar field ρ̃,

f2△
(
ρ

f

)
+ 4ρ

f
= ρ̃ , (7.58)

△ρ̃ = 0 . (7.59)

To find quasi-momentum eigenstates for ρ, it is natural to take ρ̃ to be the solution of the
Laplace equation discovered in (7.29),

ρ̃(x) = 4
√
2N e

ip·x
2

{
cos
(
ψ p · x

2

)
+ i
ψ

sin
(
ψ p · x

2

)}
, (7.60)

having dressed it with a judicious normalization while dropping the color factor Ta. Plugging
this into the second order PDE (7.58) should give rise to a pair of solutions for ρ. At least
one of these can be found trivially: if ρ̃ solves the Laplace equation (7.59), then the profile
ρ = fρ̃/4 automatically solves (7.58). This shows that

ρ(x) = 2 e
ip·x

2
(
∥u∥2 +N

){
cos
(
ψ p · x

2

)
+ i
ψ

sin
(
ψ p · x

2

)}
(7.61)

is one of the solutions of (7.49) that we seek. As we send ∥u∥ → ∞ with N fixed, this
solution asymptotes to ρ ∼ x2eip·x. It also follows from (7.20) that this solution admits an
expansion in N with 1F1 coefficients, which may be useful for future calculations.

We now look for a second solution that asymptotes to just eip·x. Let us again use an
ansatz of the form (7.6), now involving two undetermined functions of χ = ∥u∥2/N ,

ρk,l[λ̃](x) = [u λ̃]k[û λ̃]lF (χ) , (7.62)
ρ̃k,l[λ̃](x) = [u λ̃]k[û λ̃]lF̃ (χ) . (7.63)
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Substituting these in (7.58), (7.59) yields a coupled system of second order ODEs,

χ2(χ+ 1)d
2F

dχ2 + χ
(
(k + l)(χ+ 1) + 1

)dF
dχ +

(
kl − (k + l)χ

)
F =

√
2N
4 χF̃ , (7.64)

χ2(χ+ 1)d
2F̃

dχ2 + χ
(
(k + l + 2)(χ+ 1)− 1

)dF̃
dχ + klF̃ = 0 . (7.65)

As mentioned in the previous section, the second of these is solved by the polynomial profiles

F̃ (χ) =


C̃χ−lP k−l,0l (1 + 2χ) , k ≥ l ,

C̃χ−kP l−k,0k (1 + 2χ) , k < l ,
(7.66)

with C̃ a constant of integration, and P k−l,0l the Jacobi polynomials displayed in (7.9).
When (7.66) is seeded into the right hand side of (7.64), the resulting ODE for F (χ)

can be solved by series expansions or the method of Green’s functions. To be brief, we only
quote the result. The general polynomial solution is found to be29

F (χ) =


Cχ−lP k−l,−2

l+1 (1 + 2χ)−
√
2N
4k C̃χ−lP k−l,−1

l (1 + 2χ) , k ≥ l ,

Cχ−kP l−k,−2
k+1 (1 + 2χ)−

√
2N
4l C̃χ−kP l−k,−1

k (1 + 2χ) , k < l ,

(7.67)

where C is another independent constant of integration that comes up in solving the
homogeneous part of (7.64). The Jacobi polynomials constituting these solutions are

P k−l,−1
l (1 + 2χ) = k

l∑
j=0

(k + l − j − 1)!
j!(k − j)!(l − j)! χ

l−j , (7.68)

P k−l,−2
l+1 (1 + 2χ) = k(k + 1)

l+1∑
j=0

(k + l − j)!
j!(k + 1− j)!(l + 1− j)! χ

l+1−j . (7.69)

We find the expected behaviors. If we set C = 0, then F (χ) ∼ O(1) as χ → ∞. On the
other hand, if we set C̃ = 0, then F (χ) ∼ O(χ) in this limit (unless k = l = 0).30 The
complete solutions then asymptote to [u λ̃]k[û λ̃]l and ∥u∥2[u λ̃]k[û λ̃]l respectively.

Let us focus on the former class of solutions, as they will allow us to deform eip·x into a
solution for ρ on Burns space. The boundary condition limχ→∞ F (χ) = 1 fixes

C = 0 , C̃ = − 4√
2N

k! l!
(k + l − 1)! . (7.70)

To be clear, we are choosing C̃ = 0 for k = l = 0 by using (k + l − 1)! = Γ(k + l). Putting
this together with (7.68) and (7.67), we obtain a uniform solution for the wavefunction
asymptotic to [u λ̃]k[û λ̃]l for all k, l ∈ N,

ρk,l[λ̃](x) =
k! l!

(k + l − 1)!

min(k,l)∑
j=0

(k + l − j − 1)!
j!(k − j)!(l − j)!

(
N

∥u∥2
)j

[u λ̃]k[û λ̃]l . (7.71)

29Again, since we are really dealing with a fourth order equation, there also exist a pair of logarithmic
solutions which we have neglected here to ensure finiteness as ∥u∥ → 0.

30When k = l = 0, both solutions shown in (7.67) degenerate to the constant solution, and by some simple
guesswork a second non-logarithmic solution of (7.49) is independently found to be ρ = ∥u∥2.
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By our arguments, this solves the fourth order linearized field equation (7.57). Yet the
difference between this and the solution (7.13) of the Laplace equation is remarkably
minimal. Nevertheless, being careful here will have dramatic effects when we come to
computing amplitudes involving gravity.

Resumming these into a solution with plane wave asymptotics is also procedurally
identical to the WZW4 case. As a Taylor series in N , such a solution is given by

ρ(x) =
∑
k,l≥0

ik+lλk1λl2
k! l! ρk,l[λ̃](x)

=
∑
k,l≥0

ik+lλk1λl2
(k + l − 1)!

min(k,l)∑
j=0

(k + l − j − 1)!
j!(k − j)!(l − j)!

(
N

∥u∥2
)j

[u λ̃]k[û λ̃]l .
(7.72)

Exchanging the k, l and j sums, followed by the shift k 7→ k + j, l 7→ l + j, yields the
rearrangement

ρ(x) =
∑
j≥0

1
j!

(
−Nλ1λ2

[u λ̃][û λ̃]
∥u∥2

)j ∑
k,l≥0

(k + l + j − 1)!
(k + l + 2j − 1)!

(iλ1[u λ̃])k(iλ2[û λ̃])l
k! l! . (7.73)

Summing over k, l now yields an expansion in confluent hypergeometric functions,

ρ(x) = eip·x +
∑
j≥1

2
(2j)!

(
−Nλ1λ2

[u λ̃][û λ̃]
∥u∥2

)j
1F1(j, 2j | ip · x) . (7.74)

We have written out the j = 0 term of the sum separately to avoid any notational confusion
about the meaning of 1F1(0, 0 | ip · x).

To perform the final sum over j, we use the formula

1F1(j, 2j | ip · x) =
1
2
(2j)!
j!

e
ip·x

2

(p · x)j−1 jj−1

(
p · x
2

)
(7.75)

to express the summands in terms of spherical Bessel functions:

ρ(x) = eip·x + e
ip·x

2 p · x
∑
j≥1

1
j!

(
−Nλ1λ2

p · x
[u λ̃][û λ̃]
∥u∥2

)j
jj−1

(
p · x
2

)
. (7.76)

Using the generating functional (7.24) of spherical Bessel functions, this resums to

ρ(x) = eip·x + 2 e
ip·x

2

(
cos

√
(p · x)2

4 +Nλ1λ2
[u λ̃][û λ̃]
∥u∥2

− cos p · x2

)
. (7.77)

Writing cos(p · x/2) = 1
2(eip·x/2 + e−ip·x/2) simplifies this to its final form

ρ(x) = 2 e
ip·x

2 cos
(
ψ p · x

2

)
− 1 , (7.78)

where ψ is the same dressing factor encountered in (7.30). As N → 0 or ∥u∥ → ∞, the
dressing ψ → 1 and this wavefunction limits to eip·x. At the same time, setting uα̇ = t ζα̇

and taking t→ 0 yields a finite limit, confirming that this mode extends to the blow-up C̃2.
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Finally, recall that ρ is only defined up to constant shifts. We choose to subtract an
extra factor of 1 from it and work with the solution

ρ(x) = 2 e
ip·x

2 cos
(
ψ p · x

2

)
− 2 . (7.79)

This asymptotes to eip·x− 1 which has no constant term in its “soft” expansion in p ·x. This
will later be interpreted as the lack of an E[0, 0] current in the holographic dual. In total,
the two solutions (7.79) and (7.61) together capture linear perturbations of the scalar-flat
Kähler geometry of Burns space.

8 The holographic dictionary on spacetime

Precision tests of any holographic duality require a holographic dictionary: a map from
states of the bulk theory to operators of the boundary dual. Once such a map is set
up, holography tells us that scattering amplitudes of bulk states equal correlators of the
boundary operators. In the previous sections, we have described both the gauge invariant
local operators of our chiral algebra in the large N limit, as well as wavefunctions of
gluon and Kähler perturbations on Burns space. In this section, we will link them with a
holographic dictionary.

8.1 Open string modes

On one hand, string states of the B-model on twistor space descend to states of the WZW4
model and Mabuchi gravity on spacetime. On the other hand, holography relates them to
chiral algebra operators. Combining these facts, we can associate spacetime states with
their dual operators.

Classically, the group-valued field g = eϕ of the WZW4 model encodes the gauge field
A = −∂̄g g−1 on spacetime. In linear theory, scalar wavefunctions for ϕ give rise to positive
helicity gluon wavefunctions on Burns space, A = −∂̄ϕ + O(ϕ2). In the flat space limit
N → 0, they should reduce to the positive helicity gluon momentum eigenstates

A = − iλ̃α̇dûα̇
λ1

eip·x Ta (8.1)

where pαα̇ = λαλ̃α̇ is a flat space null momentum, and Ta is a color factor as before. Such
a state scales with weight −2 under little group scalings (7.15), as desired from positive
helicity gluons. The self-dual part of its linearized field strength is canonically normalized,

F̃α̇β̇ = ∂α(α̇A
α
β̇) = λ̃α̇λ̃β̇ e

ip·x Ta . (8.2)

The flat space solution of △0ϕ = 0 that gives rise to this spin 1 wavefunction via A = −∂̄ϕ
has the profile

ϕ = Ta eip·x
λ1λ2

. (8.3)
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Therefore, on Burns space, we find it natural to normalize the quasi-momentum eigenstates
such that they reduce to (8.3) as N → 0 or ∥u∥ → ∞:

ϕ(x) = ϕa(x|z, λ̃) ≡
Ta e

ip·x
2

λ1λ2

{
cos
(
ψ p · x

2

)
+ i
ψ

sin
(
ψ p · x

2

)}
, (8.4)

where the dressing factor ψ was written out in (7.30). Just as for A, these states for ϕ (in
flat as well as Burns space) scale with little group weight −2, which provides a useful check
of many amplitude calculations.

For our holographic dictionary, we propose to associate the gauge invariant currents
Jrs[k, l](z) displayed in (4.17) to elements in a soft expansion of (8.4). It is easiest to
describe this by fixing the little group freedom to set

λα = (1, z) , λ̃α̇ = ω(1, z̄) . (8.5)

Here, z, z̄ are independent complex variables in Euclidean signature (they only become
complex conjugates of each other when analytically continued to Lorentzian signature).
ω ∈ C is the energy of the state. A soft expansion of (8.4) is a Taylor expansion in ω, z̄ of
the form31

ϕa(x|z, λ̃) =
∞∑
p=0

ωp
p∑

k=0

z̄p−k

k!(p− k)! ϕ[k, p− k](x|z)Ta

=
∞∑

k,l=0

λ̃1̇
kλ̃2̇

l

k! l! ϕ[k, l](x|z)Ta .
(8.6)

The wavefunctions ϕ[k, l](x|z)Ta are solutions of the Burns space Laplace equation and
will be referred to as soft gluon currents in analogy with positive helicity soft gluons in
flat space. We will not obtain a general formula for these Taylor coefficients, but content
ourselves with listing out a few leading examples

ϕ[0, 0] = 1
z
, ϕ[1, 0] = i

z
(u1̇ − zū2) , ϕ[0, 1] = i

z
(u2̇ + zū1) ,

ϕ[2, 0] = z ϕ[1, 0]2 + Nu1̇ū2

∥u∥2
, ϕ[0, 2] = z ϕ[0, 1]2 − Nu2̇ū1

∥u∥2
,

ϕ[1, 1] = z ϕ[1, 0]ϕ[0, 1]− N

2
|u1̇|2 − |u2̇|2

∥u∥2
, etc. (8.7)

More generally, one finds ϕ[k, l] = zk+l−1ϕ[1, 0]kϕ[0, 1]l + corrections polynomial in N .
These give a taste of how positive helicity soft gluons get deformed when backreaction

is turned on. Twisted holography again ensures that the deformations of such soft modes
are polynomial in N . It is also curious to note that deformations only start from the
sub-subleading order. The leading and subleading soft gluon wavefunctions receive no
backreaction!

31With our choice of little group fixing, there is no Weinberg soft pole of order ω−1. Instead, the expansion
of (8.4) around ω = 0 starts at order ω0.
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Trading adjoint indices a for composite indices rs of the antisymmetric square of
the fundamental of SO(8), we observe that the currents Jrs(z) = Ir(X 1̇)(k(X 2̇)l)Is are in
one-to-one correspondence with these soft gluon wavefunctions. It then seems natural to
identify the holographic dictionary to be

ϕ[k, l](x|z)Trs
?←→ Jrs[k, l](z) . (8.8)

This happens to be a bit naive, since we are allowing the currents on the right to have
poles of order up to k+ l+ 1 in a general 2d vacuum, whereas the wavefunctions on the left
clearly only have simple poles in z. The latter are displayed in (8.7).

A simple way to account for this is to cancel the poles on the right by multiplying with
a factor of zk+l. This leads us to propose the dictionary32

ϕ[k, l](x|z)Trs ←→ zk+l Jrs[k, l](z) . (8.9)

We can also define a (non-conformal-primary) “hard” operator in analogy with the soft
expansion (8.6)

Jrs(z, λ̃) =
∞∑

k,l=0

λ̃1̇
kλ̃2̇

l

k! l! zk+l Jrs[k, l](z)

= Irez[X λ̃]Is(z) ,
(8.10)

having resummed it in terms of [X λ̃] = X 1̇λ̃1̇ +X 2̇λ̃2̇ using the binomial theorem. The soft
gluon dictionary then implies that this operator must be dual to the hard gluon wavefunction
in the bulk:

ϕrs(x|z, λ̃) ←→ Jrs(z, λ̃) . (8.11)

This dictionary will identify scattering amplitudes of hard states on the left with correlators
of the operators on the right in the large N limit.

We expect that a very similar dictionary will continue to hold also at finite N , although
the basis of gauge invariant operators at finite N may need to be reevaluated to account
for trace relations.

We also remark that what we have called soft gluon currents Jrs[k, l] are not immediately
the same as the S-algebra currents studied by Strominger [5]. There is an important
distinction to be made with regards their conformal weights: the S-algebra currents have
mostly negative conformal weights (see also [33]), whereas the J [k, l] have positive weights.
In our CCFT dual, the currents J [k, l] = I(X 1̇)(k(X 2̇)l)I have weights h = 1

2(k + l + 2). In
the presence of our defects, these can be mapped to currents zk+l+1J [k, l] that transform
as primaries of weight h = −1

2(k + l+ 2) under the defect conformal group z 7→ az, a ∈ C×.
It is these currents that enter the soft expansion of the hard modes, and it is these currents
that can genuinely be identified as Burns space analogues of the S-algebra currents by a
simple relabeling:

Spm(z) = z2p−1J [p− 1 +m, p− 1−m](z) , p ∈
{
1, 32 , 2, · · ·

}
, |m| ≤ p− 1 . (8.12)

32If one works in homogeneous coordinates λα = (1, z), the current J [k, l] has homogeneity −k − l − 2 in
λα. Then one can also motivate multiplication with (λ1λ2)k+l = zk+l by matching little group weights.
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The presence of the defects means that the OPEs of Spm can now contain increasingly
singular terms in zij , as long as we compensate for the scaling dimension by multiplying
with appropriate factors of zi, zj in the numerator. In particular, the chiral algebra of our
currents will be able to display interesting central terms.

8.2 Closed string modes

In previous sections, we have also determined the wavefunctions for Kähler perturbations
of Mabuchi gravity. Their dual operators can be built out of the E[k, l] and F [k, l] currents
of equation (4.17).

We choose to describe this dictionary in the case where we do not set the center of mass
modes E[1, 0] = TrX 1̇ and E[0, 1] = TrX 2̇ to zero. As discussed below equation (4.2), this is
analogous to working with U(N) rather than SU(N) gauge group in Maldacena’s AdS5/CFT4
duality. Doing this will allow us to match three point functions like ⟨E[1, 0]J [0, 1]J [0, 0]⟩,
etc. to 4d amplitudes, thereby providing the simplest test of the gravitational sector of our
duality in section 9.3.

On R4, positive helicity metric perturbations in gravity are conventionally given little
group weight −4. The associated Kähler potential perturbations must then also have the
same little group weight. For example, the Kähler potential perturbation around flat space,

ρ = eip·x
λ21λ

2
2
, (8.13)

solves △2
0ρ = 0 (and in fact △0ρ = 0) and gives rise to a standard positive helicity graviton

wavefunction on R4,

h = 2 ∂2ρ

∂uα̇∂ûβ̇
duα̇ dûβ̇ = −2 eip·x

λ1λ2
[λ̃ du][λ̃ dû] . (8.14)

This motivates us to normalize our quasi-momentum eigenstates for ρ by a factor of 1/λ21λ22.
The reader may feel free to normalize them differently.

Tacking on this normalization, let us collect the two solutions (7.79) and (7.61) below
for the reader’s convenience:

ρE(x|z, λ̃) = 2
λ21λ

2
2

{
e

ip·x
2 cos

(
ψ p · x

2

)
− 1

}
, (8.15)

ρF (x|z, λ̃) = 2 e
ip·x

2

λ21λ
2
2

(
∥u∥2 +N

){
cos
(
ψ p · x

2

)
+ i
ψ

sin
(
ψ p · x

2

)}
. (8.16)

We associate the currents E[k, l] to soft modes of ρE , and F [k, l] to the soft modes of ρF .
Since E[k, l] can have poles of order k+ l, while ρE by construction only has a second order
pole in z, we postulate that zk+l−2E[k, l] are dual to soft modes of ρE . Similarly, F [k, l]
can have poles of order k + l + 2, so we say that zk+lF [k, l] are dual to soft modes of ρF .
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The operators dual to the corresponding hard states are then built from summing the
soft operators:

E(z, λ̃) = − 1
z2

+
∞∑

k,l=0

λ̃1̇
kλ̃2̇

l

k! l! zk+l−2E[k, l](z)

= 1
z2

(
Tr
(
ez[X λ̃])− 1

)
,

(8.17)

along with

F (z, λ̃) =
∞∑

k,l=0

λ̃1̇
kλ̃2̇

l

k! l! zk+lF [k, l](z)

= Tr
(
[X ∂X] ez[X λ̃]

)
+ terms with ghosts .

(8.18)

The sum over E[k, l] is designed to miss the trivial current E[0, 0] = 1. In terms of these,
we postulate the gravitational holographic dictionary

ρE(x|z, λ̃) ←→ E(z, λ̃) , (8.19)
ρF (x|z, λ̃) ←→ F (z, λ̃) , (8.20)

i.e., correlators of the gravitational operators on the right should reproduce amplitudes of
Mabuchi gravity on Burns space.

In section 9.3, we will content ourselves with testing this dictionary by computing an
amplitude involving two gluons and one ρE Kähler perturbation. The dictionary for ρF is
also a conjecture that we find natural, but tests of our duality that involve the ρF states
are left to another occasion.

9 Tests of the duality

Past work on celestial holography has produced a treasure trove of bottom-up correspon-
dences between perturbative QFT on 4d asymptotically flat spacetimes and correlators
of putative 2d CFTs. With our top-down model of holography on Burns space, we have
completed this into a full-fledged duality by providing independent definitions of the bulk
and boundary theories. In the sections that follow, we show that our proposed dual chiral
algebra explicitly reproduces some simple low-lying amplitudes of WZW4 + Mabuchi gravity
on Burns space.

Unlike in flat space, these amplitudes are non-vanishing on Burns space. They vanish
on flat space because momentum eigenstates on flat space uplift to states on twistor space
that are localized on different fibers of O(1)⊕ O(1)→ CP1 (see [109] for the explicit form
of such states). Because they are separated in the z-plane, they cannot interact with each
other through the local interactions present in the holomorphic Chern-Simons or BCOV
twistor actions. In contrast, the twistor space of Burns space no longer fibers over CP1,
and the states will scatter non-trivially for generic kinematics.

We begin by computing examples of 2-gluon tree amplitudes in WZW4. These give rise
to a central extension for the celestial chiral algebra [4, 5, 33] of positive helicity gluons
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on Burns space. We also compute collinear limits of 3-gluon amplitudes at leading and
subleading order in the brane backreaction, and show that they match the OPE coefficients
of the dual chiral algebra.33 A similar calculation is also performed for the 3-point scattering
of two gluons and one gravitational E-mode to leading order.

9.1 2-point amplitudes in WZW4

Scattering amplitudes are the primary physical observables of perturbative gauge theory
and gravity in asymptotically flat spacetimes. It is well-known that in Minkowski space,
tree level amplitudes of massless particles are analytic functions of spinor-helicity variables.
So they can be analytically continued to split signature, where the spinor-helicity variables
λα, λ̃α̇ can be real and independent, or to Euclidean signature where they are necessarily
complex due to the absence of real null momenta. As we are working on a Euclidean
signature, self-dual spacetime, we will define scattering amplitudes on Burns space via
similar analytic continuation.

A preliminary understanding of amplitudes on Euclidean signature instanton back-
grounds has been developed in [32, 74, 110]. Alternatively, one can think of our Euclidean
signature amplitudes as the analogue of holographic correlators computed by summing
Witten diagrams in Euclidean AdS3, which is how such observables were originally computed
in earlier examples of twisted holography [16, 17].

Boundary computation of 2-point amplitude. The first test that we present is a
match between the 2-point amplitude of the WZW4 model on Burns space and a 2-point
correlator in the boundary dual. Before we dive into the computation on Burns space, let us
start by describing the calculation in the dual chiral algebra. This happens to be drastically
simpler than the calculation in the bulk because the boundary dual is the BRST reduction
of a free theory.

Let us work with the standard basis of so(k) provided by the antisymmetric matrices

(Tpq)ef = δpeδq
f − δpfδqe , p, q, e, f ∈ {1, . . . , k} . (9.1)

For us, the case of interest is k = 8. But since we are working in the planar limit, our
calculations will be agnostic to the value of k. The so(k) algebra is given by

[Tpq,Trs] ≡ fpq,rstuTtu = δqrTps − δprTqs − δqsTpr + δpsTqr , (9.2)

while the trace in its fundamental representation may be evaluated to find

tr(TpqTrs) = −2(δprδqs − δpsδqr) . (9.3)

These fix the conventions for our color factors.
The currents J(z) ≡ J [0, 0](z) form a non-unitary so(8) current algebra at level −2N ,

Jpq(z) Jrs(z′) ∼ −
N tr(TpqTrs)
(z − z′)2 + fpq,rs

tuJtu(z′)
z − z′

. (9.4)

33A direct calculation of the 3-gluon tree amplitude of WZW4 on Burns space to leading order in the
backreaction can also be found in the supplemental material to [36]. We will not repeat it here, but its
collinear limit agrees with the OPE that we report.
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(a) Wick contractions (b) Planar diagrams

Figure 4. Planar Wick contractions of so(8) currents containing equal number of X’s.

This is computed using the free field OPEs (4.4). The first term on the right determines
the 2-point function ⟨J [0, 0]J [0, 0]⟩. This is a Burns space analogue of the soft-gluon Kac-
Moody algebra [111]. Its non-unitarity is consistent with general expectations in celestial
holography. Similar central extensions of the soft gluon algebra have also been observed in
other closely related theories and classical backgrounds [33, 112].

The 2-point functions of more general currents J [k, l] may be computed along the same
lines. Since we are working in the vacuum conformal block in which X, I have vanishing
one-point functions, the only terms that survive are those in which all the fields X, I have
been Wick contracted away. Hence, J [k, l] can only have a 2-point function with J [l, k].

Also, we only keep planar contractions, since we wish to reproduce a tree level 2-point
amplitude in the bulk. Each two point function ⟨Jpq[k, l]Jrs[l, k]⟩ then receives contributions
from two planar orderings, one in which Ip is contracted with Ir, and another in which Ip
is contracted with Is. The rest of the contractions are then fixed by planarity. An example
of such a configuration of planar contractions is displayed in figure 4(a).

To produce a prediction for the 2-point amplitude, we use the dictionary (8.11). This
says that the 2-point amplitude of two WZW4 states ϕi ≡ ϕpq(x|zi, λ̃i) and ϕj ≡ ϕrs(x|zj , λ̃j)
is given by the chiral algebra correlator

A(ϕi, ϕj) =
〈
Jpq(zi, λ̃i) Jrs(zj , λ̃j)

〉
=

∑
m,n≥0

zmi z
n
j

m!n!
〈
:Ip[X i]mIq : (zi) :Ir[X j]nIs : (zj)

〉
=
∑
n≥0

(zizj)n
(n!)2

〈
:Ip[X i]nIq : (zi) :Ir[X j]nIs : (zj)

〉
.

(9.5)

In getting the third line, we have discarded terms for which m ̸= n as they do not contain
non-zero 2-point functions.

Note that in our conventions

〈
[Xk

l i](zi) [Xm
n j](zj)

〉
= 1

2 (δknδml − ωkmωln) ·
−[i j]
zij

(9.6)

because ϵα̇β̇λ̃iα̇λ̃jβ̇ = −[i j]. Each closed loop in a planar diagram generates a factor of
ωklωlk = δkk = 2N . The nth term in the sum (9.5) will receive contributions from planar
diagrams with n+ 1 closed loops, like the ones in figure 4(b). This generates a factor of
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(2N)n+1. The n XX OPEs also generate a factor (12)n through the antisymmetrizations
1
2(δknδml −ωkmωln), since only δknδml contributes to planar diagrams. They also generate a fac-
tor of (−[i j])n. So each summand in (9.5) comes with (2N)n+1(−[i j])n/2n = 2N(−N [i j])n.

Thus, performing the OPEs and dropping non-planar contributions generated in each
summand, the 2-point correlator can be expressed in terms of a Bessel function of the
first kind:

A(ϕi, ϕj) = 2N(δprδqs − δpsδqr)
∑
n≥0

1
(n!)2

(−Nzizj [i j])n

zn+2
ij

= −N tr(TpqTrs)
z2ij

J0

(√
4Nzizj

[i j]
zij

)
.

(9.7)

Let’s see how this prediction stacks up against a bulk computation of the 2-point amplitude
of the WZW4 model. In fact, we will see that the tree level computation in the bulk does
not generate any defect singularities z−1

i , z−1
j , so the match with the vacuum block will

be perfect. This will act as a spacetime corroboration of the twistorial proof of symmetry
enhancement described in section 6.3.

Bulk computation of 2-point amplitude. Let ϕi be solutions of the linearized field
equations of a field theory described by an action S[ϕ]. Such solutions represent scattering
states of particle-like excitations, and i is the particle label. Independently of signature, one
can compute the tree level scattering amplitudes of these states from a suitably constructed
on-shell action [113, 114]. This is also closely related to the perturbiner method [115, 116].

In this approach, one starts by constructing a solution of the form

ϕ =
∑
i

εiϕi +O(εiεj) (9.8)

to the fully nonlinear field equations of S[ϕ], where the formal variables εi are classical
analogues of creation operators. Having found such a solution, one evaluates its on-shell
action as a power series in the εi. The amplitude for these states is then obtained by
extracting the term in the on-shell action that is multilinear in the εi:

A({ϕi}) =
(∏

j

∂

∂εj

)
S[ϕ]

∣∣∣∣
εi=0

. (9.9)

In Lorentzian signature spacetimes with canonical notions of asymptotic infinities and
positive vs negative frequency states, this reduces to the standard definition of the S-matrix.
More generally, this is the prescription that is commonly employed in computing holographic
correlators in AdS/CFT [44].

The evaluation of 2-point amplitudes is particularly simple. Starting with the ac-
tion (2.30) of the WZW4 model, one simply evaluates its kinetic term on the linear
combination

ϕ = εiϕi + εjϕj (9.10)
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of two solutions of the adjoint-valued Laplace equation. Following this, one extracts the
amplitude as the coefficient of εiεj :

A(ϕi, ϕj) = −
i

8π2
∫
M
ω ∧ tr

(
∂ϕi ∧ ∂̄ϕj + ∂ϕj ∧ ∂̄ϕi

)
. (9.11)

Let us determine this for a pair of quasi-momentum eigenstates of the form (7.29) scattering
on M = C̃2 equipped with the Burns metric.

Before embarking on the calculation, it is worth remarking that this 2-point amplitude
has also been computed in a beautiful and simpler manner via the Klein-Gordon inner
product on CP2 minus a point in [74]. This is accomplished through analytic continuation
to a Lorentzian slice equipped with the complexified Burns or Fubini-Study metric. This
method trades the spacetime integral in (9.11) for an integral over the conformal boundary,
and hence is only applicable at 2 points. In contrast, the methods we follow below — albeit
more cumbersome — will also generalize to the computation of higher point amplitudes.

The Kähler form of the Burns metric was found in (3.36) and can be written as

ω = i
(
ϵα̇β̇ +

Nuα̇ûβ̇
∥u∥4

)
duα̇ ∧ dûβ̇ . (9.12)

Let’s begin by plugging this into the amplitude (9.11). To simplify the resulting expression,
recall the definitions

∂ϕi =
∂ϕi
∂uα̇

duα̇ , ∂̄ϕi =
∂ϕi
∂ûα̇

dûα̇ . (9.13)

We can use our orientation convention (2.9), the definition of the quaternionic conjugate
ûα̇ = (−ū2, ū1), and standard spinor identities to show that

duα̇ ∧ dûβ̇ ∧ duγ̇ ∧ dûδ̇ = ϵα̇γ̇ϵβ̇δ̇ d4x . (9.14)

Using these relations, the 2-gluon amplitude (9.11) takes the form

A(ϕi, ϕj) =
1

8π2
∫
R4

d4x
(
ϵα̇β̇ + Nuα̇ûβ̇

∥u∥4
)
tr
(
∂ϕi
∂uα̇

∂ϕj

∂ûβ̇
+ (i↔ j)

)
. (9.15)

In writing this, we are computing the integral over C̃2 as an integral over the coordinate
patch xαα̇ = (uα̇, ûα̇). Strictly speaking, the integral is over C2 − 0 due to the singularities
at the origin. But it can be regularized via standard procedures involved in computing
Fourier transforms of Coulomb-type potentials. So we will continue to express it as an
integral over C2 = R4.

The wavefunctions for the states ϕi, ϕj were derived in section 7.1. Let us repeat them
for convenience. A quasi-momentum eigenstate ϕi(x) that solves the adjoint-valued Laplace
equation is given by the expansion in (7.20),

ϕi(x) =
Tai

λi1λi2

∞∑
n=0

1
(2n)!

(
−Nλi1λi2

[u i][û i]
∥u∥2

)n
1F1(n+ 1, 2n+ 1 | ipi · x) , (9.16)

where [u i] ≡ [u λ̃i], etc., and λiα, λ̃iα̇ are spinor-helicity variables labelling the state. The
null momentum pi has spinor components piαα̇ = λiαλ̃iα̇, so that its product with xαα̇ can
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be expressed as pi · x = λi1[u i] + λi2[û i]. The state ϕj(x) is obtained by replacing the
particle label i with the label j.

Let us denote the coefficient of TaiN
n in this wavefunction by ϕni (x):

ϕni (x) =
1

λi1λi2

1
(2n)!

(
−λi1λi2

[u i][û i]
∥u∥2

)n
1F1(n+ 1, 2n+ 1 | ipi · x) . (9.17)

The confluent hypergeometric function occurring here has a very useful expansion on flat
space momentum eigenstates,

1F1(n+ 1, 2n+ 1 | ipi · x) =
Γ(2n+ 1)

Γ(n+ 1)Γ(n)

∫ 1

0
dsi sni (1− si)n−1eisipi·x . (9.18)

For n = 0, we recover eipi·x by taking the integral to mean an n→ 0 limit, understood via
the following identity valid within integrals over si ∈ (0, 1),

lim
n→0

(1− si)n−1

Γ(n) = δ(1− si) . (9.19)

This representation of the states will allow us to perform the spacetime integrals as standard
Fourier integrals.

Inserting the expansions

ϕi = Tai

∞∑
m=0

Nmϕmi , ϕj = Taj

∞∑
n=0

Nnϕnj (9.20)

into (9.15) yields the amplitude as a formal power series in N ,

A(ϕi, ϕj) = tr(TaiTaj )
∞∑

m,n=0
Nm+n(N Im,n + Jm,n) + (i↔ j) . (9.21)

In writing this, we have split our spacetime integrals into two “irreducible” terms that do
not contain any further dependence on N :

Im,n = 1
8π2

∫
d4x u

α̇ûβ̇

∥u∥4
∂ϕmi
∂uα̇

∂ϕnj

∂ûβ̇
, (9.22)

Jm,n = 1
8π2

∫
d4x ϵα̇β̇ ∂ϕ

m
i

∂uα̇
∂ϕnj

∂ûβ̇
. (9.23)

Both these integrals can be performed using very similar techniques. Let us see how to
compute them one by one.

Computation of Im,n. We will compute the first of these in some detail, as it happens
to be the simpler case.

One of the reasons this is easier is because of the following identities

uα̇
∂

∂uα̇
[u i][û i]
∥u∥2

= ûα̇
∂

∂ûα̇
[u i][û i]
∥u∥2

= 0 . (9.24)

These hold because the vector fields u · ∂u and û · ∂û are the Euler vector fields that
extract homogeneities in uα̇ and ûα̇ respectively, and [u i][û i]/∥u∥2 = [u i][û i]/[û u] has zero
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homogeneity in both of these variables. So the derivatives displayed in (9.22) will only act
on the dependence in ipi · x and ipj · x. These can be computed by using the formula for ϕni
given in (9.17), combined with the integral representation (9.18) for the 1F1 factors,

uα̇
∂ϕmi
∂uα̇

= 1
λi1λi2

(
−λi1λi2

[u i][û i]
∥u∥2

)m ∫ 1

0

dsi smi (1− si)m−1

m!(m− 1)! eisipi·x × isiλi1[u i] , (9.25)

ûβ̇
∂ϕnj

∂ûβ̇
= 1
λj1λj2

(
−λj1λj2

[u j][û j]
∥u∥2

)n ∫ 1

0

dsj snj (1− sj)n−1

n!(n− 1)! eisjpj ·x × isjλj2[û j] . (9.26)

In deriving these, we have remembered that pi · x = λi1[u i] + λi2[û i], etc., using which we
found u · ∂u(pi · x) = λi1[u i] and so on.

Next note the extremely helpful intertwining relations

i[u i]eisipi·x = 1
si

∂

∂λi1
eisipi·x ,

i[û i]eisipi·x = 1
si

∂

∂λi2
eisipi·x .

(9.27)

We can use these to simplify our integrals by trading factors of [u i], [û i], etc. for derivatives
in the external data like the spinor-helicity variables. Doing this, (9.25) and (9.26) can be
recast as

uα̇
∂ϕmi
∂uα̇

= λmi1λ
m−1
i2

m!(m− 1)!

∫ 1

0

dsi
smi

(1− si)m−1 × ∂m+1
λi1

∂mλi2

(eisipi·x

∥u∥2m
)
, (9.28)

ûβ̇
∂ϕnj

∂ûβ̇
=

λn−1
j1 λnj2

n!(n− 1)!

∫ 1

0

dsj
snj

(1− sj)n−1 × ∂nλj1∂
n+1
λj2

(eisjpj ·x

∥u∥2n
)
. (9.29)

With these representations for the derivatives in hand, we are finally ready to start
integrating.

Substituting (9.28), (9.29) into the definition (9.22) of Im,n, we can segregate the si, sj
integrals from the spacetime integrals,

Im,n = λmi1λ
m−1
i2

m!(m− 1)!
λn−1
j1 λnj2

n!(n− 1)!

∫ 1

0

dsi
smi

(1− si)m−1
∫ 1

0

dsj
snj

(1− sj)n−1

× ∂m+1
λi1

∂mλi2∂
n
λj1∂

n+1
λj2
Sm+n+2 , (9.30)

where the final factor contains the most basic spacetime integral that we will repeatedly
encounter:

Sℓ =
∫ d4x

8π2
ei(sipi+sjpj)·x

(x2/2)ℓ . (9.31)

In writing this, we have recalled the expression ∥u∥2 = x2/2 for the Euclidean norm in our
conventions uα̇ = 1√

2(x
0+ix3, x2+ix1) for the complex coordinates. The spacetime integral

has now manifestly reduced to a Coulomb-type Fourier transform in four dimensions. We
will perform it by Fourier transforming with respect to real momenta and analytically
continuing the result to generic complex momenta like sipi + sjpj .
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It is useful for future reference to set this up in some generality. Let kµ be a real
momentum and consider the Fourier integral∫ d4x eik·x

(x2/2)ℓ . (9.32)

Since x2 > 0 in Euclidean signature, we can introduce the Schwinger parametrization
1

(x2/2)ℓ =
1

Γ(ℓ)

∫ ∞

0
dt tℓ−1 e−tx2/2 , (9.33)

where we are assuming that ℓ is not a negative integer. Doing this allows us to perform the
xµ integral as a Fourier transform of a Gaussian. This yields a slick identity for obtaining
Coulomb-like Fourier transforms:∫ d4x eik·x

(x2/2)ℓ = 4π2
Γ(ℓ)

∫ ∞

0

dt
tℓ−1 e

−tk2/2 . (9.34)

In arriving at this, we have inverted t 7→ 1/t after doing the xµ integral. A useful sanity
check is that when ℓ = 1, this gives the expected Fourier transform −8π2/k2 of a 4d
Coulomb potential 2/x2.

Analytically continuing to complex kµ away from the singular locus k2 = 0 and setting
k = sipi + sjpj yields

Sℓ =
1
2

1
Γ(ℓ)

∫ ∞

0

dt
tℓ−1 e

−tsisjpi·pj . (9.35)

If ℓ is a positive integer greater than 1, then this integral diverges. But this is precisely
the case we’re in: ℓ = m + n + 2 for (9.30)! What will save this integral from diverging
are the λiα, λjα derivatives present in (9.30). Plugging the value of Sm+n+2 into (9.30) and
performing just the λi2, λj2 derivatives is enough to leave us with a convergent integral

Im,n = 1
2

1
(m+ n+ 1)!

λmi1λ
m−1
i2

m!(m− 1)!
λn−1
j1 λnj2

n!(n− 1)!

∫ 1

0

dsi
smi

(1− si)m−1
∫ 1

0

dsj
snj

(1− sj)n−1

× ∂m+1
λi1

∂nλj1

∫ ∞

0
dt e−tsisj⟨i j⟩[i j] (−sisjλj1[i j])m(sisjλi1[i j])n+1 , (9.36)

having used pi ·pj = ⟨i j⟩[i j]. We are abbreviating ⟨i j⟩ ≡ ⟨λiλj⟩, [i j] ≡ [λ̃iλ̃j ] as is common
practice, and have computed the derivatives using

⟨i j⟩ = λi2λj1 − λi1λj2 =⇒ ∂λi2⟨i j⟩ = λj1 , ∂λj2⟨i j⟩ = −λi1 . (9.37)

(9.36) is now in a form amenable to straightforward integration.
We can integrate over t by analytically continuing the standard Mellin integral∫ ∞

0
dt e−tk2/2 = 2

k2
(9.38)

to the non-vanishing complex value k2 = (sipi + sjpj)2 = 2sisj⟨i j⟩[i j]. After some
simplifications, this produces

Im,n = 1
2
(−1)m[i j]m+n

(m+ n+ 1)!
λmi1λ

m−1
i2

m!(m− 1)!
λn−1
j1 λnj2

n!(n− 1)! ∂
m+1
λi1

∂nλj1

(
λn+1
i1 λmj1
⟨i j⟩

)
×
∫ 1

0
dsi sni (1− si)m−1

∫ 1

0
dsj smj (1− sj)n−1 . (9.39)
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We can integrate over si and sj using the Euler Beta integral to find
∫ 1

0
dsi sni (1− si)m−1

∫ 1

0
dsj smj (1− sj)n−1 = n!(m− 1)!

(m+ n)! ·
m!(n− 1)!
(m+ n)! . (9.40)

As a result, we are able to perform all the integrals in Im,n and conclude that

Im,n = 1
2
(−1)m[i j]m+n

(m+ n+ 1)!
λmi1λ

m−1
i2 λn−1

j1 λnj2
((m+ n)!)2 ∂m+1

λi1
∂nλj1

(
λn+1
i1 λmj1
⟨i j⟩

)
. (9.41)

In the edge cases m = 0 or n = 0, the same result is obtained by remembering the
identity (9.19).

The last step is to compute the λi1, λj1 derivatives. Although this step looks deceptively
hard, it will display a few more combinatorial simplifications that precipitate a delightfully
compact final answer. In detail, we want to compute

∂m+1
λi1

∂nλj1

(
λn+1
i1 λmj1
⟨i j⟩

)
= ∂m+1

λi1
∂nλj1

(
λn+1
i1 λmj1

λi2λj1 − λi1λj2

)
. (9.42)

Suppose first that m ≥ n. Substituting λn+1
i1 = (λi2λj1 − ⟨i j⟩)n+1/λn+1

j2 and expanding
using the binomial theorem yields

∂m+1
λi1

∂nλj1

(
λn+1
i1 λmj1
⟨i j⟩

)
= ∂m+1

λi1
∂nλj1

n+1∑
k=0

(
n+ 1
k

)
λn+1−k
i2 λm+n+1−k

j1

λn+1
j2

(−1)k⟨i j⟩k−1 . (9.43)

Since λi1 only enters the right hand side through ⟨i j⟩, the λi1 derivatives only act on the
factors of ⟨i j⟩. Moreover, ⟨i j⟩ is linear in λi1. So in the case m ≥ n, only the k = 0 term
of the sum survives the m+ 1 λi1 derivatives because k − 1 is bounded above by n.

This simplification allows us to compute the λi1 derivatives in closed-form:

∂m+1
λi1

∂nλj1

(
λn+1
i1 λmj1
⟨i j⟩

)
= λn+1

i2
λn+1
j2

∂m+1
λi1

∂nλj1

(
λm+n+1
j1
⟨i j⟩

)

= (m+ 1)! λ
n+1
i2

λn−mj2
∂nλj1

(
λm+n+1
j1
⟨i j⟩m+2

)
. (9.44)

Distributing the remaining λj1 derivatives among the factors of λm+n+1
j1 and 1/⟨i j⟩m+2

produces

∂m+1
λi1

∂nλj1

(
λn+1
i1 λmj1
⟨ij⟩

)
=(m+1)! λ

n+1
i2

λn−mj2

n∑
k=0

(
n

k

)
∂n−kλj1

(
λm+n+1
j1

)
∂kλj1

( 1
⟨ij⟩m+2

)

=(m+1)! λ
n+1
i2

λn−mj2

n∑
k=0

(
n

k

)
(m+n+1)!
(m+k+1)! λ

m+k+1
j1 × (m+k+1)!

(m+1)!
(−λi2)k
⟨ij⟩m+k+2

=(m+n+1)!
λn+1
i2 λm+1

j1 λm−n
j2

⟨ij⟩m+2

n∑
k=0

(
n

k

)
(−λi2λj1)k
⟨ij⟩k

. (9.45)
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Resumming the last line using the binomial theorem lands us on the identity

∂m+1
λi1

∂nλj1

(
λn+1
i1 λmj1
⟨i j⟩

)
= (−1)n (m+ n+ 1)!

λni1λ
n+1
i2 λm+1

j1 λmj2
⟨i j⟩m+n+2 . (9.46)

One obtains the same result for the case 0 ≤ m < n by initially eliminating the factor of
λmj1 instead of λn+1

i1 .
With this identity, we can finish off the calculation of Im,n,

Im,n = 1
2

1
((m+ n)!)2

(−λi1λi2λj1λj2[i j])m+n

⟨i j⟩m+n+2 ∀ m,n ≥ 0 . (9.47)

It is very interesting to note that this only depends on the sum m+ n, which will come in
handy when resumming the series expansion (9.21) of the 2-point amplitude. Before we
turn to resummation, let us also similarly evaluate Jm,n.

Computation of Jm,n. The second integral occurring in the 2-gluon amplitude was
defined in (9.23). In the case m = n = 0, upon symmetrization in i, j, J0,0 reduces simply
to the flat space 2-point amplitude:

J0,0 + (i↔ j) = 1
8π2

∫
d4x ϵα̇β̇ ∂ϕ

0
i

∂uα̇
∂ϕ0j

∂ûβ̇
+ (i↔ j)

= 1
8π2

∫
d4x ϵα̇β̇

(iλi1λ̃iα̇)(iλj2λ̃jβ̇)
λi1λi2λj1λj2

ei(pi+pj)·x + (i↔ j)

= −⟨i j⟩[i j] δ
4(pi + pj)

8π2λi1λi2λj1λj2
= 0 , (9.48)

which vanishes for generic momenta due to 0 = (pi + pj)2 = 2⟨i j⟩[i j] on the support of the
delta function. For all other values of m,n, we expect to get a nontrivial answer arising
from working on the Burns background.

Previously in (9.25), (9.26), we obtained expressions for u · ∂uϕmi and û · ∂ûϕnj . To
evaluate Jm,n, we need the more general derivatives ∂uα̇ϕmi , ∂ûβ̇ϕ

n
j . To find these, one first

establishes the derivatives
∂

∂uα̇
[u i][û i]
∥u∥2

= [û i]2uα̇
∥u∥4

,
∂

∂ûβ̇
[u j][û j]
∥u∥2

= −
[u j]2ûβ̇
∥u∥4

, (9.49)

simplified using ∥u∥2 = [û u] and Schouten’s identities like [û u]λ̃iα̇ + [u i]ûα̇ = [û i]uα̇, etc.
Along with the by now familiar expressions ∂uα̇(pi · x) = λi1λ̃iα̇ and ∂ûβ̇ (pj · x) = λj2λ̃jβ̇,
these can be used to determine

∂ϕmi
∂uα̇

= −
(
−λi1λi2

[u i][û i]
∥u∥2

)m−1 ∫ 1

0

dsi smi (1− si)m−1

m!(m− 1)! eisipi·x

× [û i]
∥u∥2

(
isiλi1[u i]λ̃iα̇ + m[û i]uα̇

∥u∥2
) (9.50)

and similarly
∂ϕnj

∂ûβ̇
= −

(
−λj1λj2

[u j][û j]
∥u∥2

)n−1 ∫ 1

0

dsj snj (1− sj)n−1

n!(n− 1)! eisjpj ·x

× [u j]
∥u∥2

(
isjλj2[û j]λ̃jβ̇ −

n[u j]ûβ̇
∥u∥2

)
.

(9.51)
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A useful check on these expressions is the fact that contracting them with uα̇ and ûβ̇

respectively leads to (9.25) and (9.26). Another good check is that as m → 0 or n → 0,
application of the delta function identity (9.19) implies that these reduce to derivatives
of the plane waves eipi·x or eipj ·x. Since we are working with spinor-helicity variables,
covariance under the little group scalings (7.15) also remains available as a consistency
check at each step of the calculation.

The next step is to substitute (9.50) and (9.51) into the definition (9.23) of Jm,n, which
involves a straightforward contraction using ϵα̇β̇. Following this, one can once again use
the intertwining relations (9.27) to replace factors of [u i], [û i], etc. by derivatives in the
external spinor-helicity data. When the dust settles, one obtains

Jm,n = (λi1λi2)m−1

m!(m− 1)!
(λj1λj2)n−1

n!(n− 1)!

∫ 1

0

dsi
smi

(1− si)m−1
∫ 1

0

dsj
snj

(1− sj)n−1

×
{
sisjλi1λj2[i j] ∂mλi1∂

m
λi2∂

n
λj1∂

n
λj2Sm+n

−
(
nλi1∂λi1 +mλj2∂λj2 +mn

)
∂m−1
λi1

∂m+1
λi2

∂n+1
λj1

∂n−1
λj2
Sm+n+1

}
(9.52)

where the integral Sℓ was defined in (9.31). Now we are in the same ballpark as (9.30).
Actually, the edge cases m = 0, n ≥ 1 and n = 0,m ≥ 1 are somewhat delicate, because
they will require nontrivial cancellations between divergences of the si, sj integrals. So we
will first work out Jm,n for m,n ≥ 1 and deal with these edge cases separately at the end.

The spacetime integral Sℓ was converted to an integral over a single Schwinger parameter
t in (9.35). If we plug this into (9.52) for the values ℓ = m+ n and ℓ = m+ n+ 1, take all
the λi2 derivatives, and take n− 1 of the λj2 derivatives in both terms, the integrals over
t, si, sj become convergent for m,n ≥ 1 and can be performed to give

Jm,n = 1
2mn

(−1)m[i j]m+n−1

(m+ n)!
(λi1λi2)m−1(λj1λj2)n−1

((m+ n− 1)!)2

×
{
(m+ n)λi1λj2∂λj2∂

m
λi1∂

n
λj1

(
λn−1
i1 λmj1
⟨i j⟩

)

+
(
nλi1∂λi1 +mλj2∂λj2 +mn

)
∂m−1
λi1

∂n+1
λj1

(
λn−1
i1 λm+1

j1
⟨i j⟩

)}
. (9.53)

This has the same structure as the corresponding result (9.41) for Im,n. Thankfully, we
will not need to repeat the computations of the derivatives in any great detail, as the
identity (9.46) suffices to simplify (9.53) as well.

Rearranging ⟨i j⟩ = λi2λj1 − λi1λj2 gives the relation

λj1 =
λi1λj2
λi2

+ ⟨i j⟩
λi2

(9.54)

which can be used to reduce the derivatives in the last line of (9.53) to

∂m−1
λi1

∂n+1
λj1

(
λn−1
i1 λm+1

j1
⟨i j⟩

)
= λj2
λi2

∂m−1
λi1

∂n+1
λj1

(
λni1λ

m
j1

⟨i j⟩

)
+ 1
λi2

∂m−1
λi1

∂n+1
λj1

(
λn−1
i1 λmj1

)
. (9.55)
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For m,n ≥ 1, the second term on the right vanishes. For the λj1 derivatives to give a
non-vanishing answer, we would need m ≥ n+1. But this implies that n−1 ≤ m−2 < m−1,
whence the λi1 derivatives necessarily vanish. This leaves us with the first term on the right
hand side of (9.55). This is a special case of (9.46) obtained by exchanging (i,m)↔ (j, n)
and shifting m 7→ m− 1. Therefore,

∂m−1
λi1

∂n+1
λj1

(
λn−1
i1 λm+1

j1
⟨i j⟩

)
= (−1)n+1(m+ n)!

λn+1
i1 λn−1

i2 λm−1
j1 λm+1

j2
⟨i j⟩m+n+1 . (9.56)

Acting on this with
(
nλi1∂λi1 +mλj2∂λj2 +mn

)
yields the third line of (9.53),

(
nλi1∂λi1 +mλj2∂λj2 +mn

)
∂m−1
λi1

∂n+1
λj1

(
λn−1
i1 λm+1

j1
⟨i j⟩

)

= (−1)n+1(m+ n)!
λn+1
i1 λn−1

i2 λm−1
j1 λm+1

j2
⟨i j⟩m+n+2

×
([
m(m+ 1) + n(n+ 1) +mn

]
λi2λj1 +mnλi1λj2

)
. (9.57)

Similarly, to evaluate the derivatives in the second line of (9.53), we can use the identity

∂m−1
λi1

∂nλj1

(
λn−1
i1 λmj1
⟨i j⟩

)
= (−1)n(m+ n− 1)!

λni1λ
n−1
i2 λm−1

j1 λmj2
⟨i j⟩m+n (9.58)

that follows by exchanging (i,m)↔ (j, n) and shifting (m,n) 7→ (m− 1, n− 1) in (9.46).
Acting on this with (m+ n)λi1λj2∂λi1∂λj2 generates the second line of (9.53),

(m+ n)λi1λj2∂λj2∂
m
λi1∂

n
λj1

(
λn−1
i1 λmj1
⟨i j⟩

)
= (−1)n(m+ n)!

λni1λ
n−1
i2 λm−1

j1 λmj2
⟨i j⟩m+n+2

×
(
mn

(
λ2i1λ

2
j2 + λ2i2λ

2
j1
)
+
[
m(m+ 1) + n(n+ 1)

]
λi1λi2λj1λj2

)
. (9.59)

With these in hand, we have collected all the ingredients we need.
The sum of (9.57) and (9.59) collapses to

(−1)n(m+ n)!mn (λi1λi2)n(λj1λj2)m
⟨i j⟩m+n+1 . (9.60)

This showed some pretty dramatic cancellations! Plugging this into (9.53) reduces Jm,n
down to

Jm,n = −1
2

1
((m+ n− 1)!)2

(−λi1λi2λj1λj2[i j])m+n−1

⟨i j⟩m+n+1 ∀ m,n ≥ 1 . (9.61)

Yet again, this happens to depend only on the sum m + n. Comparing this with the
corresponding formula for Im,n found in (9.47) shows that the two are related by a shift
m + n 7→ m + n − 1, but only up to an overall minus sign. This sign will be crucial for
further cancellations to come.
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Lastly, we come to the edge cases Jm,0 and J0,n. At first glance, they appear to result
in ill-defined expressions of the form 0 ×∞. Indeed, Jm,0 can be naively evaluated by
repeating the steps used to obtain (9.52) but with n = 0 chosen from the start. This yields

Jm,0 =
(λi1λi2)m−1

m!(m− 1)!
1
λj1

∫ ∞

0

dsi
smi

(1− si)m−1

×
{
siλi1[i j] ∂mλi1∂

m
λi2Sm −m∂m−1

λi1
∂m+1
λi2

∂λj1Sm+1
}
. (9.62)

Substituting for Sm and Sm+1 from (9.35), by now standard manipulations show that

∂mλi1∂
m
λi2Sm = m(m+ 1)

2
(−λj1λj2)m(si[i j])m−2

⟨i j⟩m+2 , (9.63)

∂m−1
λi1

∂m+1
λi2

∂λj1Sm+1 =
m+ 1

2
λi1(−λj1λj2)m(si[i j])m−1

⟨i j⟩m+2 . (9.64)

From these, it becomes immediately clear that both terms in the integrand of (9.62) lead
to divergent si integrals, but also that they cancel against each other. So we are led to try
and make sense of the result Jm,0 = 0×

∫ 1
0 d log si = 0×∞. It turns out that if one naively

sets this to 0, one finds an answer that matches Hawking et al.’s calculation [74] as well as
the chiral algebra prediction, but only up to an overall sign error!

It so happens that our computations suggest a natural regularization procedure to
overcome this hurdle.34 We notice that the first line of (9.53) has an apparent pole at
mn = 0. But the residue at that pole vanishes because the coefficient of the pole simplifies
to (9.60): an expression with a zero at mn = 0. This cancels the pole and results in (9.61)
which is finite and nonvanishing as n→ 0 with m ̸= 0 or vice versa. This resolves our 0×∞
singularity.

More precisely, one analytically continues the order Nn term (9.17) to arbitrary n

(away from non-negative integers) by replacing factorials with gamma functions:

ϕnj (x) =
1

λj1λj2

(
−λj1λj2

[u j][û j]
∥u∥2

)n 1
Γ(n+ 1)Γ(n)

∫ 1

0
dsj snj (1− sj)n−1eisjpj ·x . (9.65)

n itself now takes up the role of a regulator for Jm,0. Using (9.19), we understand
ϕ0j = eipj ·x/λj1λj2 as its n→ 0 limit. Plugging ϕmi and ϕnj in Jm,n results in an expression
analogous to (9.52), but the nth order derivatives are no longer well-defined for non-integral
n. Instead, one employs Mellin identities of the form

[u j]a = 1
Γ(−a)

∫ ∞

0

dω
ωa+1 e

−ω[u j] , a ̸∈ Z≤0 , (9.66)

to bring factors like [u j]a, [û j]b in the exponential. The evaluation then proceeds as before
using the Fourier identity (9.34).

But since the integrand is analytic in n and the integrals are convergent, we do not
need to repeat the calculation. To find the answer, one simply analytically continues (9.61)
to non-integral n by replacing (m+ n− 1)! 7→ Γ(m+ n). Following which, one takes the

34There may exist other more systematic regularization schemes which we leave for future analyses.
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limit n → 0. This results in a finite limit when m ̸= 0. So we conclude that, with this
choice of regularization, Jm,0 coincides with the limit of Jm,n as n→ 0. Hence,

Jm,n = −1
2

1
((m+ n− 1)!)2

(−λi1λi2λj1λj2[i j])m+n−1

⟨i j⟩m+n+1 ∀ m,n ̸= 0 . (9.67)

This expression also subsumes the case J0,0 = 0 because of 1/(−1)! = 1/Γ(0) = 0.

Matching the 2-point amplitude. For the reader’s convenience, let’s reprise the fruits
of our calculation in the bulk. The final results for Im,n and Jm,n are

Im,n = 1
2

1
((m+ n)!)2

(−λi1λi2λj1λj2[i j])m+n

⟨i j⟩m+n+2 ,

Jm,n = −1
2

1
((m+ n− 1)!)2

(−λi1λi2λj1λj2[i j])m+n−1

⟨i j⟩m+n+1 ,

(9.68)

Both of these have turned out to be trivially symmetric in m and n.
With these expressions, we can resum the series (9.21) for the 2-gluon amplitude. Since

Jm,n is only non-zero for m,n ≥ 1, we first rewrite this series expansion as

A(ϕi, ϕj) = tr(TaiTaj )
{
2

∞∑
m,n=0

Nm+n+1Im,n + 2
∞∑

m,n=0
Nm+nJm,n

}
. (9.69)

The factors of 2 arise from symmetrizing over i and j. The sums can be performed
analytically. The first sum yields

2
∞∑

m,n=0
Nm+n+1Im,n =

∞∑
m,n=0

N

((m+ n)!)2
(−Nλi1λi2λj1λj2[i j])m+n

⟨i j⟩m+n+2

= N

⟨i j⟩2
J0

(√
4Nλi1λi2λj1λj2

[i j]
⟨i j⟩

)

− N

⟨i j⟩5/2
√
Nλi1λi2λj1λj2[i j] J1

(√
4Nλi1λi2λj1λj2

[i j]
⟨i j⟩

)
, (9.70)

where J0, J1 are Bessel functions of the first kind. Similarly, the second sum produces

2
∞∑

m,n=0
Nm+nJm,n = −

∞∑
m,n=0

N

((m+ n− 1)!)2
(−Nλi1λi2λj1λj2[i j])m+n−1

⟨i j⟩m+n+1

= − 2N
⟨i j⟩2

J0

(√
4Nλi1λi2λj1λj2

[i j]
⟨i j⟩

)

+ N

⟨i j⟩5/2
√
Nλi1λi2λj1λj2[i j] J1

(√
4Nλi1λi2λj1λj2

[i j]
⟨i j⟩

)
. (9.71)

The importance of finding opposite signs in Im,n and Jm,n now becomes manifest.
Adding (9.70) to (9.71) engenders a final cancellation between the J1 functions. One

thus finds the total 2-point amplitude

A(ϕi, ϕj) = −
N

⟨i j⟩2
J0

(√
4Nλi1λi2λj1λj2

[i j]
⟨i j⟩

)
tr(TaiTaj ) . (9.72)
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(a) Single contraction (b) Adjacent double contractions

Figure 5. Planar contractions contributing to the OPE of two gluon currents at zeroth and first
order in the backreaction strength N respectively.

This amplitude has little group weight −2 in each of the two particles, which is consistent
with A(ϕi, ϕj) being an amplitude of two positive helicity gluons. It agrees with the result
of Hawking et al. [74] if one divides their scalar amplitude by a factor of 1/λi1λi2λj1λj2
(that came from the gluon polarizations) and dresses it with a color trace.

Finally, fix the little group freedom by setting λiα = (1, zi), λjα = (1, zj). This yields
⟨i j⟩ = zij . If one also identifies Tai ↔ Tpq, Taj ↔ Trs, then this result for the amplitude
coincides perfectly with the prediction (9.7) from celestial CFT. This is one of the main
results of this paper. It is notable how drastically simpler the chiral algebra calculation
was, perhaps proving the merit of the search for more celestial CFTs!

9.2 Celestial OPE in WZW4

Combinatorially, higher-point amplitudes in curved backgrounds like Burns space are
controlled by the same Feynman diagrammatics encountered in flat space (for example,
Witten diagrams arise as Feynman diagrams for AdS). But calculating them in closed-form
is much harder than the calculation of 2-point amplitudes. For this reason, in holographic
setups, one often resorts to computing only their collinear limits. These are the limits in
which boundary insertions approach each other. So they can be matched onto operator
product expansions in the dual theory, providing another independent verification of the
holographic duality.

Celestial OPE from the chiral algebra. Let’s start by obtaining the chiral algebra
prediction for the ϕϕ collinear limit of WZW4. It will again turn out to be a dramatically
simpler calculation on the 2d side, and will take up a good chunk of time to describe on the
4d side.

We will compute the OPE of Jpq(zi, λ̃i) and Jrs(zj , λ̃j) to zeroth and first order in
N . It is the latter that corresponds to a genuine backreaction effect. The contribution at
zeroth order in N comes from single contractions. In the planar limit, it follows from the
ADHM constraint (4.9) that we are free to reorder the factors of [X i] and [X j] — viewed
as N ×N matrices — inside the normal ordering. So one finds, up to regular terms,

Jpq(zi, λ̃i) Jrs(zj , λ̃j) ∼
fpq,rs

tu

zij
:Itezj([X i]+[X j])Iu : (zj) (9.73)

This follows because only contractions between the I’s survive in the planar limit at order
1/zij , and a typical contribution looks like the contraction in figure 5(a). Abbreviating the
composite indices pq, rs, . . . by adjoint indices a, b, . . . , this reduces to

Ja(zi, λ̃i) Jb(zj , λ̃j) ∼
fab

c

zij
Jc(zj , λ̃i + λ̃j) (9.74)
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which is the momentum space version of the like-helicity gluon celestial OPE that one
encounters in flat space [33].

At the next order in N , one Wick contracts a pair of I’s, then further contracts a pair
of adjacent X’s as shown in figure 5(b). The result may be written as a double sum

Jpq(zi, λ̃i) Jrs(zj , λ̃j)

∼ −Nzizj [i j]fpq,rs
tu

z2ij

∑
m,n≥1

1
m!n! :It

(
zi)(zi[X(zi) i]

)m−1(
zj [X(zj) j]

)n−1
Iu(zj) : (9.75)

where we have suppressed the 1/zij term for clarity. The right hand side is no longer a
single hard gluon state. But using the identity∫ 1

0
dωi

∫ 1

0
dωj eωix+ωjy =

∑
m,n≥1

xm−1yn−1

m!n! , (9.76)

it can be expressed as a smearing over hard gluon states and their descendants,

Jpq(zi, λ̃i)Jrs(zj , λ̃j)∼−
Nz2j [ij]fpq,rstu

z2ij

∫ 1

0
dωi

∫ 1

0
dωj :Itezjωi[X i]+zjωj [X j]Iu :(zj)

−Nzj [ij]fpq,rs
tu

zij

∫ 1

0
dωi

∫ 1

0
dωj :∂zj

(
zjItezjωi[X i]

)
ezjωj [X j]Iu :(zj) .

(9.77)

The second line of this expression may be expressed as a combination of conformal and
Kac-Moody descendants along the lines of [117, 118]. The integration variables ωi are
reminiscent of “Feynman parameters”. We will soon see how they arise as genuine Feynman
parameters when computing the celestial OPE through bulk Feynman diagrams.

The first term in (9.77) is the more interesting primary term. It can be succinctly
summarized as

Ja(zi, λ̃i) Jb(zj , λ̃j) ∼ −
Nz2j [i j]fabc

z2ij

∫ 1

0
dωi

∫ 1

0
dωj Jc(zj , ωiλ̃i + ωj λ̃j) . (9.78)

This is what we will spend most of our time reproducing from the bulk. The second
term in (9.77) is proportional to [i j]/zij , so it is easily disentangled from the contribu-
tions (9.74), (9.78) that sit at orders 1/zij and [i j]/z2ij respectively. Reproducing it from
the bulk is left to future work.

Celestial OPE from collinear limits in the bulk. The bulk quantity that computes
the celestial OPE is what is known as (in the scattering amplitudes literature) the tree level
splitting function. The tree level splitting function tells us the collinear singularities in any
amplitude or, more generally, in any form factor. Its relevance for celestial holography was
realized in [119, 120]. It can also be thought of as a Berends-Giele current [121].

Since WZW4 is a gauge-fixed version of self-dual Yang-Mills, we can identify (for rather
formal reasons) the tree level splitting function of WZW4 with the terms in the tree level
splitting function of self-dual Yang-Mills theory which only involve positive helicity states.
One very concrete statement of one aspect of our duality is then:
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Conjecture 3. The tree level splitting function of self-dual Yang-Mills on Burns space, for
gauge group SO(8), is precisely the OPE of the large N chiral algebra.

Let us now explain how to compute the celestial OPE (or splitting function) from the
bulk. The 3-point interactions of WZW4 on a scalar-flat Kähler manifold M were displayed
in (2.30). If one starts with three solutions ϕi, ϕj , ϕk of the adjoint-valued Laplace equation,
their scattering amplitude in WZW4 is found by evaluating the on-shell 3-point vertex

i
24π2

∫
M
ω ∧ tr

(
ϕ [∂ϕ, ∂̄ϕ]

)
(9.79)

on the combination ϕ = εiϕi + εjϕj + εkϕk and extracting the coefficient of εiεjεk. Recall
that we are using the notation [∂ϕ, ∂̄ϕ] ≡ ∂ϕ ∧ ∂̄ϕ+ ∂̄ϕ ∧ ∂ϕ as is appropriate for the Lie
bracket of 1-forms. Thus, the 3-point amplitude reads

A(ϕi, ϕj , ϕk) =
i

24π2
∫
M
ω ∧ tr

(
ϕk
(
[∂ϕi, ∂̄ϕj ] + [∂ϕj , ∂̄ϕi]

)
+ cyclic

)
. (9.80)

Instead of trying to determine this 3-point amplitude in all its glory, we confine ourselves to
computing its expansion in small ⟨i j⟩. This defines the so-called holomorphic collinear limit.

We also remark that in past work, we actually have computed this 3-point amplitude
to leading order in the backreaction, and the result matches the correlator of three leading
soft gluon currents J [0, 0] in the dual chiral algebra. We will omit repeating the details
of that approach here, but the interested reader is referred to the supplemental materials
of [36] for the computation. Alternatively, an analogous computation involving two gluons
ϕi, ϕj and a gravitational E-type mode ρEk will be performed in the next section.

What we will compute now is the holographic OPE. The holographic OPE of two
states ϕi ≡ ϕai(x|λi, λ̃i), ϕj is defined to be the “off-shell state” ϕij such that the linear
combination

εiϕi + εjϕj + εiεjϕij (9.81)

solves the nonlinear field equation (2.31) to first order in the product εiεj . To this order,
the field equation reads

ω ∧ ∂∂̄ϕij = −
1
2 ω ∧

(
[∂ϕi, ∂̄ϕj ] + [∂ϕj , ∂̄ϕi]

)
. (9.82)

From this, one observes that the “2-point amplitude” of an on-shell state ϕk and the off-shell
state ϕij , a priori defined to be

A(ϕij , ϕk) = −
i

8π2
∫
M
ω ∧ tr

(
∂ϕij ∧ ∂̄ϕk + ∂ϕk ∧ ∂̄ϕij

)
, (9.83)

computes the on-shell 3-point amplitude (9.80) on integrating by parts and summing over
cyclic permutations of the particle labels i, j, k. This idea is again adapted from the
perturbiner formalism [115, 116]. In the flat space limit N → 0, the OPE ϕij reduces to
the usual notion of a (holomorphic) collinear splitting function.

In what follows, we will solve the field equation for ϕij order-by-order in the backreaction.
Crucially, this takes the form of a series in ⟨i j⟩ whose coefficients can be expressed in terms
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Figure 6. The holographic OPE as the collinear expansion of a partially off-shell 3-point vertex.
The vertical line represents the celestial sphere.

of on-shell states. Plugging this expansion into (9.83) and summing over permutations,
one obtains an expansion of the 3-point amplitude A(ϕi, ϕj , ϕk) as a series in ⟨i j⟩ whose
coefficients are on-shell 2-point amplitudes. This is exactly the way a holographic correlator
is supposed to behave. And indeed, following this computation, we will apply our holographic
dictionary to convert this into a celestial OPE. An independent computation in the chiral
algebra will then match this celestial OPE on the nose.

Remembering the expression (7.1) for the Laplacian on Kähler manifolds, along with
the normalization convention ω2 = −2

√
|g| d4x, one can invert (9.82) to find the solution

ϕij(x) = i
∫
M
ω ∧

(
[∂ϕi, ∂̄ϕj ] + [∂ϕj , ∂̄ϕi]

)∣∣∣
x′
G(x, x′) , (9.84)

where the integral is over spacetime points x′ ∈M , and G(x, x′) is the Green’s function of
the Laplacian satisfying

△xG(x, x′) =
1√
|g|

δ4(x− x′) . (9.85)

We anticipate that the result of the integral (9.84) will be expandable on universal singular-
ities in ⟨i j⟩ = zij , with coefficients that are on-shell states. This “splitting” idea is depicted
in figure 6, with the right hand side showing the rough structure of the holographic OPE.

To be clear, the Green’s function here is just the scalar propagator and does not contain
any color factors. On Burns space M = C̃2, an explicit expression for this propagator can
be read off by stripping the color factor from the adjoint-valued propagator that we arrived
at in (7.46):

G(x, x′) = − 1
8π2

(
∥u− u′∥2 + N |[uu′]|2

∥u∥2∥u′∥2

)−1

, (9.86)

where xαα̇ = (uα̇, ûα̇) and x′αα̇ = (u′α̇, û′α̇), etc. This is the Green’s function of the
Laplacian on Burns space. We will use this in conjunction with formula (9.84) to determine
our holographic OPE.

In the integrand of (9.84), partition the Kähler form (3.36) into its flat space part and
the backreaction:

ω = ω0 +Nω1 , ω0 = i duα̇ ∧ dûα̇ , ω1 =
i [u du] ∧ [û dû]

∥u∥4
. (9.87)
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At the same time, the Green’s function admits the expansion

G(x, x′) =
∞∑
n=0

NnGn(x, x′) , Gn(x, x′) = G0(x, x′)
(

−1
∥u− u′∥2

|[uu′]|2
∥u∥2∥u′∥2

)n
, (9.88)

with G0(x, x′) being the flat space propagator

G0(x, x′) = −
1

8π2
1

∥u− u′∥2
= − 1

4π2
1

(x− x′)2 . (9.89)

Also recall the expansions (9.20) of the quasi-momentum eigenstates, with coefficients given
by (9.17).

Using these, let’s expand ϕij(x) as a power series in N ,

ϕij(x) = [Tai ,Taj ]
∞∑
p=0

Npϕpij(x) . (9.90)

Matching ϕpij with the term of order Np on right hand side of (9.84) yields

ϕpij(x) =
∑

ℓ+m+n=p
i
∫
C̃2
ω0 ∧

(
∂ϕmi ∧ ∂̄ϕnj − ∂ϕnj ∧ ∂̄ϕmi

)∣∣∣
x′
Gℓ(x, x′)

+
∑

ℓ+m+n=p−1
i
∫
C̃2
ω1 ∧

(
∂ϕmi ∧ ∂̄ϕnj − ∂ϕnj ∧ ∂̄ϕmi

)∣∣∣
x′
Gℓ(x, x′) , (9.91)

where the sums run over non-negative integers ℓ,m, n as usual. We will content ourselves
with working these out for p = 0, 1 and matching the result with predictions from the
holographic dual.

Flat space celestial OPE. The leading term ϕ0ij should reproduce the momentum
space celestial OPE of positive helicity hard gluons that one obtains in flat space [119].
Equivalently, its collinear expansion should reduce to the flat space tree level splitting
function.35

Let us verify this. To this order, only the terms ϕ0i = eipi·x/λi1λi2 contribute. Setting
p = 0 in (9.91), one can drop the second sum, whereas the first sum reduces to a single
Fourier integral

ϕ0ij = −
(λi1λj2 + λi2λj1)[i j]

λi1λi2λj1λj2

∫
d4x′ ei(pi+pj)·x′G0(x, x′) . (9.92)

Because the flat space propagator solves (△0)xG0(x, x′) = δ4(x− x′), one notes that this is
just the solution of a sourced flat space Laplace equation,

△0ϕ
0
ij = −

(λi1λj2 + λi2λj1)[i j]
λi1λi2λj1λj2

ei(pi+pj)·x , (9.93)

35A useful exposition of collinear limits of flat space amplitudes may be found in [122].
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where△0 = ∂αα̇∂αα̇ is the Laplacian on R4. Solving this does not actually require performing
the integral in (9.92), as one can easily guess the value of △−1

0 ei(pi+pj)·x:

ϕ0ij = −
(λi1λj2 + λi2λj1)[i j]

λi1λi2λj1λj2

ei(pi+pj)·x

i2(pi + pj)2

= (λi1λj2 + λi2λj1)
2λi1λi2λj1λj2

ei(pi+pj)·x

⟨i j⟩

∼ λj1
λi1

1
⟨i j⟩

1
λj1λj2

exp
(
ixαα̇λjα

(
λ̃jα̇ + λi1

λj1
λ̃iα̇

))
. (9.94)

The second line is the exact result. The third line displays the singular term in its
holomorphic collinear expansion around ⟨i j⟩ = 0. It has been obtained by eliminating λi2
using λi2 = (⟨i j⟩ + λi1λj2)/λj1, then expanding in ⟨i j⟩. The weird factors of λi1/λj1 in
various places are present purely to ensure correct little group scalings. We also remark
that, as the Fourier transform of 1/(x− x′)2 is well-known, one can also obtain (9.94) by
direct integration of (9.92) for real pµi + pµj and analytic continuation to complex momenta.

To recast this as an OPE expansion of a 2d CFT, it is useful to fix the little group
scalings by setting λiα = (1, zi), λjα = (1, zj). Expanding in small zij gives the singular
part of the leading OPE

ϕij ∼
[Tai ,Taj ]

zij
ϕ0(x|zj , λ̃i + λ̃j) + O(N) . (9.95)

We have denoted by ϕ0(x|z, λ̃) the flat space momentum eigenstate ei⟨λ|x|λ̃]/λ1λ2 for the
little group fixing λα = (1, z). This is the expected Kac-Moody OPE of two positive helicity
hard gluons. It encodes the celestial OPE of infinitely many soft gluons, as was first realized
in [4]. Having obtained consistency with the bottom-up expectations of celestial holography,
we are emboldened to embark on computing some backreaction effects!

Absence of branch cuts in the celestial OPE. Before we embark on the rather
challenging computation of the OPE in the backreacted geometry, let us explain why the
celestial OPE must always yield a rational functional of the kinematic variables [i j], ⟨i j⟩.
From the CFT point of view this is of course obvious. However, certain intermediate steps
in the OPE computation can lead to logarithms, and it is useful to have a general conceptual
argument for why they must all cancel in the end.

Recall that the celestial OPE is defined by

ϕij(x) = i
∫
M
ω ∧

(
[∂ϕi, ∂̄ϕj ] + [∂ϕj , ∂̄ϕi]

)∣∣∣
x′
G(x, x′) . (9.96)

We then take the limit as pi · pj → 0 and retain the singular part.
However, we don’t have to use the full Green’s function to compute the celestial OPE.

The Green’s function can be written as an integral of the heat kernel:

G(x, x′) =
∫ ∞

0
dtKt(x, x′) (9.97)
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(This is a version of the Schwinger parameterization). We can consider the Green’s function
with an infrared cutoff:

GT (x, x′) =
∫ T

0
dtKt(x, x′) (9.98)

Unlike the actual Green’s function, the IR cutoff Green’s function has exponential decay
for ∥x− x′∥ large:

GT (x, x′) ∼ e−∥x−x′∥2/T (9.99)

We will show that the celestial OPE defined using the infra-red cutoff is the same as the
OPE defined using the Green’s function. The OPE is only sensitive to the UV singularities
in the Green’s function.

Although we present the argument with the heat-kernel cutoff, it will be clear that any
reasonable IR cutoff can be used.

The celestial OPE with the IR cutoff is

ϕTij(x) = i
∫
M
ω ∧

(
[∂ϕi, ∂̄ϕj ] + [∂ϕj , ∂̄ϕi]

)∣∣∣
x′
GT (x, x′) . (9.100)

If send T →∞, obviously it becomes our original expression for the celestial OPE. On the
other hand, we can differentiate it with respect to T to get

∂Tϕ
T
ij(x) = i

∫
M
ω ∧

(
[∂ϕi, ∂̄ϕj ] + [∂ϕj , ∂̄ϕi]

)∣∣∣
x′
KT (x, x′) . (9.101)

The heat kernel KT (x, x′) has rapid decay when ∥x− x′∥ is large, and (unlike the Green’s
function) has no singularities when ∥x− x′∥ is small. This implies that the integral∫

x
F (x)KT (x, x′) (9.102)

is absolutely convergent for any function F which grows like P (x)eC∥x∥ for any polynomial
P and constant C. In particular, the integral

i
∫
M
ω ∧

(
[∂ϕi, ∂̄ϕj ] + [∂ϕj , ∂̄ϕi]

)∣∣∣
x′
KT (x, x′) , (9.103)

converges absolutely even in the collinear limit pi · pj → 0.
This tells us that the singular part of the celestial OPE, defined with the IR cutoff

propagator GT (x, x′), is independent of T . It remains the same in the T →∞ limit. The
singular part is, of course, what we are ultimately interested in.

Let us now verify that the celestial OPE (defined using the IR cutoff propagator) is an
entire analytic function of the complex momenta pi, and so has no branch cuts. Let us look
again at equation (9.100). For any value of the momenta, the term depending on the ϕi
has growth bounded by an exponential:∥∥∥[∂ϕi, ∂̄ϕj ] + [∂ϕj , ∂̄ϕi]

∥∥∥ ≤ P (x)eC∥x∥ (9.104)

for some polynomial P and constant C, which both depend on the momenta pi.
For large ∥x− x′∥, we have

GT (x, x′) ≤ Ce−∥x−x′∥2/T (9.105)
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for some constant C. Therefore, the integral (9.100) converges absolutely in the IR region
∥x− x′∥ ≫ 0. It also converges in the UV region, simply because GT (x, x′) is a distribution.
This convergence guarantees analyticity of (9.100) as a function of the momenta.

This argument is a version of the familiar Paley-Weiner theorem, in its distributional
incarnation proved by Schwartz. This result states that the Fourier transform of a distri-
bution (in this case GT (x, x′)) with sufficiently rapid decay is always an entire analytic
function of the momenta.

Celestial OPE with backreaction. At p = 1, one encounters three terms in the
sum (9.91). Let us list them in order of increasing complexity that we will encounter when
evaluating them,

ϕpij = I1ij + I2ij + I3ij . (9.106)

The first of these comes from setting ℓ = m = n = p− 1 = 0 in the second line of (9.91),

I1ij = −
∫
R4

u′α̇û′β̇

∥u′∥4
(
∂ϕ0i
∂u′α̇

∂ϕ0j

∂û′β̇
−
∂ϕ0j
∂u′α̇

∂ϕ0i
∂û′β̇

)
G0(x, x′) d4x′ . (9.107)

The ϕmi , ϕnj are all implicitly evaluated at u′. The integral has again been written as an
integral over R4, meant in the sense of appropriate regularizations at the origin. The second
term arises by setting ℓ = 1,m = n = 0 in the first line of (9.91),

I2ij = −
∫
R4
ϵα̇β̇

(
∂ϕ0i
∂u′α̇

∂ϕ0j

∂û′β̇
−
∂ϕ0j
∂u′α̇

∂ϕ0i
∂û′β̇

)
G1(x, x′) d4x′ . (9.108)

The final term is the most involved to compute, but also the term that will give rise to the
actual backreaction effects in the OPE,

I3ij = −
∫
R4
ϵα̇β̇

(
∂ϕ1i
∂u′α̇

∂ϕ0j

∂û′β̇
−
∂ϕ0j
∂u′α̇

∂ϕ1i
∂û′β̇

− (i↔ j)
)
G0(x, x′) d4x′ . (9.109)

We will evaluate all three as series in ⟨i j⟩. Let us also recall the leading and subleading
terms in the scattering wavefunctions that we will need:

ϕ0i (x) =
eipi·x

λi1λi2
, ϕ1i (x) = −

[u i][û i]
∥u∥2

∫ 1

0
dsi si eisipi·x (9.110)

and similarly for ϕ0j , ϕ1j .
In the course of evaluating these terms, we will encounter spacetime integrals of the

form
Sm,n(k, x) =

1
8π2

∫ d4x′ eik·x′

[(x′ − x)2/2]m(x′2/2)n , m, n ∈ Z+ (9.111)

For instance, plugging in the values of ϕ0i , ϕ0j in I1ij , and simplifiying using ∥u′∥2 = x′2/2,
∥u′ − u∥2 = (x′ − x)2/2, along with the intertwining relations ∂λi1eipi·x′ = i[u′i]eipi·x′ , etc.,
we find that

I1ij =
1

λi1λi2λj1λj2

(
λi1λj2∂λi1∂λj2 − λi2λj1∂λi2∂λj1

)
S1,2(pi + pj , x) (9.112)
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So it is worthwile computing Sm,n(k, x) in some generality.
The integration technique that we apply to compute it is a 4d adaptation of methods

developed in [123] to Fourier transform products of 3d Coulomb potentials with differing
centers. It is culturally appealing to see that, in this way, our calculations happen to be
souped-up cousins of standard calculations performed in quantum chemistry.

One begins by performing a Feynman parametrization to combine the two propagator
denominators:

Sm,n(k, x) =
1

8π2
Γ(m+ n)
Γ(m)Γ(n)

∫ 1

0
ds sm−1 (1− s)n−1

∫ d4x′ eik·(x′+sx)
[(x′2 + s(1− s)x2)/2]m+n , (9.113)

having shifted x′ 7→ x′ + sx for further simplification. A further Schwinger parametrization
allows for the evaluation of the spacetime integral as a Fourier transform of a Gaussian:

Sm,n(k, x) =
1

8π2
1

Γ(m)Γ(n)

∫ 1

0
ds sm−1 (1− s)n−1 eisk·x

×
∫ ∞

0
dt tm+n−1

∫
d4x′ eik·x′−t(x′2+s(1−s)x2)/2

= 1
2Γ(m)Γ(n)

∫ 1

0
ds sm−1 (1− s)n−1 eisk·x

∫ ∞

0
dt tm+n−3 e−ts(1−s)x2/2 e−k2/2t .

(9.114)

In practice, this is the formula for Sm,n that we use when evaluating the λiα, λjα derivatives
in expressions like (9.112).

The t integral can also be performed explicitly using the Schläfli integral formula for
modified Bessel functions of the second kind,

Kν(z) =
1
2

(
z

2

)ν ∫ ∞

0

dt
tν+1 e

−t−z2/4t , (9.115)

valid if the real part of z2 is positive. This yields

Sm,n(k, x) =
(k2/x2)m+n−2

2

Γ(m)Γ(n)

∫ 1

0
ds s

m−n
2 (1− s)

n−m
2 eisk·xKm+n−2

(√
s(1− s)k2x2

)
(9.116)

where the t integral has been performed for x2 > 0, k2 > 0. As always, we analytically
continue the final result to complex k2, at least as long as the s integral converges. It does
not seem possible to perform the s integral in closed form, but it is amenable to a series
expansion in k2 (which is what we ultimately seek).

To find (9.112), we need S1,2(pi + pj , x). Reading this off from (9.114) and evaluating
the derivatives, one finds

I1ij =
1

2λi1λi2λj1λj2

∫ 1

0
ds (1− s) eis(pi+pj)·x

∫ ∞

0
dt e−ts(1−s)∥u∥2 e−⟨i j⟩[i j]/t

×
[
s2
(
λi2λj1[û i][u j]− λi1λj2[u i][û j]

)
− ⟨i j⟩[i j]

2

t2
(λi1λj2 + λi2λj1)

+[i j]
t

(
λi1λj2

(
isλi1[u i] + isλj2[û j] + 1

)
+ λi2λj1

(
isλi2[û i] + isλj1[u j] + 1

))]
.

(9.117)
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Integrating over t using the integral representation (9.115) converts this to

I1ij =
1

λi1λi2λj1λj2

∫ 1

0
ds (1− s) eis(pi+pj)·x

×
[
s2
(
λi2λj1[û i][u j]− λi1λj2[u i][û j]

)√ ⟨i j⟩[i j]
s(1− s)∥u∥2 K1

(√
4s(1− s)∥u∥2⟨i j⟩[i j]

)

− ⟨i j⟩[i j]2 (λi1λj2 + λi2λj1)
√
s(1− s)∥u∥2
⟨i j⟩[i j] K1

(√
4s(1− s)∥u∥2⟨i j⟩[i j]

)
+ [i j]

(
λi1λj2

(
isλi1[u i] + isλj2[û j] + 1

)
+ λi2λj1

(
isλi2[û i] + isλj1[u j] + 1

))
×K0

(√
4s(1− s)∥u∥2⟨i j⟩[i j]

)]
. (9.118)

As this cannot be reduced any further, we must resort to series expanding in small ⟨i j⟩.
At integer arguments, the leading terms in the series expansions of K0(z), K1(z) and

K2(z) for small z are given by

K0(z) = −γE − log z2 + z2

4

(
1− γE − log z2

)
+O(z3) (9.119)

K1(z) =
1
z
− z

4

(
1− 2γE − 2 log z2

)
+O(z3) (9.120)

K2(z) =
2
z2
− 1

2 + z2

32

(
3− 4γE − 4 log z2

)
+O(z3) , (9.121)

where γE denotes the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Terms like zn log z with n > 0 vanish
in the z → 0 limit, so will not contribute to the singular part of our OPE computation.
Terms like log z will give rise to log ⟨i j⟩ singularities, but they are destined to cancel among
themselves to ensure the absence of branch cuts.36 The remaining contributions of interest
will be generated by the terms containing non-logarithmic poles.

Let’s use these expansions to study I1ij . If we eliminate λi2 in favor of ⟨i j⟩ by substituting
λi2 = (⟨i j⟩+ λi1λj2)/λj1, and expand around ⟨i j⟩ = 0, we find that the second and third
lines of (9.118) do not generate any singular terms in ⟨i j⟩. On the other hand, the third
line only generates a mild logarithmic singularity, leading to the asymptotics

I1ij ∼ −
1
2
[i j] log ⟨i j⟩
λi1λj2

∫ 1

0
ds (1− s) eispij ·x(ispij · x+ 2)

= −1
2
[i j] log ⟨i j⟩
λi1λj2

1F1(1, 2 | ipij · x) ∼ O(log ⟨i j⟩) , (9.122)

where we have only displayed terms that are singular in the ⟨i j⟩ → 0 limit. As a matter of
abbreviation, we have also introduced an effective null momentum

pij,αα̇ = λjα

(
λ̃jα̇ + λj1

λi1
λ̃iα̇

)
(9.123)

36Although this holds quite generally due to our heat kernel arguments, it is good to see that very similar
evaluations of the celestial OPE on Eguchi-Hanson display similar cancellations of the logs [35]. We thank
Roland Bittleston for bringing this to our attention.
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that any state on the right hand side of our OPEs would carry. It equals the exchanged
momentum pi + pj modulo terms of order ⟨i j⟩.

Since it only contains a logarithmic singularity, this result for I1ij does not contribute to
the celestial OPE. This is because, by our heat kernel arguments earlier, the final answer for
the celestial OPE cannot have branch cuts. And more generally, we expect the logarithmic
singularities to not contribute to on-shell observables. Hence, we choose to neglect terms
involving log ⟨i j⟩ and only focus on rational singularities. The twistorial arguments of
section 6.3 show that any branch cuts must also drop out from actual 3-point amplitudes,
but it will be interesting to verify this explicitly.

The second term to compute is I2ij . Plugging in the plane wave states corresponding to
ϕ0i , ϕ

0
j , one observes that it is just a Fourier transform of G1(x, x′):

I2ij = −
(λi1λj2 + λi2λj1)[i j]

λi1λi2λj1λj2

∫
d4x′ ei(pi+pj)·x′G1(x, x′) . (9.124)

The first order in N term in the Green’s function is read off from (9.88) to be

G1(x, x′) =
1

8π2
[uu′][û û′]

∥u− u′∥4∥u∥2∥u′∥2
, (9.125)

having remembered that |[uu′]|2 = [uu′][uu′] = [uu′][û û′]. We would like to replace the
factor of [uu′][û û′] in the numerator with derivatives in external data. To this end, let us
expand uα̇, u′α̇, ûα̇, û′α̇ in the natural constant basis of spinors λ̃α̇i , λ̃α̇j . This allows us to
rewrite the numerator as

[uu′][û û′] = ([u i][u′j]− [u j][u′i])([û i][û′j]− [û j][û′i])
[i j]2 . (9.126)

Making the replacements [u′i]↔ −i∂λi1 , [û′i]↔ −i∂λi2 , etc., we then get

I2ij =
(λi1λj2 + λi2λj1)

λi1λi2λj1λj2[i j]∥u∥2
(
[u i]∂λj1− [u j]∂λi1

)(
[û i]∂λj2− [û j]∂λi2

)
S2,1(pi+pj , x) . (9.127)

The rest of the calculation is similar to I1ij , so we will be brief.
Reading off the value of S2,1(pi + pj , x) from (9.114), computing the derivatives, and

integrating over t, one finds

I2ij = −
(λi1λj2 + λi2λj1)[i j]

λi1λi2λj1λj2

∫ 1

0
ds s eis(pi+pj)·x

[
K0

(√
4s(1− s)∥u∥2⟨i j⟩[i j]

)

+
(
λi2[u i] + λj2[u j]

)(
λi1[û i] + λj1[û j]

)√ s(1− s)
⟨i j⟩[i j]∥u∥2

×K1

(√
4s(1− s)∥u∥2⟨i j⟩[i j]

)]
. (9.128)

Expanding the integrand in small ⟨i j⟩ by eliminating λi2 as before, and integrating over
s, we obtain a relevant singularity only from the K1 Bessel function (neglecting terms
containing log ⟨i j⟩ by invoking the absence of branch cuts)

I2ij ∼ −
1
⟨i j⟩

1
λi1λj2

1
2
(uα̇pij,1α̇)(ûβ̇pij,2β̇)

∥u∥2 1F1(2, 3 | ipij · x) + O(log ⟨i j⟩) . (9.129)
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Comparing with (9.17), this is easily recognized to be 1/⟨i j⟩ times the order N term in
a quasi-momentum eigenstate of momentum pij . It combines with the leading flat space
OPE (9.94) to inject backreaction into the state accompanying the 1/⟨i j⟩ singularity. But
this is still just the leading OPE. The nontrivial OPE at order 1/⟨i j⟩2 only gets generated
through the third term I3ij .

Substituting the expressions for ϕ1i , ϕ0j , etc., let’s write out I3ij in full:

I3ij =
1

λj1λj2

∫ 1

0
dsi

{
(λi1λj2 + λi2λj1)[i j] ∂λi1∂λi2S1,1(sipi + pj , x)

+ 1
si

(
λj1∂

2
λi1∂λj2 − λj2∂

2
λi2∂λj1

)
S1,2(sipi + pj , x)

}
− (i↔ j) . (9.130)

Plugging in the values of S1,1 and S1,2 produces the following combination of Bessel functions

I3ij =−
∫ 1

0
ds
∫ 1

0
dsi eis(sipi+pj)·x

×
{
[ij]2
⟨ij⟩

s2(1−s)si∥u∥2(λi1λj2+λi2λj1)K2

(√
4s(1−s)∥u∥2si⟨ij⟩[ij]

)
+issi[ij]2

(
si⟨ij⟩
λj1λj2

(
λj1[ui]+λj2[û i]

)
+2ssi

(
λi1[ui]−λi2[û i]

)
+(1−s)

(
λj1[uj]−λj2[û j]

))

×
√
s(1−s)∥u∥2
si⟨ij⟩[ij]

K1

(√
4s(1−s)∥u∥2si⟨ij⟩[ij]

)
+ ssi[ij]
λj1λj2

(
ssi[ui][û i](λi1λj2+λi2λj1)+s(1−s)

(
siλi1λj1[ui]2+siλi2λj2[û i]2

)
+2s(1−s)λj1λj2

(
[ui][û j]+[uj][û i]

)
−2i(1−s)

(
λj1[ui]+λj2[û i]

))
×K0

(√
4s(1−s)∥u∥2si⟨ij⟩[ij]

)

+is3(1−s)si(λj1[ui]2[û j]−λj2[û i]2[uj])
λj1λj2

√
si⟨ij⟩[ij]
s(1−s)∥u∥2K1

(√
4s(1−s)∥u∥2si⟨ij⟩[ij]

)}
−(i↔ j) . (9.131)

The main difference between this term and the previous two terms is that now the derivatives
have produced a Bessel K2. It is this K2 function whose series expansion will finally
reproduce the anticipated 1/⟨i j⟩2 singularity in the OPE.

To show this, use the series expansion K2(z) ∼ 2/z2 around z = 0 mentioned in (9.121).
It is clear from (9.131) that the terms containing K1 or K0 would expand into singularities
of the type [i j]/⟨i j⟩ or log ⟨i j⟩. As we are only interested in extracting the [i j]/⟨i j⟩2 and
1/⟨i j⟩ singularities, we suppress the rest to find the small ⟨i j⟩ expansion

I3ij ∼ −
λi1λj2[i j]
⟨i j⟩2

{∫
[0,1]2

dsi ds s eis(sipi+pj)·x +
∫
[0,1]2

dsj ds s eis(pi+sjpj)·x
}

+O
( [i j]
⟨i j⟩

, log ⟨i j⟩
)
. (9.132)
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Performing the change of variables ωi = ssi, ωj = s in the first integral, and ωi = s, ωj = ssj
in the second integral, one can combine the two integrals to find

I3ij ∼ −
λi1λj2[i j]
⟨i j⟩2

∫
[0,1]2

dωi dωj ei(ωipi+ωjpj)·x +O
( [i j]
⟨i j⟩

, log ⟨i j⟩
)
. (9.133)

Substituting the little group fixed spinor-helicity variables λiα = (1, zi), etc., this reduces to
the expected collinear singularity

I3ij ∼ −
z2j [i j]
z2ij

∫
[0,1]2

dωi dωj
ei(ωipi+ωjpj)·x

zj
+O

( [i j]
zij

, log ⟨i j⟩
)
. (9.134)

Since the result (9.122) for I1ij only contained a log singularity, all that’s left is to put I2ij
and I3ij together.

Combining the result (9.95) for the order N0 OPE with the results (9.129) and (9.133),
and fixing the little group scalings, we obtain the backreacted celestial OPE,

ϕij ∼
faiaj

b

zij
ϕb(x|zj , λ̃i + λ̃j)−

Nz2j [i j]faiaj
b

z2ij

∫ 1

0
dωi

∫ 1

0
dωj ϕb(x|zj , ωiλ̃i + ωj λ̃j) , (9.135)

valid up to terms of order N2 or terms proportional to [i j]/zij . Comparing this with the
OPEs (9.74), (9.78) obtained from 2d Wick contractions, we find a perfect match with the
predictions of our celestial CFT.

9.3 Tests involving gravitational modes

Up till now, we have only computed observables involving gluon degrees of freedom ϕ. A
similar calculation of two and three point amplitudes involving only the Kähler perturbations
ρ is tough, so for the purposes of this work, we focus on 3-point scattering of two gluon
modes against an E-type gravitational mode.

In what follows, we will compute the OPE of a gravitational mode ρEi with a gluon
mode ϕj using the dual chiral algebra. We will show that this matches the OPE computed
from solving the equations of motion of WZW4 coupled to Mabuchi gravity, although we
will not venture beyond the simple pole 1/zij for now. Following this, we will explicitly
compute the 3-point amplitude to order N and show that it takes the expected form.

ρϕ → ϕ OPE and 3-point amplitude from the chiral algebra. The operator dual
to ρEi is

E(zi, λ̃i) =
1
z2i

{
Tr exp(zi[X(zi) i])− 1

}
. (9.136)

Its OPE with a hard gluon operator J(zj , λ̃j) to zeroth order in N is computed by performing
a single XX Wick contraction,

E(zi, λ̃i) Jrs(zj , λ̃j) ∼
zizj
z2i

[i j]
zij

:Ir(zj)ezi[X(zi) i]+zj [X(zj) j]Is(zj) : + · · · . (9.137)

An example of this is depicted in double-line notation in figure 7.
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Figure 7. Scattering gluons off Mabuchi gravitons: a view from the boundary. Such XX Wick
contractions contribute to the E J ∼ J OPE. Each line denotes a contraction on the Sp(N) indices.
There are no closed loops or factors of N generated at the displayed order.

In simplifying this, we have freely commuted factors of [X(zi) i] past factors of [X(zj) j]
inside the normal ordering. This uses the fact that X 1̇, X 2̇ — viewed as N ×N matrices

— commute in the large N limit due to the ADHM constraint (4.9). Expanding around
zij = 0 yields the OPE

E(zi, λ̃i) Jrs(zj , λ̃j) ∼
[i j]
zij

Jrs(zj , λ̃i + λ̃j) + O(N) . (9.138)

One can also compute the OPE to higher order in N , but reproducing it from the bulk
promises to be a daunting task.

It is a straightforward matter to evaluate the 3-point amplitude A(ρEi , ϕj , ϕk) to leading
order in N using such Wick contractions. Since we subtracted off E[0, 0] = 1 when defining
E(z, λ̃) in (8.17), the 3-point correlator again starts at first order in N ,〈

E(zi, λ̃i) Jpq(zj , λ̃j) Jrs(zk, λ̃k)
〉

= zj
zi

〈
Tr [X i](zi) :Ip[X j]Iq : (zj) :IrIs : (zk)

〉
+ zk
zi

〈
Tr [X i](zi) :IpIq : (zj) :Ir[X k]Is : (zk)

〉
+O(N2) . (9.139)

Performing maximal Wick contractions using the OPE (4.6) that keeps the center of mass
modes in play, one finds the following prediction for the amplitude:

A(ρEi , ϕj , ϕk) = −
N tr(Taj Tak

)
z2jk

{
[i j]
zij

zj
zi

+ [i k]
zik

zk
zi

}
+O(N2) , (9.140)

having identified Taj ↔ Tpq, Tak
↔ Trs, and used (9.3) to identify the color factor as a

trace. This brings us to the bulk computation.

ρϕ → ϕ OPE from the bulk. To see this OPE emerging from the collinear splitting
function in the bulk, we simply repeat the strategy of the previous section. As was explained
in section 2.3, the WZW4 model couples to Kähler perturbations by the shift ω 7→ ω+i ∂∂̄ρ:

SWZW4 [ϕ, ρ] = −
i

8π2
∫ (

ω + i ∂∂̄ρ
)
∧ tr

(
∂ϕ ∧ ∂̄ϕ

)
+O(ϕ3) , (9.141)

where ω is the Kähler form of Burns space. The equation of motion of ϕ, including the ρϕ2
coupling, now takes the form

ω ∧ ∂∂̄ϕ = −i ∂∂̄ρ ∧ ∂∂̄ϕ+O(ϕ2) . (9.142)
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The right hand side gives rise to the ρϕ OPE.
The holographic OPE ϕij of a WZW4 state ϕj with a Kähler perturbation ρEi is defined

by demanding that the linear combinations

ρ = εiρ
E
i , ϕ = εjϕj + εiεjϕij (9.143)

solve the ϕ equation of motion at order εiεj . This leads to the PDE

△ϕij = −2
∂2ρEi
∂uα̇∂ûβ̇

∂2ϕj
∂uα̇∂ûβ̇

, (9.144)

which can be solved iteratively in N as in the previous section.
We will compute the OPE only to zeroth order in N , so we are free to replace △ and

ρEi , ϕj by their flat space counterparts. Plugging in

ρEi = eipi·x

λ2i1λ
2
i2
, ϕj =

Tajeipj ·x

λj1λj2
, (9.145)

one immediately finds the solution

ϕij =
[i j]
⟨i j⟩

Tajei(pi+pj)·x

λi1λi2
. (9.146)

Setting λiα = (1, zi), λjα = (1, zj), and expanding in small zij , one finds the holographic
OPE

ϕij ∼
[i j]
zij

ϕaj (x|zj , λ̃i + λ̃j) . (9.147)

This matches the prediction of the celestial chiral algebra.
More singular terms in zij will enter at higher powers of N (with each term receiving

its own set of 1/N loop corrections as usual). Their determination will be a very useful test
of our duality, but they lie beyond the scope of this paper. In the rest of this section, we
instead focus on obtaining this OPE in a different way: by directly computing the order N
term in the 3-point ρϕϕ amplitude.

ρϕϕ 3-point amplitude. Using the perturbiner formalism as before, the amplitude
for scattering a gravitational mode ρEi against two gluon modes ϕj , ϕk is given by the
symmetrized on-shell interaction vertex [124]

A(ρEi , ϕj , ϕk) =
1

8π2
∫
C̃2
∂∂̄ρEi ∧ tr

(
∂ϕj ∧ ∂̄ϕk + ∂ϕk ∧ ∂̄ϕj

)
. (9.148)

If we evaluate this as a series in N , we find that just like the 3-point ϕϕϕ amplitude,
the zeroth order term is the flat space 3-point amplitude which is distributional (see the
supplemental material to [36]). It only finds support at zi = zj = zk. We will work at
generic kinematics zi ̸= zj ̸= zk and drop this term.37 The first term of interest is then the
term of order N . This is what we will compute below.

37As always with distributional terms, it is unclear how to obtain it as a local chiral algebra correlator.
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Expand ρEi = ρE,0i +NρE,1i +O(N2), ϕj = Taj (ϕ0j +Nϕ1j +O(N2)), etc. For the Kähler
perturbation, the coefficients are read off from (7.74) (up to the usual subtraction by 1 to
remove E[0, 0]),

ρE,0i (x) = eipi·x − 1
λ2i1λ

2
i2

, ρE,1i (x) = − 1
λi1λi2

[u i][û i]
∥u∥2

∫ 1

0
dsi eisipi·x . (9.149)

The first is the flat space wavefunction, while the second is the leading order backreaction.
The 1F1(1, 2 | ipi ·x) factor in the latter has been expressed through its integral representation
as usual. For the reader’s convenience, let us also repeat the corresponding terms in the ϕ
wavefunctions,

ϕ0j (x) =
eipj ·x

λj1λj2
, ϕ1j (x) = −

[u j][û j]
∥u∥2

∫ 1

0
dsj sj eisjpj ·x . (9.150)

Similar expressions for ϕ0k, ϕ1k are obtained by replacing j with k.
The 3-point amplitude can be broken down into two types of terms,

A(ρEi , ϕj , ϕk) = N tr(Taj Tak
)
{
Iijk + Jijk + (j ↔ k)

}
+O(N2) . (9.151)

The first term is an integral containing the backreaction associated to ρEi ,

Iijk =
1

8π2
∫
C̃2
∂∂̄ρE,1i ∧ ∂ϕ0j ∧ ∂̄ϕ0k . (9.152)

The second term encodes the backreaction coming from the WZW4 fields,

Jijk =
1

8π2
∫
C̃2
∂∂̄ρE,0i ∧

(
∂ϕ1j ∧ ∂̄ϕ0k + ∂ϕ0k ∧ ∂̄ϕ1j

)
. (9.153)

As we have already developed quite a bit of technology while computing the 2-point
amplitude, evaluating these integrals proves to be relatively straightforward.

Let us start with (9.152). On the coordinate patch uα̇ ∈ C2 − 0, it expands out to

Iijk =
1

8π2
∫

d4x ∂2ρE,1i

∂uα̇∂ûβ̇

∂ϕ0j
∂uα̇

∂ϕ0k
∂ûβ̇

. (9.154)

Plugging in the various wavefunctions from (9.149) and (9.150), and remembering the
intertwining trick (9.27), this can be reduced to

Iijk =
1

λi1λi2λj2λk1

∫ 1

0
dsi
{
λi1λi2[i j][i k]∂λi1∂λi2S1(P ) +

λi1[i j]
si

∂2λi1∂λk2S2(P )

−λi2[i k]
si

∂2λi2∂λj1S2(P )−
2
s2i
∂λi1∂λi2∂λj1∂λk2S3(P )

}∣∣∣∣
P=sipi+pj+pk

. (9.155)

We have again abbreviated the spacetime integrals by defining

Sℓ(P ) =
1

8π2
∫ d4x eiP ·x

(x2/2)ℓ = 1
2Γ(ℓ)

∫ ∞

0

dt
tℓ−1 e

−tP 2/2 . (9.156)
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Their value has been obtained using (9.34).
In our case, 1

2P
2 = 1

2(sipi + pj + pk)2 = si⟨i j⟩[i j] + si⟨i k⟩[i k] + ⟨j k⟩[j k]. As in
the previous sections, the t integral is understood in the sense of analytic continuation:
evaluated for P 2 > 0, then continued to complex Pµ away from the singular locus P 2 = 0.
Thereby performing the spacetime integrals as well as the t and si integrals, one finds a
simple if somewhat obscure expression

Iijk = −
(λj1[i j] + λk1[i k])(λj2[i j] + λk2[i k])

λi1λi2 ⟨j k⟩2
(pi + pj + pk)2 + (pj + pk)2

(pi + pj + pk)4
. (9.157)

We will soon see that it drastically simplifies when combined with Jijk.
The second term (9.153) can also be written in coordinates as

Jijk =
1

8π2
∫

d4x ∂2ρE,0i

∂uα̇∂ûβ̇

(
∂ϕ1j
∂uα̇

∂ϕ0k
∂ûβ̇

+ ∂ϕ0k
∂uα̇

∂ϕ1j
∂ûβ̇

)
. (9.158)

With the aid of (9.149), (9.150), this is found to reduce to

Jijk =
1

λ2i1λ
2
i2λk1λk2

∫ 1

0
dsj

{
[i j][i k](λj1λk2 + λj2λk1)∂λj1∂λj2S1(P )

+ [i k]
sj

(
λk2∂λi1∂

2
λj2 − λk1∂λi2∂

2
λj1

)
S2(P )

}∣∣∣∣
P=pi+sjpj+pk

. (9.159)

Performing all the integrals, we are left with

Jijk = −
4 [i k] (λi1[j i] + λk1[j k])(λi2[j i] + λk2[j k])

λi1λi2 ⟨i k⟩ (pi + pj + pk)4
. (9.160)

With this, we have all the ingredients we need.
Substituting (9.157) and (9.160) into (9.151), and symmetrizing over j ↔ k as in-

structed, one finds dramatic cancellations. The final result for the 3-point amplitude
collapses to

A(ρEi , ϕj , ϕk) = −
N tr(Taj Tak

)
⟨j k⟩2

{ [i j]
⟨i j⟩

λj1λj2
λi1λi2

+ [i k]
⟨i k⟩

λk1λk2
λi1λi2

}
+O(N2) . (9.161)

An easy check is that this has little group weight −4 in i, and weight −2 in j, k each. Yet
again, this matches the chiral algebra 3-point prediction (9.140) if one sets λiα = (1, zi), etc.

It is remarkable that the 3-particle singularities 1/(pi + pj + pk)4 completely drop out,
leaving one with only 2-particle singularities that a CFT can generate. Of course, one
also finds natural singularities at the defect loci zi = 0,∞, but at this stage they result
purely from dressing the boundary operators with factors of zi to ensure the correct scaling
dimensions.38 It would be interesting to find genuine defect effects by matching nontrivial
defect conformal blocks of the chiral algebra to form-factors of operators wrapping the core
of Burns space.

38The expression (9.161) is reminiscent of Hodges’ formula [125] for MHV graviton amplitudes in flat
space, except here the reference spinors are the defect locations, and they do not drop out because we no
longer have momentum conservation.
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A More on curved twistor spaces

A.1 Twistors for self-dual spacetimes

Let M be an oriented 4-manifold equipped with a Riemannian metric g. Take θa, a =
0, 1, 2, 3, to be a local frame of the cotangent bundle of M satisfying g = δabθ

aθb. We define
its spinor equivalent θαα̇, α = 1, 2, α̇ = 1̇, 2̇, as follows

θαα̇ = 1√
2

(
θ0 + i θ3 θ2 + i θ1
−θ2 + i θ1 θ0 − i θ3

)
. (A.1)

In terms of θαα̇, the metric can be expressed as

g = ϵαβ ϵα̇β̇ θ
αα̇ θββ̇ (A.2)

where ϵαβ , ϵα̇β̇ are 2× 2 Levi-Civita symbols. Since θa are real, we observe that

θ21̇ = −θ12̇ , θ22̇ = θ11̇ . (A.3)

The dual frame of vector fields will be denoted eαα̇, so that eαα̇ ⌟ θββ̇ = δβαδ
β̇
α̇. Let Λ− and

Λ+ be the rank 3 bundles of 2-forms on M that are respectively ASD or SD with respect to
g. Denote by Σαβ ≡ Σ(αβ) and Σ̃α̇β̇ ≡ Σ̃(α̇β̇) the following choice of local frames for Λ− and
Λ+ respectively:

Σαβ = ϵαβ θ
αα̇ ∧ θββ̇ , Σ̃α̇β̇ = ϵα̇β̇ θ

αα̇ ∧ θββ̇ . (A.4)

This choice is standard in the literature [78]. These 2-forms obey the reality conditions
Σ12 = −Σ12, Σ22 = Σ11, etc.

The Levi-Civita connection Γαβ ≡ Γ(αβ) on Λ− obeys the structure equation

dΣαβ = 2Γ(α
γ ∧ Σβ)γ , (A.5)

where spinor indices are raised or lowered using the conventions (2.4). It is called the ASD
spin connection. Rotations of the frame Σαβ induce SU(2) gauge transformations on Γαβ.
The curvature of the ASD spin connection is given by

Rαβ = dΓαβ + Γαγ ∧ Γγβ . (A.6)

This computes the ASD part of the Riemann tensor 2-form. It admits a well-known
decomposition into irreps of Spin(4) ≃ SU(2)× SU(2):

Rαβ = ΨαβγδΣγδ +Φαβα̇β̇Σ̃
α̇β̇ + R

12 Σαβ (A.7)

where Ψαβγδ is the spinor equivalent of the ASD Weyl curvature, Φαβα̇β̇ the trace-free Ricci
tensor, and R the Ricci scalar.

Similarly, one can also define the SD spin connection Γ̃α̇β̇ via the structure equation
dΣ̃α̇β̇ = 2 Γ̃(α̇

γ̇ ∧ Σ̃β̇)γ̇ , and its curvature tensors are defined analogously. Putting Γαβ and
Γ̃α̇β̇ together, one obtains the full Levi-Civita connection Γαα̇ββ̇ = ϵαβΓ̃α̇β̇ + ϵα̇β̇Γαβ . This
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fits into Cartan’s structure equation for the coframe, dθαα̇ = −Γαα̇ββ̇ ∧ θββ̇ . We will work
chirally and mainly use the ASD spin connection for the construction of twistor spaces.

Twistor space Z can be defined as the projective bundle of undotted (left-handed) Weyl
spinors on M . This is well-defined even if M is not spin, because spinor representations
of Spin(4) descend to well-defined projective representations of SO(4). Alternatively, it is
diffeomorphic to the sphere bundle S(Λ−) of the bundle of ASD 2-forms on M .

Let σα be homogeneous coordinates on the CP1 fibers of the projection π : Z → M .
At a given x ∈M , a point σα on its twistor line Lx = π−1({x}) labels the almost complex
structure on T ∗

xM ⊗ C whose (1, 0)-forms are spanned by σαθ
αα̇. It is straightforward

to verify that this is metric and orientation compatible. Also introduce the quaternionic
conjugates σ̂α = (−σ2, σ1) that transform in the same SU(2) representation as σα. They
satisfy the useful property ⟨σ̂ σ⟩ = ∥σ∥2 ≡ |σ1|2 + |σ2|2. The map σα 7→ σ̂α is just the
familiar antipodal map at the level of the CP1 fibers. It lifts to Z as an involution without
fixed points, thereby inducing a real structure on Z.

Now, whereas horizontal forms on Z are canonically defined to be the span of pullbacks
of θαα̇, we need a connection on Z to define vertical 1-forms. This is provided by the ASD
spin connection, in terms of which we take

∇σα = dσα − Γαβσβ , ∇σ̂α = dσ̂α − Γαβσ̂β (A.8)

as a frame for the bundle of vertical 1-forms. The reality conditions on Γαβ resulting
from those on Σαβ ensure that ∇σ̂α = (∇̂σ)α. The Atiyah-Hitchin-Singer almost complex
structure is defined by declaring

τ = σα∇σα , θα̇ = σαθ
αα̇ (A.9)

to be a local basis of (1, 0)-forms Ω1,0(Z) and

τ̄ = σ̂α∇σ̂α

∥σ∥4
, θ̄α̇ = − σ̂αθ

αα̇

∥σ∥2
(A.10)

as a standard local basis of the complex conjugate (0, 1)-forms Ω0,1(Z). They are designed
to have zero scaling weight in σ̂α. In this almost complex structure, the canonical bundle
KZ = Ω3,0(Z) admits the local frame

τ ∧ θ1̇ ∧ θ2̇ . (A.11)

This has scaling weight +4 in the homogeneous coordinates σα. As a result, local sections
of KZ are given by φ τ ∧ θ1̇ ∧ θ2̇ for smooth functions φ(x, σ, σ̂) of weight −4 in σα and 0
in σ̂α. In particular, KZ restricts to the bundle O(−4)→ CP1 on every twistor line.

Let πp,q denote the projection of a (p + q)-form onto its (p, q) part. Starting with
the exterior derivative d on Z, the holomorphic and antiholomorphic exterior derivatives
of smooth forms α ∈ Ωp,q(Z) are defined to be the projections ∂α := πp+1,q(dα), ∂̄α :=
πp,q+1(dα). The almost complex structure is said to be integrable if d = ∂+ ∂̄. This happens
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if and only if τ, θα̇ span a closed differential ideal, or equivalently when the kernel of τ, θα̇
forms an involutive distribution of vector fields. It is a textbook calculation to verify that

dθα̇ = τ ∧ θ̄α̇ + Γ̃α̇β̇ ∧ θ
β̇ + ⟨σ̂∇σ⟩

∥σ∥2
∧ θα̇

≡ 0 mod span{τ, θα̇} , (A.12)

dτ = σασβRαβ + 2 ⟨σ̂∇σ⟩
∥σ∥2

∧ τ

≡ σασβσγσδΨαβγδ θ̄α̇ ∧ θ̄α̇ mod span{τ, θα̇} . (A.13)

Hence, the Atiyah-Hitchin-Singer almost complex structure is integrable if and only if the
ASD Weyl curvature vanishes [46, 47], i.e., (M, g) is self-dual. See [45, 101, 126] for helpful
reviews.

A.2 Applications to scalar-flat Kähler geometry

Next, let g be scalar-flat Kähler, or equivalently self-dual and Kähler. The associated Kähler
form ω gives a classic example of a globally defined, nowhere vanishing ASD 2-form (in our
conventions). With the choice of frame (A.4) for Λ−, it can be expanded as

ω = iωαβΣαβ . (A.14)

In our orientation, this should satisfy 1
2! ω

2 = −volg. Using Σαβ ∧ Σγδ = 4ϵα(γϵδ)βvolg, this
constrains the determinant of the coefficient matrix ωαβ to be

detωαβ = ω11ω22 − ω2
12 = −

1
4 . (A.15)

Demanding dω = 0 on M yields the twistor equation (see lemma 1.1 in [37])

∇(γ|γ̇ω|αβ) = 0 , (A.16)

where ∇γγ̇ωαβ = eγγ̇ωαβ + 2ωδ(αΓδβ)γγ̇ is the covariant derivative. We can pull back ωαβ

to Z and, following [37], use it to define a section of the bundle K−1/2
Z ,

ω̌ = ωαβσ
ασβ . (A.17)

As expected, this is a section of O(2) on every twistor line Lx. Computing its antiholomorphic
exterior derivative in the complex structure of Z yields

∂̄ω̌ = σασβ π0,1(∇ωαβ) = σασβσγ∇γγ̇ωαβ θ̄γ̇ = 0 , (A.18)

where ∇ωαβ ≡ θγγ̇ ∇γγ̇ωαβ . In this way, the Kähler form on M lifts to a holomorphic global
section of K−1/2

Z . Due to the reality condition ω = ω, this section is pure imaginary under
the real structure of Z, i.e., it satisfies ω̌(x, σ) = −ω(x, σ̂).

Since ω̌ and τ ∧ θ1̇ ∧ θ2̇ are both holomorphic, we conclude that scalar-flat Kähler
metrics give rise to a meromorphic 3-form on their twistor spaces:

Ω = τ ∧ θ1̇ ∧ θ2̇

ω̌2 . (A.19)
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This is manifestly invariant under scalings of σα, so is projectively well-defined. Since ω̌ is a
global section, Ω is globally defined on Z − {ω̌ = 0}. Its only singularities are double poles
at the locations of the zeroes of ω̌. Let us verify that we can recover the Kähler form (A.14)
from this 3-form by contour integrating around one of these poles as in (2.1). Introduce
affine coordinates σα = (1, σ). At fixed x ∈M , we can factorize

ω̌ = ω11σ
2 − 2ω12σ + ω22 = ω11(σ − σ+)(σ − σ−) (A.20)

in terms of x-dependent roots σ±(x) given by

σ± =
ω12 ±

√
ω2
12 − ω11ω22

ω11
. (A.21)

Similarly, we can write θα̇ = θ1α̇ + σθ2α̇ and τ = dσ + Γ11σ
2 − 2Γ12σ + Γ22. Performing a

contour integral around the pole σ = σ−, we obtain

1
2π

∮
|σ−σ−|=ε

Ω = i [Σ11 + (σ+ + σ−)Σ12 + σ+σ−Σ22]
ω2
11(σ+ − σ−)3

= iωαβΣαβ
(−4 detωαβ)3/2

. (A.22)

Remembering that detωαβ = −1
4 , this reduces precisely to (A.14). This also fixes the

overall normalization ω11 to be ω11 = (σ+ − σ−)−1.
Geometrically, the roots σ±(x) define almost complex structures on M with (1, 0)-

forms spanned by θ1α̇ + σ±θ
2α̇. The reality condition ω̌(x, σ) = −ω̌(x, σ̂) requires that

σ+ = −1/σ−, i.e., σ+ is antipodal to σ−. So the two almost complex structures are conjugate
to each other. As a result,

ω =
i ϵα̇β̇ (θ1α̇ + σ−θ

2α̇) ∧ (θ1β̇ + σ+θ
2β̇)

(σ+ − σ−)
(A.23)

is of type (1, 1) in either of these almost complex structures. Without loss of generality, we
can then identify σ− with the complex structure with respect to which ω is the Kähler form
on M . The associated (0, 1)-vector fields on M are spanned by σ−e1α̇ − e2α̇ and define the
antiholomorphic exterior derivative of smooth functions f on M ,

∂̄f = (θ2α̇ − σ−θ1α̇)
1 + |σ−|2

(e2α̇ − σ−e1α̇)f . (A.24)

The holomorphic exterior derivative ∂ on M is defined by complex conjugation.
The construction of ω̌ from ω is a special case of the Penrose transform relating solutions

of the twistor equation (A.16) to elements of H0(Z,K−1/2
Z ) [100]. In particular, the converse

of this correspondence also holds [56]: any holomorphic global section ω̌ ∈ H0(Z,K−1/2
Z )

vanishing at exactly two distinct points on every Lx and satisfying ω̌(x, σ) = −ω(x, σ̂) gives
rise to a Kähler metric on M that is conformal to its self-dual metric g.

Indeed, since ω̌|Lx is a global section of O(2)→ CP1, one can use Liouville’s theorem
to conclude that it is a degree 2 polynomial in σ of the form ω̌|Lx = ωαβ(x)σασβ. Let
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σα = (1, σ±(x)) be the roots of ω̌|Lx = 0, and use them to define a normalized global section
of the projective spinor bundle of M ,

ψα = (1, σ−)√
1 + |σ−|2

, ⟨ψ̂ ψ⟩ = ∥ψ∥2 = 1 . (A.25)

The reality condition σ+ = −1/σ− allows us to express the coefficients ωαβ as

ωαβ = φψ(αψ̂β) (A.26)

where φ(x) is a real and nowhere vanishing normalization factor that will play the role of
conformal scale.

As seen via (A.18), the holomorphicity of ω̌ is equivalent to the twistor equation (A.16)
for ωαβ . Contracting the latter with ψαψβψγ yields

ψαψβψγ∇αα̇ωβγ = 0 =⇒ ψαψβ∇αα̇ψβ = 0 . (A.27)

At the same time, a short calculation shows that

d(ψαθαα̇) = ∇ββ̇ψα θ
ββ̇ ∧ θαα̇ + Γ̃α̇β̇ ∧ ψβθ

ββ̇

≡ ψαψβ∇ββ̇ψα ψ̂δθ
δβ̇ ∧ ψ̂γθγα̇ mod span{ψαθαα̇} .

(A.28)

Hence, (A.27) is sufficient to ensure that the 1-forms ψαθαα̇ span a closed differential ideal
and give rise to a complex structure on M . The spacetime 2-form ω = i|φ|ψαψ̂βΣαβ is then
closed by virtue of (A.16), positive, and is of type (1, 1) in this complex structure, so it
yields a Kähler form on M . The associated Kähler metric is

2ωαβϵα̇β̇ θ
αα̇θββ̇ = 2|φ| · ψαθαα̇ · ψ̂βθβα̇

= |φ| ⟨ψ̂ ψ⟩ θαα̇θαα̇ = |φ| g ,
(A.29)

which is conformal to the SD metric g that we originally used to construct twistor space.
Choosing the conformal scale to be φ = 1 is then equivalent to normalizing the Kähler form
to satisfy ω2 = −2 volg. Lastly, scalar-flatness follows from self-duality of g, as proven for
instance in [50].

B Reducing twistor actions to spacetime

In sections 2.2 and 2.3, we mentioned certain holomorphic theories on twistor space Z and
the 4-dimensional integrable field theories that they give rise to on a scalar-flat Kähler
spacetime (M, g). In this appendix, we provide more details on reducing our twistor actions
to spacetime via compactification along the CP1 fibers of the twistor fibration π : Z →M .
In performing such reductions, we will use the local presentation of twistor spaces described
in appendix A.
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B.1 Holomorphic Chern-Simons theory

Let E → Z be a complex vector bundle with structure group G, and let A be a partial
connection on it as in section 2.2. We start by studying the holomorphic Chern-Simons
action given in (2.18). Its reduction to spacetime will be performed by generalizing the
methods of [127] to twistor actions on curved self-dual backgrounds.

The partial connection A can be decomposed into vertical and horizontal (0, 1)-forms
on Z in the basis (A.10):

A = A0τ̄ +Aα̇θ̄α̇ . (B.1)

The vertical part A0τ̄ acts as a partial connection on the restriction of E to the twistor lines
Lx. A is weightless in the homogeneous coordinates σα, so A0 must have weight +2 and
Aα̇ must have weight +1. Similarly, all of these have weight 0 in the complex conjugates
σ̂α. A short computation using Ψαβγδ = R = 0 establishes that

∂̄A =
(
∂̄0Aα̇ − ∂̄α̇A0

)
τ̄ ∧ θ̄α̇ + 1

2
(
∂̄α̇Aα̇ + σαΓ̃α̇β̇α

β̇Aα̇
)
θ̄γ̇ ∧ θ̄γ̇ , (B.2)

written in terms of a basis of (0, 1)-vector fields on Z,

∂̄0 = −∥σ∥2 σα
∂

∂σ̂α
, ∂̄α̇ = σα

(
eαα̇ + σβΓβγαα̇

∂

∂σγ
+ σ̂βΓβγαα̇

∂

∂σ̂γ

)
. (B.3)

This can be further simplified by noticing that σαeαα̇Aα̇ + σαΓ̃α̇β̇αβ̇Aα̇ = σα∇αα̇Aα̇, where
∇αα̇ is the Levi-Civita connection of g. This is useful when performing manipulations
involving integration-by-parts in actions like (2.18).

Plugging (B.2) in the action (2.18) shows that Aα̇ occurs quadratically. Integrating
out Aα̇ is then equivalent to imposing its equation of motion, which is seen to be

∂̄0Aα̇ − ∂̄α̇A0 + [A0,Aα̇] = 0 . (B.4)

This is the gauge constraint associated to the vertical part of the gauge symmetry (2.21).
To eliminate it, we start by defining a frame H ∈ Maps(Z,G) on the vector bundle E → Z

that trivializes the partial connection A on every twistor line,

A0 = H−1∂̄0H . (B.5)

This is possible because E was assumed to be trivial along the twistor lines. Note that H
has homogeneity 0 in σα, σ̂α. In this frame, (B.4) allows us to show that

∂̄0
(
H(∂̄α̇ +Aα̇)H−1

)
= H[∂̄0, ∂̄α̇]H−1 = 0 , (B.6)

having used the fact [∂̄0, ∂̄α̇] = 0 that can be verified by direct computation by remembering
that Γαβγγ̇ = Γβαγγ̇ . Hence, H(∂̄α̇ +Aα̇)H−1 are a pair of weight 1, globally holomorphic
functions on each CP1 fiber. By Liouville’s theorem, they must be linear in σα, so that

H(∂̄α̇ +Aα̇)H−1 = σαAαα̇ (B.7)

for some Lie algebra valued covector Aαα̇ on M .
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Putting (B.5) and (B.7) together, we obtain the partial solution

A = H−1(∂̄ + π0,1A)H (B.8)

of the equations of motion of holomorphic Chern-Simons theory. Here,

π0,1A = σαAαα̇θ̄
α̇ (B.9)

is the (0, 1) part of the pullback of A = Aαα̇θ
αα̇ to Z, and

∂̄H = ∂̄0H τ̄ + ∂̄α̇H θ̄α̇ (B.10)

can be obtained from the definition of ∂̄. To physically interpret A, one constructs a vector
bundle EM → M from the bundle E → Z satisfying π∗EM = E.39 Then A provides a
connection on EM .

The boundary conditions (2.19) on A can be used to further constrain A. To do this,
let us specialize to affine coordinates σα = (1, σ). In (A.20), we denoted the zeroes of ω̌ by
σ = σ±. We gauge fix A by imposing the conditions [38, 39]

• H depends on σ only through |σ| and is independent of arg(σ),

• H = 1 in a small neighborhood of σ = σ+ on each Lx,

• H = g in a small neighborhood of σ = σ− on each Lx,

where g(x) is a Lie algebra valued function on M containing the dynamical degree of
freedom in our theory. Evaluating (B.8) at σ = σ± in this gauge, and using the boundary
conditions A|σ=σ± = 0, we can solve for the spacetime gauge field in terms of g to find

A = −∂̄g g−1 , (B.11)

where the spacetime antiholomorphic derivative ∂̄g is defined as in (A.24) by setting f = g.
Substituting (B.8) in the holomorphic Chern-Simons action (2.18) and using the fact

that π0,1A is purely horizontal, we are left with

ShCS[A] =
1

2(2πi)3
∫
Z
Ω ∧ ∂̄ tr

(
∂̄H H−1 ∧ π0,1A

)
− 1

6(2πi)3
∫
Z
Ω ∧ tr

(
H−1∂̄H

)3
. (B.12)

Integrating the ∂̄ in the first term by parts generates a factor of

∂̄Ω=−2πi (σ+−σ−)2
{
∂σδ(σ−σ−)
(σ−σ+)2

+ ∂σδ(σ−σ+)
(σ−σ−)2

}
(1+|σ|2)2 τ̄∧τ∧θ1̇∧θ2̇ , (B.13)

having used ∂̄0 = (1+|σ|2)2 ∂σ̄, the identity ∂σ̄(σ−z)−1 = 2πi δ(σ−z), and the normalization
condition ω11(σ+−σ−) =

√
−4 detωαβ = 1 encountered in appendix A. Using this to simplify

the first term of (B.12) after integration by parts, we see that the contribution localized at
39Again, such a bundle exists because E is trivial along the fibers of π : Z → M . The fiber of EM over

x ∈ M is taken to be the vector space of sections Γ(Lx, E) that are holomorphic with respect to (∂̄ + a)|Lx .
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σ = σ+ vanishes in the aforementioned gauge. We are left with the contribution localized
at σ = σ−, which quickly reduces to

1
2(2πi)3

∫
Z
∂̄Ω ∧ tr

(
∂̄H H−1 ∧ π0,1A

)
= − 1

8π2
∫ volg
σ+ − σ−

tr
{

g−1(e2α̇g − σ+e1α̇g) g−1(e2α̇g − σ−e1α̇g)
}

= − i
8π2

∫
ω ∧ tr

(
g−1∂g ∧ g−1∂̄g

)
, (B.14)

where we have used (1+ |σ|2)2 τ̄ ∧τ ∧θ1̇∧θ2̇∧ θ̄1̇∧ θ̄2̇ = −dσ̄∧dσ∧volg for performing the σ
integral. In going from the second to the third line, we have used the identity volg = −1

2 ω
2,

the expression (A.23) for the Kähler form, and the definition (A.24) for the spacetime
antiholomorphic derivative ∂̄g (and its complex conjugate ∂g).

The second term in (B.12) reduces to a five-dimensional Wess-Zumino term. Firstly,
because Ω is a (3, 0)-form, we can trivially replace H−1∂̄H by the de Rham differential
H−1dH on twistor space. Since H is gauge fixed to be independent of the phase of σ,
the integral over σ now factorizes into a 5d integral times a contour integral of Ω over
arg(σ) ∈ S1,

− 1
6(2πi)3

∫
Z
Ω ∧ tr

(
H−1dH

)3
= −i

48π3
∫
M×R+

(∮
S1

Ω
)
∧ tr(H−1dH)3 . (B.15)

The contour integral extracts the residue at one of the two poles of Ω. Recalling (2.1), this
reproduces −2πω (the sign arises from a choice of orientation). The integral over R+ can be
converted to one over the interval [0, 1] by the change of variable |σ| = − log t. Relabeling
H ≡ g̃, one reproduces the Wess-Zumino term

i
24π2

∫
M×[0,1]

ω ∧ tr(g̃−1dg̃)3 (B.16)

displayed in (2.26).

B.2 BCOV theory

The reduction of gravitational theories like BCOV theory to spacetime is much harder in
practice. Usually, one argues equivalence of BCOV to Mabuchi gravity by showing that
their equations of motion coincide. The normalization of the spacetime action is then
evaluated in terms of the normalization of the twistor action by working in the free limit
and KK reducing just the kinetic terms along the twistor lines.

In the rest of this appendix, we provide a brief summary of the on-shell equivalence.
The interested reader is referred to [15] for more details, as well as for a determination of the
normalization from a Green-Schwarz mechanism.40 A similar but more explicit calculation
may also be found in [127], where the off-shell reduction of the twistor action of self-dual

40This is done in a flat space background, but the normalization of the action is of course background
independent.
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conformal gravity is worked out. This is relevant to Mabuchi gravity because Mabuchi
gravity is just a gauge fixed Kähler subsector of self-dual conformal gravity.

Let Z, with Dolbeault operator ∂̄, be the twistor space of a scalar-flat Kähler 4-manifold
(M, g) as usual. BCOV theory [63] deals with complex structure deformations ∂̄ 7→ ∂̄ + µ

that are integrable (on-shell) and divergence-free (via an off-shell constraint):

∂̄µ+ 1
2 [µ, µ] = 0 , ∂(µ ⌟Ω) = 0 , (B.17)

where Ω = ω̌−2τ ∧ θ1̇ ∧ θ2̇ as before. Assuming that µ is on-shell, we can construct a
deformed Kähler potential K 7→ K + ρ as follows.

Let Lx be the twistor line of a point x ∈ M in the undeformed twistor space Z. Let
Lx[µ] denote the deformed twistor line. This is constructed as a rational curve in Z that is
holomorphic with respect to ∂̄ + µ. If µ is small (but finite), then Lx[µ] will act as a small
perturbation of Lx. In particular, if Lx has normal bundle O(1)⊕ O(1), then so will Lx[µ].
In this case, M continues to act as the moduli space of the deformed twistor lines.

Additionally, as is standard in the theory of deformations of Calabi-Yau structures, one
can construct a deformed volume form from Ω using the Tian-Todorov lemma [63, 128–130]:

Ω[µ] = eµ⌟Ω . (B.18)

This is holomorphic with respect to ∂̄ + µ, away from its poles. The polar divisor of Ω[µ]
continues to be the same as the polar divisor of Ω: the quadric ω̌ = 0. This is because µ
has second order zeroes at ω̌ = 0 and is regular everywhere else.

This is precisely the data that goes into the construction of a scalar-flat Kähler metric
on M . Following Pontecorvo’s theorem, the deformed Kähler form may be found from a
contour integral of the deformed volume form around one of the zeroes of ω̌|Lx[µ]:

ϖ(x) = 1
2π

∮
Γ⊂Lx[µ]

Ω[µ] . (B.19)

Since the polar quadric ω̌ is preserved, the complex structure ∂, ∂̄ on spacetime is undeformed.
Only the Kähler structure gets deformed: ω 7→ ϖ. This allows us to introduce a scalar field
ρ that captures the deformation of the Kähler potential, K 7→ K = K + ρ. That is, one sets

ϖ = i ∂∂̄K = ω + i ∂∂̄ρ (B.20)

where ω = i ∂∂̄K is the background Kähler form.
The deformed Kähler metric is scalar-flat by the Penrose transform [37, 56]. Hence, we

conclude that on-shell Beltrami differentials µ map to Kähler perturbations ρ on spacetime
that give rise to scalar-flat metrics. The latter are precisely the solutions of the equations
of motion of Mabuchi gravity. This confirms, at least on-shell, that BCOV theory reduces
to Mabuchi gravity on spacetime. Unlike WZW4, it remains an important open problem to
prove this directly at the level of the off-shell BCOV action. As of now, going beyond the
preliminary results of [15] in this direction has been prohibitively difficult.
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C BRST cohomology at large N

Here we will verify that the BRST cohomology of the chiral algebra at large N has a
basis given by normally ordered products of modes of the currents J [r, s], E[r, s], F [r, s]
described before.

This computation is only concerned with the size of the BRST cohomology, and says
nothing about the operator product. As such, we can compute the BRST cohomology using
a spectral sequence whose second page computes the classical BRST cohomology. The
classical BRST cohomology is the Lie algebra cohomology of a certain infinite dimensional
Lie algebra.

First, we build a graded Lie algebra we call gN which encodes the gauge algebra and
the symplectic reduction. This algebra is non-zero in degrees 0, 1, 2:

gN =


spN in degree 0
C8 ⊗ F ⊕ ∧20F ⊗ C2 in degree 1
spN in degree 2.

(C.1)

The copy of spN in degree zero acts on everything in the natural way, and the bracket of
two degree 1 elements is the moment map viewed as an element of spN in degree 2. All
other brackets are zero.

Then, the classical BRST cohomology is the relative Lie algebra cohomology41 of

C∗(gN [[z]] | spN ). (C.2)

The use of relative Lie algebra cohomology corresponds to the fact that in the BRST
complex, we should not include the c-ghost, only its derivatives; invariance under constant
gauge transformations in Sp(N) is imposed by hand.

At large N , this Lie algebra cohomology can be readily computed using a variant of the
techniques developed by Loday-Quillen-Tsygan [87, 88]. The underlying cochain complex
of the relative Lie algebra cohomology is

Sym∗((gN [[z]]/spN )∨[−1])Sp(N)
. (C.3)

Classical invariant theory tells us that at large N , the ring of invariants under Sp(N) is
freely generated by the open strings (products of fields starting and ending with I), and
the closed strings.

The differential does not necessarily preserve the number of open and closed strings.
This is because, inside any open or closed string expression, one might have the operator b,
and the BRST differential can turn this into :II :. This is the only term in the differential
which can change the number of open and closed strings. This tells us that the different
possibilities are:

open string 7→ one or two open strings
closed string 7→ a closed string or an open string.

(C.4)

41Here, and below, when we discuss Lie algebra homology or cohomology of an algebra like gN [[z]], we
mean in the topological sense. Sometimes this is called Gelfand-Fuchs cohomology.
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We can filter the complex by the number of open strings. By taking the spectral sequence
associated to this filtration, we bring ourselves to a complex where the differential preserves
(separately) the number of open and closed strings.

The cohomology of this complex is the graded symmetric algebra on the subcomplex
consisting of states which are either a single open string, or a single closed string. We will
compute the cohomology of this complex and find that the open string part is spanned
by the operator J [r, s] and derivatives, and the closed string part by E[r, s], F [r, s] and
derivatives.

This will complete the proof. Indeed, all these expressions are in ghost number zero so
that any further pages of the spectral sequences we have used must have zero differential.

The computation of the cohomology for a single open or closed string uses the techniques
of [87, 88]. We let A be the graded commutative algebra

A = C[[z, ϵ1, ϵ2]] (C.5)

where ϵ1, ϵ2 are anti-commuting variables of ghost number 1.
We let ι : A→ A be the Z/2 action which sends ϵi → −ϵi. Define an involution

ρ : gl2N ⊗A 7→ gl2N ⊗A
Z 7→ −ι(Zt)

(C.6)

where M t is the symplectic transpose of M , defined so that sp(N) is the subalgebra
M +M t = 0.

Let
AN ⊂ A⊗ gl2N (C.7)

be the subspace of elements Z ∈ gl2N⊗A satisfying ρ(Z) = Z. The space of such elements is

spN [[z]] in degree 0
∧2F ⊗ C2[[z]] in degree 1

spN [[z]] in degree 2
(C.8)

Thus, these elements match the b, X and c fields, except that we have not removed the
trace from the X fields.

We will use this description to compute the closed string part of the BRST cohomology,
which is essentially the same as the single-trace part of the Lie algebra cohomology of AN .
A small variant of the results of [87, 88] on dihedral homology tells us the following.

Lemma C.1. Let HC∗(A) be the cyclic cohomology of A. The single closed string part of
the Lie algebra homology of AN , at large N , is the Z/2 invariants in HC∗(A)[−1], where
the Z/2 action comes from an action on cyclic cochains described in the proof.

Proof. We let Cyc(A) be the cyclic cochain complex of A. As a graded vector space, without
the differential, this is defined as follows.

First, we let Cycn(A) be the quotient of the space of linear functionals

ϕ : A⊗n → C (C.9)
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be the relation
ϕ = (−1)nσϕ (C.10)

where σ is a cyclic permutation. Then,

Cyc(A) =
∏
n≥1

Cycn(A)[−n]. (C.11)

We will not need right now the explicit formula for the differential.
Loday-Quillen-Tsygan defined a cochain map

Cyc(A)→ C∗(A⊗ gl2N )GL(2N) (C.12)

which at large N is an isomorphism onto the single trace part. The explicit formula is the
following. If ϕ : A⊗n → C, then we define

ϕ̂ ∈ Cn(A⊗ gl2N )GL(2N) (C.13)

by the expression

ϕ̂((M1 ⊗ a1) . . . (Mn ⊗ an)) =
1
n!

∑
σ∈Sn

(−1)sign(σ) tr(Mσ1 . . .Mσn)ϕ(aσ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aσn). (C.14)

Clearly ϕ̂ only depends on ϕ ∈ Cycn(A).
The Lie algebra map AN → A⊗ gl2N gives rise to a map

C∗(A⊗ gl2N )GL(2N) → C∗(AN )Sp(N). (C.15)

By composing these two maps we get a cochain map

Cyc(A)→ C∗(AN )Sp(N). (C.16)

Explicitly, this is given by the formula (C.14), where the Mi are in spN if ai ∈ Aeven and in
∧2F if ai ∈ Aodd.

We need to characterize the image and kernel of this map at large N , on single-trace
expressions. By considering invariant theory for the group Sp(N), N large, it is clear that
the map (C.16) is surjective on single-trace expressions.

However, it is not an isomorphism, because contractions of indices under Sp(N) have a
dihedral symmetry not present for GL(2N). Consider a collection of elements Xi,(r) ∈ gl2N ,
where the index r takes value 0 or 1, and Xi,(r) satisfies

Xi,(r) + (−1)rX ti,(r) = 0 (C.17)

where X t is the symplectic transpose. Thus, Xi,(r) is in sp(N) if r = 0 and in ∧2F if r = 1.
Then,

tr(X1,r1 . . .Xn,rn) = (−1)n+
∑

ri tr(Xn,rn . . .X1,r1) (C.18)
This is the only relation (on top of cyclic (anti)-symmetry) we need to describe single trace
expressions in AN .

From this we find that the single trace part of C∗(AN )Sp(N) is isomorphic to the
coinvariants of the cyclic cochain complex under the Z/2 action which, on Cycn(A), reverse
the order of the elements, acts by (−1)n, and also applies the automorphism of A sending
ϵi → −ϵi.
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The single trace part of the cyclic cohomology of A was computed in [16]: it is given by
the single-trace local operators of the vertex algebra with glN BRST reduction considered
there. There it was found that it is given by four towers: the two bosonic towers E[r, s],
F [r, s] we have discussed before, and two new fermionic towers

B[r, s] = Tr(bX(r
1̇ X

s)
2̇ )

C[r, s] = Tr(∂cX(r
1̇ X

s)
2̇ )

(C.19)

It remains to check that the B,C towers are odd under the Z/2 action on cyclic cohomology.
This is not hard to verify.

The final thing to do is to compute the open string states. We can do this by a similar
argument. Let A be the algebra as above, and let M be the graded A-module

M = C8 ⊗ C[[z]] (C.20)

Define the bar complex by

Barn(M,A,M) = Hom(M ⊗A⊗n ⊗M,C)
Bar(M,A,A) =

∏
n≥0

Barn(M,A,M)[−n] (C.21)

where [−n] indicates a cohomological shift up by n. When equipped with the standard bar
differential, we have

Barn(M,A,M) ≃ Hom(M ⊗L
AM,C) (C.22)

where on the right hand side we have the dual of the derived tensor product. Thus, the
cohomology of the bar complex can be computed as the dual of the Tor groups of M with
itself over A.

There is a natural map
Bar(M,A,M)→ C∗(gN ) (C.23)

which at infinite N maps surjetively onto the single-string open string states. The expression
is the obvious one: an element of Barn(M,A,M) maps to an open string expression starting
with I, with n elements of A∨ (representing X, b, c and derivatives) and ending with I.

If we were working with a glN gauge theory, this map would be an isomorphism onto
the open string states. It is not, however, for the same reason we saw when discussing
closed string states: when working with a spN gauge theory, there is a symmetry which
reverses the order in a trace (and introduces a sign).

This Z/2 action acts on Barn(M,A,M) by reversing the order, sending ϵi → −ϵi, and
introducing a sign of (−1)n+1.

We find, then, that the single open string states are the dual of the Z/2 invariants in

TorA(M,M). (C.24)

The next step is to compute these Tor groups. This is done by writing down a free
resolution for M as an A module. The resolution is

F = C[[z, ϵi, γi]]⊗ C8 (C.25)
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with differential
d = ϵi

∂

∂γi
. (C.26)

The γi are bosonic variables in ghost number 0. At the level of cohomology, the ϵi and γi
cancel and F becomes M .

The Tor group is then the cohomology of the complex

F ⊗AM (C.27)

Tensoring over A with M has the effect of setting the ϵi to 0 in F , so that this tensor
product is C[[z, γi]]⊗ C8 ⊗ C8 with zero differential.

This tells us that the cohomology of the bar complex is spanned by z-derivatives of
expressions like

IkX
(r
1̇ X

s)
2̇ Il (C.28)

where the indices k, l run over a basis of C8, and thee expression is not anti-symmetric in
i, j. The integers that r, s that appear here corresond to the powers of γ1, γ2 in the dual
vector space C[[z, γi]]. Passing to Z/2 invariants means that we only retain the expressions
which are anti-symmetric in k, l, as desired.

C.1 BRST cohomology in the presence of the boundary condition

Now let us repeat the analysis in the case that we have the boundary condition discussed
in section 4.3. Recall that with this boundary condition, Xα̇ have first order poles, b has a
second order pole and I has a branch cut and a pole of order 1

2 .
The poles in the X and b field can be engineered very easily in the framework of the

previous section, simply by multiplying the fermionic variables ϵi by z−1. This does not
change the algebra in any way, except by changing the spin of the ϵi. Thus, the analysis
goes through without any change.

For the open string sector, the analysis is also almost identical. The module z− 1
2C[[z]]⊗

C8 associated to giving I a pole of order 1
2 is isomorphic to the module C[[z]]⊗C8 we used

in the case without boundary condition. Thus, the same argument applies.
The result is that a basis of single-trace closed string operators at z = 0, in the presence

of the boundary condition, is given by the same expressions we used before, but with extra
powers of z:

zr+s+2 tr
(
ϵα̇β̇Xα̇∂Xβ̇X

(r
1̇ X

s)
2̇

)
zr+s tr

(
X

(r
1̇ X

s)
2̇

) (C.29)

and the open string expressions are similar:

zr+s+1IkX
(r
1̇ X

s)
2̇ Il (C.30)

(Of course, we also must include derivatives of these expressions).
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D A basis for the boundary module (when defined as a quotient of the
mode algebra)

We have given two definitions of the boundary module: one in terms of boundary conditions
for the fundamental fields in section 4.3, where we then take BRST cohomology; and
another, where we simply declare what poles the currents E,F, J have at z = 0 and z =∞
as in section 4.2.

In this section, for completeness, we will verify that the second definition leads to a
boundary module of the correct size. The boundary module is defined by the left ideal
generated by

Jl[m,n] for 2l +m+ n < 0
El[m,n] for 2l +m+ n < 0
Fl[m,n] for 2l +m+ n < 0.

(D.1)

We will prove that this module has a basis given by ordered products of the modes

Jl[m,n] for 2l +m+ n ≥ 0
El[m,n] for 2l +m+ n ≥ 0
Fl[m,n] for 2l +m+ n ≥ 0.

(D.2)

Before we check this, we need to introduce some notation. Given a single-trace mode
Jl[m,n], El[m,n], Fl[m,n] we say its length is (m+ n)/2. The length labels which SL2(C)
representation the mode lives in.

We define the weight of a single-trace mode by the formula

weight = 2 spin + 2 length. (D.3)

Then the ideal defining the module is the left ideal generated by those single-trace modes
of weight < 0.

We say a product of single-trace modes O1 . . .On of weights w1, . . . , wn satisfies the
modified normal ordering w1 > w2 > · · · > wn. Let us also choose arbitrarily a normal
ordering perscription on those modes of the same weight. Then, products of single-trace
modes in modified normal ordering form a topological basis for the mode algebra.

In this basis, we say the modified normally ordered product O1 . . .On is of weight
w1 + · · ·+ wn (where wi is the weight of Oi).

We have the following lemma.

Lemma D.1. If O1, O2 are any two states of weight w1, w2, then the commutator [O1,O2]
is a sum of states of weight ≤ w1 + w2.

Proof. This is immediate from the representation theory. Let Oi be of spin si and length
li, where wi = 2si + 2li. Then, [O1,O2] is of spin s1 + s2. It also transforms in some
representations of SL2(C) which are contained in the tensor product of the representation
of spin l1 and that of spin l2. Such a representation is of spin at most l1 + l2.
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Proposition D.1. A basis for the ideal defining the module is given by modified normally-
ordered products of single-trace generators O1 . . .On where On has weight < 0.

Proof. Clearly these expressions are in the ideal. However, a priori, the ideal could be larger.
It is spanned by elements of the form (O1 . . .On−1)On, where Oi are single-trace operators
of weights wi, where wn < 0 and O1 . . .On−1 are in modified normal order w1 ≥ · · · ≥ wn−1.

We need to show that we can re-order an expression like this to make the whole
expression in modified normal order. Suppose that we need to move Ok . . .On−1 to the
right of On to place the expression in modified normal order. This can only happen if
wi ≤ wn for i = k, . . . , n− 1. When we re-order in this way, we pick up the commutator

[On,Ok . . .On−1]. (D.4)

By the previous lemma, this commutator is a sum of expressions in modified normal order of
total weight which is at most wk + · · ·+wn. Since wn < 0 and wi ≤ wn for i = k, . . . , n− 1,
this total weight is less than 0. Any expression in modified normal order of total weight
< 0 has rightmost element of weight < 0. We conclude that we can re-write any element of
the ideal as a sum of expressions in modified normal order where the rightmost element has
weight < 0, as desired.

Corollary D.1. A basis for the module which is a quotient of the mode algebra by the ideal
described above is given by products of single-trace modes in modified normal order

O1 . . .On (D.5)

where the weights wi are ≥ 0.

Proof. This is exactly the complement, in our chosen basis, of those words in modified
normal order whose rightmost element has weight < 0.

E Vanishing of some Dolbeault cohomology groups

In this section we will show that

H∗
∂̄
(SL2(C),O(−∂SL2(C))) = 0

H∗
∂̄
(F̃,O(−D0 −D∞ − E) = 0.

(E.1)

These cohomology groups are easily seen to vanish. Let us first check it for SL2(C), which
is a quadric in CP4. The boundary divisor in SL2(C) is the pull-back of O(−1). There is
an exact sequence in the category of sheaves on CP4

0→ OCP4(−3)→ OCP4(−1)→ OSL2(C)(−1)→ 0. (E.2)

The coherent sheaf cohomology of the first two terms vanishes, therefore that of the last
term vanishes too.

To prove the corresponding result for F̃, we first note that

Rπ∗OF̃ = OSL2(C) (E.3)
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where Rπ∗ is the derived push-forward along the map π : F̃→ SL2(C). This holds essentially
because all fibers of the map π are either a point or CP1. Then, since

π∗OSL2(C)(−∂SL2(C)) = OF̃(−D0 −D∞ − E) (E.4)

we also have
Rπ∗OF̃(−D0 −D∞ − E) = OSL2(C)(−∂SL2(C)) (E.5)

from which the result follows.

Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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